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1. A Layman; [Mills, Isaac]. An Address to the Lay Preachers of New-Haven. New-Haven:
Jonathan Cape, 1821. First Edition. 16 pp. pamphlet, 4 1/2 x 7, some old pencil markings, small chip
top right corner of tp. Good. Pamphlet.  [3368]

Attributed by Shoemaker to Isaac Mills. Not in Roberts.

Judge Mills in this pamphlet reproves lay preachers as "wolves in sheep's clothing." That they "in an
unauthorized manner, itinerated from place to place, from town to town, and from county to county,
preaching, exhorting and admonishing both Christians and sinners, and that in large popular
assemblies, to repent and believe..." He compares their actions with those of Uzza and the Ark; and of
Korah, Dathan, and Abiram. "As a member of the visible church, I shall never cease to lift my feeble
voice against all lay preaching, and all other obtrusions into the ministerial office."

Judge Isaac Mills (1767- 1843) graduated with distinction at Yale College in 1786, studied law at New
Haven, where he opened a practice. He joined the Center Church on profession of faith in 1806 and "it
was owing principally to his exertions that the present meeting-house was erected." - Dexter,
Biographical Sketches of the Graduates of Yale College. "His phenomenal success as an advocate and
expounder of law made him prominent, and he passed through the grades of advancement to Chief
Judge, to which he was appointed in 1825...In 1805 he went to northern Ohio, in the interests of the
Connecticut Fire Lands Company...to secure a treaty with the Indians for the extinguishment of their
claim, which he accomplished. Among other memorable things that he did was the laying out the city
of Sandusky, in 1817..." - Portrait and Biographical Album on Sanilac County (1884).

$75.00

2. A Layman. An Essay on Enthusiasm; or An Enquiry into the Origin, and Cause, of the late
Revival, [As it is called in these parts,] Among the Wesleyan Methodists. With Remarks on Mr.
Riles' and Mr. Treffry's Pamphlets lately published; bound with A Sequel, to an Essay on
Enthusiasm; or Mr. Truscott's Misrepresentations and Falacies Refuted. Redruth: Printed and Published
by Anthony Mitchell, 1814. First Edition. Quarter calf with blue marbled boards, binding is recent and
done in the period style, finely done. Recent former owner's signature on front paste-down, 5 x 8
inches, paper title label on front, both pamphlets with their own title page, same imprint and date. 24, 4
(Remarks); 22 clean and unmarked pp., new laid paper end papers. Very good. Hardcover.  [4275]

Both pamphlets have only two holdings at WorldCat, both in Great Britain.

Redruth is a town in Cornwall, England. The revival there of 1814 was promoted through the ministry
of William Carvosso. The author states, in the Remarks, that due to "one of the greatest impositions on
the public, which has occurred for these 200 years, in this Country 5,000 people have seceded from the
Church; can any Clergyman so far compromise his duty with his ease as not to sound and alarm
throughout the Land, when his charge is subject to such daily encroachments from the enemies of the
Church?"

Our anonymous author warns his readers about the dangers of Methodist enthusiasm. "We may be
assured, there is no true Religion in superstition or enthusiasm God is a Spirit, and they who worship
him, must worship him in spirit and in truth: there is no devotion in ravings, wallowings on the ground,

$250.00

1



shrieks and groans, dancing, and other absurd gesticulations: true Religion is pure and then peaceable,
and we are enjoined by St. Paul in our worship, whether public or private, to do all things decently and
in order....There is nothing more imposing on common people than enthusiasm, it can be easily
excited, it knows no bounds, it wears an imposing exterior, and is capable of deceiving the very elect."
- p. 4.

The author states the Whitefield and Wesley both warned against such excesses as the new Methodist
preachers were promoting. He contrasts their doctrines and practices with that of the Church of
England, particularly on the topics of the Direct Witness of the Spirit, Regeneration, Conversion, and
Assurance.

3. A Presbyter of Connecticut; [Coxe, Arthur Cleveland]. Revivalism and the Church. A Letter to a
Reviewer, in reply to several articles in The New-Englander. Hartford: Henry S. Parsons, 1843.
First Edition. Printed wrappers, 5 x 7 1/2 inches, 45 pp., some foxing, a few leaves with small damage
bottom corner. Good. Pamphlet.  [3332]

Roberts 1281. "A defence of Roman Catholicism against the tenents of revivalism." The author,
however, was Protestant Episcopal, and became bishop of Western New York in 1865. When he
mentions "Catholicity" in this pamphlet, he does not mean Popery. The author is defending against the
extreme individualism that sometimes accompanies revivalism.

$45.00

4. American Home Missionary Society. The Home Missionary, August, 1857. Vol. XXX. No. 4.
New York: The American Home Missionary Society, 1857. First Edition. Single issue, in the printed
wrappers, 5 3/4 x 8 3/4, pp. (93)-116, double columns. Good. Pamphlet.  [3501]

Letters and reports of home missionary efforts in the United States, with revival accounts. This issue
has reports from Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and New York. Also, "Home Missions on
the Pacific Coast," by Rev. T. Dwight Hunt of San Francisco.

$30.00

5. American Home Missionary Society. The Home Missionary, November, 1858. Vol. XXXI. No.
7. New York: The American Home Missionary Society, 1858. First Edition. Single issue, in the printed
wrappers, 5 3/4 x 8 3/4, pp. (157)-180, double columns. Good. Pamphlet.  [3502]

Letters and reports of home missionary efforts in the United States, with revival accounts. This issue
has reports from Oregon, California, Kansas, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, New
Jersey, and New York.

$30.00

6. Arnold, Joel R. Strictures on a Sermon, entitled An Account of the Revival in Jerusalem, with
Observations on some of the most remarkable things that took place in the work. Or, A Sermon,
delivered in Chester, N. H. on Lord's Day Morning, April 20, 1823. By William Taylor, Pastor of
the Baptist Church in Concord. Concord: J. W. Shepard's Office, 1823. First Edition. Untrimmed
pamphlet, 5 3/4 x 9 1/2, 16 pp. Good. Pamphlet.  [3512]

The author, the pastor of the Congregational church in Chester, N. H., grew alarmed at the influence of
the sermon of Baptist pastor William Taylor of nearby Chester, and calls him out regarding closed
communion, adult baptism by immersion, and that the pattern of the Day of Pentecost is an expected
description of the church today.

We include this in our Revival Literature list because Taylor's sermon is included.

$60.00
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7. Arthur, William. Tract No. V. The Revival in Ulster: Ahoghill and Ballymena. London:
Hamilton, Adams, and Co., 1859. 16 pp. pamphlet, 4 x 6 1/2, some soil to printed wrappers, faint old
center crease. Good. Pamphlet.  [3529]

No. 170 in Roberts, Revival Literature. "More eye-witness reporting on the great movement of the
Holy Spirit in Ireland."

William Arthur (1819 – 1901) Irish Wesleyan Methodist, missionary for some years in India, returned
to England after becoming nearly blind, for many years thereafter served as the Secretary for the
Wesleyan Missionary Society. In 1867 he was elected Principal of the Methodist College Belfast,
serving until his retirement in 1871.

$35.00

8. Arundel, John; et al. The Evangelical Magazine and Missionary Chronicle. 1830. London:
Frederick Westley and A. H. Davis, 1830. First Edition. Quarter calf, marbled boards, 5 1/2 x 8 1/2,
spine abraded with some loss, retains the two black leather title labels, outer joints cracked with strong
inner paper hinges. Has the appearance of being rebacked long ago, with the original backstrip relaid.
552 clean pp., double columns, former owner's signature on the end papers. This volume does not have
the portraits of ministers bound in. Good. Leather_bound.  [3473]

Not in Roberts, although the volume for 1822 is mentioned. This periodical began in 1793 and some
form of it continued until 1904. It was aimed at Calvinists within the evangelical movement in Great
Britain and was supported by both churchmen and independents. It strongly supported evangelism and
revivals, as well as giving thoughtful articles in theology, biography, missionary society reports, book
reviews, &c.

Of revival interest in this volume: United Prayer for the Effusion of the Holy Ghost and the Conversion
of the World; Extract of a Letter from the Rev. Alfred Ely, Pastor of the Congregational Church at
Monson, M. S. S. [on Revival in Monson, MA]; Revivals of Religion in France, by Andrew Reed;
Memoir of the Rev. William Roby.

The bulk of this volume pertains to foreign missions, with letters and reports from such places as
Tahiti, Malaca, Calcutta, Teloogoo, St. Petersburgh, East Indies, South Africa, Van Diemen's Land,
Sandwich Islands, Singapore, Papara, Java, Huahine, &c. Also, many reports, articles, letters regarding
Slavery.

$75.00

9. Arundel, John; et al. The Evangelical Magazine and Missionary Chronicle. 1832. London:
Frederick Westley and A. H. Davis, 1832. First Edition. Quarter calf, marbled boards, 5 1/2 x 8 1/2,
spine abraded with some loss, retains the two black leather title labels, outer joints cracked with strong
inner paper hinges. Has the appearance of being rebacked long ago, with the original backstrip relaid.
592 clean pp., double columns, former owner's signature on the end papers. This volume does not have
the portraits of ministers bound in. Good. Leather_bound.  [3474]

Not in Roberts, although the volume for 1822 is mentioned. This periodical began in 1793 and some
form of it continued until 1904. It was aimed at Calvinists within the evangelical movement in Great
Britain and was supported by both churchmen and independents. It strongly supported evangelism and
revivals, as well as giving thoughtful articles in theology, biography, missionary society reports, book
reviews, &c.

Of revival interest in this volume: Conversion during an American Revival; Reflections on the Present
State of Religion, in connexion with Revivals; Revival in Religion amongst the Calvinistic Methodists
in Carnarvonshire, North Wales; Signs of Prosperity in a Christian Church, and the best Means of
promoting such Prosperity; Revival Meeting at Staines, Middlesex.

The bulk of this volume pertains to foreign missions, with letters and reports from such places as
China, African Islands, Batavia, Berbice, British Guiana, Huahine, kaira, Latakoo, Madagascar,

$75.00
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Malacca, Pinang, Tahiti, South Sea Mission, Tahiti and the Pitcairn Islanders

10. Arundel, John; et al. The Evangelical Magazine and Missionary Chronicle. 1841; The Profits
of this Work are applied to the Relief of the Widows of Gospel Ministers of different denominations.
London: Thomas Ward and Co., 1841. First Edition. Quarter calf, marbled boards, 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, even
wear, no damage, a handsome volume. Recent former owner's signature on the front paste-down, 1861
inscription on ffep; iv., 672 clean pp., tight. Engraved portraits of John Morison; Rev. W. L. Alexander,
M.A., of Edinburgh; Rev. Alfred Pope, of Leamington; Rev. J. J. Freeman, Walthamstow (Late of
Madagascar); Rev. James Scott, Missionary, Demerara; Rev. E. Henderson, D.D., Ph.D., Highbury;
Rev. John Alexander, Norwich; Rev. Joseph Slatterie, Chatham; John Woodward, of London; Rev. N.
S. S. Beman, D.D., Troy, United States; Rev. Richard Cope, LL.D., Penryn, Cornwall; and Rev. H. J.
Hump, Chaplain of the Protestant Dissenters' Grammar School, Mill Hill. Good. Leather_bound.
[3932]

This periodical began in 1793 and some form of it continued until 1904. It was aimed at Calvinists
within the evangelical movement in Great Britain and was supported by both churchmen and
independents. It strongly supported evangelism and revivals, as well as giving thoughtful articles in
theology, biography, missionary society reports, book reviews, &c.

$75.00

11. Atwater, Lyman H.; Smith, Henry B. [editors]. The Presbyterian Quarterly and Princeton
Review. New Series Vol. V. New York: J. M. Sherwood, 1876. Half leather with marbled boards,
binding is scuffed but no cracks or damage, older interior ex lib matter, yet the spine is clean. 6 1/2 x 9
inches, recent former owner's signature on ffep, ink blotch on tp, 766 pp. tight. Pencil notations in the
table of contents, and pencil underlining in two articles. Good. Leather_bound.  [4498]

Articles of Revival interest include: The Ecclesiastical Disruption of 1861, by R. L. Stanton (pencil
note says "implicates Finney"; The Great Awakening of 1740, by Lyman H. Atwater; The Revivals of
the Century, by Lyman H. Atwater.

Other content of note: The Auburn Declaration, by E. D. Morris; Our Indians, and the Duty of the
Presbyterian Church to them, by J. Elliot Condict; Calvinism and American Independence, by Thomas
Balch; Palmer's Life of Thornwell; American Methodism in 1876, by W. J. R. Taylor; and The Indian
Question, by Thomas Williamson.

$65.00

12. Austin, Jere C. Long Islanders in the Great Awakening. Contained in 5 issues of Long Island
Forum, March-July, 1967. West Islip, NY: Long Island Forum, 1967. 1st . 5 consecutive issues of
this periodical. Glossy paper wrapper, 8 x 11, 18 pp in each issue, a few corrections in ink made in the
Great Awakening series. Very good. Paperback.  [327]

Not in Roberts. There are 23 pp. total pertaining to this series, and the series is complete. The different
pieces are all by Austin, and are as follows: Long Islanders in the Great Awakening; The Rev. James
Davenport; The Rev. Samuel Buell; The Rev. Elisha Paine; Rev. Jonathan Barber.

$37.50

13. Backus, Charles. A Discourse on the Nature and Influence of Godly Fear: containing also, A
Minister's Address to his Church and Congregation; together with a few interesting Events in
their History: written in a time when he was taken off from Preaching by Bodily Infirmities:
publically read, Lord's-Day, January 31, 1802. Hartford: Hudson & Goodwin, 1802. First Edition.
Removed, includes the half-title & rfep, 5 x 8 1/4, 45 clean pp. Very good. Pamphlet.  [3375]

$60.00
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No. 204a in Roberts, Revival Literature. "Includes brief details on the effect of the revivals of 1742,
1744, 1783, 1797 and 1800 upon his church."

Charles Backus (1749-1803), a native of Norwich, Connecticut. Backus graduated at Yale in 1769, and
was a Congregationalist with orthodox (trinitarian) principles. He was pastor of a church in Somers,
Connecticut. His habit of lodging ministerial students in his home for the purpose of instruction
enabled nearly fifty young men to prepare for the ministry. “The talents of Dr. Backus were of a high
order. But he had not the time, nor the health, nor the means, necessary to distinguished literary
acquisitions. He read many of the best books with great profit. But on theological subjects his
conceptions and reasonings were so perspicuous and profound, and, as we thought, so just and
scriptural, that his pupils deemed it better to consult him than any author; and no one who knew the
habits of his penetrating mind, could be otherwise than gratified that, instead of relying on the authority
of the best writers, and following in their track, he chose to think for himself.” – Leonard Woods, as
quoted in Sprague’s Annals.

14. Baird, Robert. Religion in the United States of America; Or an Account of the Origin,
Progress, Relations to the State, and Present Condition of the Evangelical Churches in the United
States. With Notices of the Unevangelical Denominations. New-York: Harper & Brothers, 1844.
First American Edition . Half maroon leather with peach & green marbled paper boards, marbled end
papers, contemporary binder's ticket on front paste-down: "J. & G. S. Gideon, Printers &
Book-Binders, Ninth Street, near Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington City." 6 x 9 1/4 inches, recent
former owner's signature on ffep, xii., (9)-343 pp. with index, complete. The odd pagination reflects the
addition of an American Preface to the preliminaries. Printed in double columns, some neat pencil
underlining & marginalia in the sections on revival. Foxing throughout, yet a very handsome copy in a
pleasing binding. Very good. Leather_bound.  [4234]

Includes an early account of the Mormons, see Flake 250a.

Recommendations by David Welsh, William Cunningham, and Robert Buchanan.

Robert Baird, D.D. “b. 1798, in Fayette County, Pennsylvania, has become widely known in America
and Europe by his labors for the extension of the Protestant religion.” – Allibone. Baird graduated at
Jefferson College (1818) and Princeton Theological Seminary (1822). He was an agent for the
American Bible Society, the American Sunday School Union, and later the American and Foreign
Christian Union.

“In 1842 while in Geneva, Baird wrote his Religion in America, first published in Glasgow. Baird
revised and expanded this work through several printings in the United States with the edition of 1856
being the most complete. Subsequently the history was translated into French, German, Dutch, and
Swedish...Baird argued that revivalism was a positive feature of American religious experience.” -
Wikipedia.

No. 231 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "Revivals of religion, pp. 196-218.
A review of this volume can be found in the Baptist Magazine for 1844."

$125.00

15. Bairstow, J. O. Sensational Religion, in Past Times and the Present Day. London: Elliot Stock,
1890. First Edition. Green cloth decorated in black & gilt, 5 x 7 1/2 inches, inscribed but not signed by
the author, recent owner's inscription on ffep, viii., 104 pp., tight. Some pencil underlining &
marginalia. Very good. Hardcover.  [4064]

The author was English, and probably Primitive Methodist, as I find brief references to him in their
publications. He is defending what detractors called "sensationalism" among revival and other
meetings, with mention of the good the Salvation Army was doing in spite of opposition. He warns
against the "devil's sensationalism," but insists upon a godly sensationalism that accompanies the work
of the Holy Spirit in revivals.

$45.00
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Not in Roberts.

16. Baker, William M. The Life and Labours of the Rev. Daniel Baker, D. D., Pastor and
Evangelist. Philadelphia: William S. & Alfred Martien, 1858. First Edition. Blindstamped cloth, edges
worn with some pieces of the backstrip repasted, 6 x 8 1/2 inches, steel-engraved portrait, 560 pp.,
former owner's signature on the ffep, infrequent pencil underlining, a few page corners folded. Fair.
Hardcover.  [3720]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 235 “A very stirring account of a man much used by God.”

Daniel Baker (1791-1857), “born in Georgia, this southern revivalist gained his formal education at
Hampden-Sydney College and at Princeton. While a student at Princeton, he, along with three friends
became known as ‘The Religiosi’, a group not unlike the Holy Club at Oxford. A revival occurred in
which nearly half the student body were converted. As is to be expected, having been once deeply
involved in revival, he continued to see deep moving of the Spirit of God in various places where he
itinerated. In addition to his travels, Baker also served Presbyterian pastorates and aided in the
establishment of Austin College in Huntsville, Texas, serving for some time as its president.” - Roberts.

$45.00

17. Baldwin, Thomas; Sharp, Daniel; Winchell, James M. [editors]. The American Baptist
Magazine, and Missionary Intelligencer. New Series. Vol. I. 1817. Boston: James Loring, and
Lincoln & Edmands, 1817. First Edition. Full leather binding, bred leather spine title label, 5 1/2 x 9,
recent former owner's signature on ffep, notations on the rear pastedown, otherwise clean and
unmarked. 469 pp. plus 3 pp. index. Engraved portrait of Rev. Thomas Baldwin, D.D. Very good.
Leather_bound.  [3766]

Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography no. 97. "Contains numerous accounts of
revivals."

This volume has reports of revivals at Bath, Maine; Braintree, Vt.; Brandon, Vt.; Bristol, NY;
Brunswick, Maine; Broadalbin, NY; Coventry, NH; Craftsbury, Vt; Colerain; Edmeston, NY; Fairfax,
Vt; Gulford, NH; Greenwich, NY; Gilmantown, NH; Hebron; Hinsdale, NH; Homer, NY; St.
Johnsbury, Vt; Madison Association, NY; Middletown, Vt; Mentz, NY; Newark, NJ; New-London,
CT; Newport, NH; Norwich, NJ; Poultney, Vt; Pawtucket, RI; Prospect-Hill, VA; Rockingham, Vt;
Salem, NY; Suffield, CT; Townsend, Vt; Vermont Association; Wantage, NJ; Wilmington, NY; and at
Woburn, Mass.

Includes many missionary accounts, letters, biographies, accounts of American Indian missions,
obituaries, ordinations, and book reviews.

$150.00

18. [Baldwin, Thomas]. A Brief Account of the late Revivals of Religion in a number of towns in
the New-England States, and also in Nova Scotia. Extracted chiefly from letters written by
several gentlemen of unquestionable veracity. To which is added, A very interesting Letter, from
a Minister in London to his Friend in Massachusetts. Boston: Manning & Loring, Sept, 1799.
Removed, disbound, 4 1/2 x 7 1/2, 24 pp., quarter-sized stain in the margin of the last leaf.
 Good. Pamphlet.  [3790]

ESTC W2804; Evans 35139; Roberts 260. "A highly useful and informative piece."

The pamphlet when through 10 printings between May, 1799, and January, 1800. It began with 8 pp. in
the first issue and included 28 pp. by the last printing. It is rare in any edition, with the last auction
record being from 2004, where the last issue of 1800 brought $956. There are no auction or sale records
for this Sept, 1799 issue. Roberts records three holdings: American Antiquarian Society, Library of

$450.00
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Congress, and New York Public Library.

Attributed by Evans to Rev. Thomas Baldwin.

Thomas Baldwin, D.D. (1753-1826), Baptist minister. He served several terms in the New Hampshire
State Legislature, was pastor of a church at Canaan, N.H. In 1790 he accepted the call of a Baptist
church in Boston and his subsequent preaching there was the occasion of a revival which lasted for two
years, in which 70 members were added to the church. In 1794 he received the degree of Master of Arts
from Brown University; and in 1803, the degree of Doctor of Divinity from Union College. He was
active in his pastoral work as well as busy with missionary endeavors.

19. Bardsley, Cyril C. B. Revival: The Need and the Possibilities; with a Foreword by the Bishop of
Liverpool. London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1916. First Edition, 3rd Impression. Blue cloth, binding
is worn and soiled, 5 x 7 1/2 inches, former owner's signature on ffep, 139 dark pp., pencil underlining
and notes. Fair. Hardcover.  [3821]

Roberts, Revival Literature, no. 306. (second impression). "What is revival? The signs of its coming,
the need, the possibility, how revival can come today, the results and the men and women who are
needed."

Cyril Charles Bowman Bardsley (1870-1940), sometime secretary of the Church Missionary Society,
Anglican Bishop of Peterborough (1924).

$20.00

20. Bardsley, Cyril C. B.; Rogers, T. Guy. Studies in Revival; With a Foreword by the Archbishop of
Canterbury. London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1915. First Edition. Blue cloth, 4 1/2 x 7 inches,
former owner's signature on ffep, several pp. of pencil underlining, notes by the 1915 owner at the
beginning of each chapter, identifying the author of it. Very good. Hardcover.  [3830]

Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography no. 307. "Contributions by the Bishop of
Stepney, H. Gresford Johnes, F. S. Webster, J. H. Greig, Theodore R. W. Lunt, Miss M. G. Gollock,
Tissington Tatlow, F. T. Woods, the Bishop of Durham and the editors. Chapter 2 'Lessons from the
Past' by Rogers is outstanding."

We find only one other copy for sale (Nov. 2019), in the UK, at a higher price than ours.

$65.00

21. Bebbington, David. Victorian Religious Revivals: Culture and Piety in Local and Global
Contexts. Oxford University Press, 2012. First Edition. ISBN: 9780199575480. Binding and dust
jacket fine; 307 pp. Former owner's signature on ffep; neat underlining and marginalia throughout.
Very good in fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [4131]

We find no listing (Jan. 2020) for copy of this book for under $105. New Copies run about that but you
have to pay for shipping from the UK. The cheapest used copy I see is $119, also in the UK.

"Revivals are outbursts of religious enthusiasm in which there are numerous conversions. In this book
the phenomenon of revival is set in its broad historical and historiographical context. David Bebbington
provides detailed case-studies of awakenings that took place between 1841 and 1880 in Britain, North
America and Australia, showing that the distinctive features of particular revivals were the result less of
national differences than of denominational variations. These revivals occurred in many places across
the globe, but revealed the shared characteristics of evangelical Protestantism. Bebbington explores the
preconditions of revival, giving attention to the cultural setting of each episode as well as the form of
piety displayed by the participants.

$65.00
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"No single cause can be assigned to the awakenings, but one of the chief factors behind them was
occupational structure and striking instances of death were often a precipitant. Ideas were far more
involved in these events than historians have normally supposed, so that the case-studies demonstrate
some of the main patterns in religious thought at a popular level during the Victorian period. Laymen
and women played a disproportionate part in their promotion and converts were usually drawn in large
numbers from the young. There was a trend over time away from traditional spontaneity towards more
organised methods sometimes entailing interdenominational co-operation."

22. Beecher, Lyman. A Sermon, delivered at Woolcut, (Con.) Sept. 21, 1814, at the Installation of
the Rev. John Keyes, to the Pastoral Care of the Church in that place. New-London: Samuel
Green, 1815. First Edition. 32 pp. stab-sewn pamphlet, evidently issued without wrapper. 5 x 8 1/4
inches. Good. Pamphlet.  [3526]

No. 421 in Roberts, Revival Literature. "A sermon on revival." The text is Isaiah 61:4, "And they shall
build up the old places..." "The waste places of Connecticut, and the duty of building them, will be the
subject of consideration in this discourse...A number of churches have become feeble, and by hard
struggling, prolong from year to year, the enjoyment of divine institutions. While some have, long
since, fallen and are lying low, in utter desolation." Beecher shows the causes of these desolation; the
means of restoring them; and the motives to immediate exertion for that purpose.

Lyman Beecher, D.D. (1775-1863), “an eminent Presbyterian minister, was born at New Haven,
Connecticut…was sent to Yale College, where he graduated A.B. in 1797…In 1825 he accepted a call
to the Hanover Street Church, Boston, where he spent six years of immense activity and popularity,
distinguished also by his boldness and success with which he opposed Dr. Channing and grappled
Unitarianism…In 1832 he accepted the Presidency of Lane Theological Seminary, Cincinnati, in which
service, and that of the Second Presbyterian Church, Cincinnati, he remained during twenty eventful
years…The doctrinal views of Dr. Beecher has always been moderately Calvinistic, and he was
charged by some of the stronger Calvinists with heresy. A trial ensued, ending in 1835, by the adoption
of resolutions to which Dr. Beecher assented; but the controversy went on until at last the Presbyterian
church was rent in twain by it. In 1852 Dr. Beecher resigned the presidency of the seminary and
returned to Boston.” – M’Clintock & Strong.

$75.00

23. Bellamy, Joseph. True Religion Delineated; or, Experimental Religion, as distinguished from
Formality on one hand, and Enthusiasm on the other, set in a Scriptural and Rational Light. In
two Discourses: in which some of the principle Errors both of Arminians and Antinomians are
confuted, the Foundation and Superstructure of their different Schemes are demolished, and the
Truth, as it is in Jesus, explained and proved; The whole adapted to the weakest capacities, and
designed for the establishment, comfort, and quickening of the people of God. With a Preface by Mr.
[Jonathan] Edwards. Morris-Town: Henry P. Russell, 1804. Boston, Printed...1750. Morris-Town,
Re-Printed by Henry P. Russell, 1804. Rebacked in calf with the original boards and end papers
retained, 5 1/4 x 8 1/4 inches, several notes and signatures on the front end papers, x., 428, (4) pp.,
tight. Neat pencil underlining & marginalia in many places. Good. Leather_bound.  [4000]

No. 1132 in Roberts, Whitefield in Print: A Bibliographical Record of Works By, For, and Against
George Whitefield.

Rev. Joseph Bellamy (1719-1790), a native of Connecticut, graduated at Yale in 1735. Two years later
he began to preach at age 18, and in 1740 was ordained pastor of a church in Bethlehem, Conn. In the
great revival which soon spread over New England we was very active and widely useful. His
evangelistic preaching in New England is noted as one of the significant ministries during the "Great
Awakening." In his later years he was a faithful teacher of young men as well as a successful pastor;
many of the most prominent New England divines of the late 1700’s & early 1800’s were his pupils.
"By 1742 Bellamy was feeling such concern for the welfare of the Kingdom of God that he engaged in
itinerant labors throughout Connecticut and other parts of New England. This he continued to do for
part of each year during the course of the revival. While his expectation of the ushering in of the

$250.00
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millennial age thru the revival was not realized, his own personal labors were powerfully used by God.
In due time he returned to a more settled ministry but his place as a man of revival was by this time
firmly established." - Roberts, Whitefield in Print, p. 100.

24. Bidwell, W. H. [editor]. The American National Preacher. Original-Monthly from Living
Ministers of the United States. Vol. XVI. & VII. 1842-1843. New York: American National
Preacher, 1842-1843. First Edition. Fine half red leather binding with gold marbled boards, raised
bands to spine "National Preacher" and "1842-43" in gilt to spine, 5 3/4 x 8 3/4 inches, (vi.) 284, Iiv.)
1-120, 145-284 pp. The 1843 part is missing two sermons, neither of which we mention in the list
below. Includes an engraved portrait of B. B. Wisner. Signature of previous owner on the fep. Very
good. Leather_bound.  [3750]

This series was published from 1826 to 1857. It is no. 100 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An
Annotated Bibliography.

This combined volume has the Sermon by Rev. Asa D. Smith, "Revivals of Religion;" "A Perpetual
Revival," by Leverett Griggs; "Necessity of Revivals of Religion;" and the anonymous "Prayer a
Means of Revivals."

Also Joel Hawes on "Hearers of the Gospel" and "Spiritual Prosperity in a Congregation." Enoch Pond
on Conversion. The Suddenness of Christ's Coming, by James G. Hamner. The Cross, by Richard
Fuller. Ministerial Zeal, by Richard S. Storrs. The Day Approaching, by Leonard Bacon. Rufus
Anderson on the Religious Discipline of the Thoughts. The Great Separation, by Albert Barnes.
Religion Our Life, by Baron Stow.

$150.00

25. Blackburn, John. The True Character, and Probable Results, of American Revivals. A
Discourse, delivered at Maberly Chapel, Kingsland, on Thursday morning, April 8, 1830, before
the monthly meeting of Pastors and Churches, and published at their Request; with an Appendix.
London: Holdsworth and Ball, 1830. First Edition. Removed, includes the half-title page, 5 x 8 1/4
inches, 48, (1) clean pp. This was removed from a bound volume, and there are hand-written
consecutive numbers in the top corner of each page, indicating whatever page number it was in the
bound volume. Good. Pamphlet.  [4003]

No. 509 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "An appraisal of American
revivals with references to Lyman Beecher, Jonathan Edwards, Charles G. Finney, Gilbert Tennant and
George Whitefield."

John Blackburn (1791-1855), English Independent minister. He was the first minister of Claremont
Chapel, Pentonville (1819) and one of the originators of the Congregational Union.

Rev. Blackburn has four main divisions: I. To state those Doctrinal Principles, which are especially
enforced in the season of Religious Revival. II. To describe the several Peculiarities by which they are
usually characterized. III. To explain the System of Means by which they are generally produced. IV.
To illustrate the permanent Influence which they exert on the general interests of the Christian Church.

$75.00

26. Bodman, Manoah. An Oration on Death, and the Happiness of the Separate State, or the
Pleasures of Paradise...&c. [Revival literature]. Williamsburgh, [MA]: Printed by Ephraim
Whitman, 1817. ISBN: B07JZGV37S. Full leather binding, worn with some surface abrasions but tight
and stout, 4 1/2 x 7 inches, recent former owner's signature on the ffep; iv., 300 pp., tight. Old stains in
some sections, of varying darkness. Good. Leather_bound.  [3308]

No. 555 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A very curious work with
information found nowhere else." The majority of the work is prose, with 30 pp. of poetry, and smaller

$300.00
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poems interspersed within the prose.

Manoah Bodman (1766-1850), a native of Massachusetts; an accomplished poet nicknamed "The Bard
of the Berkshires." Some of his pieces are included in American Poetry: The Nineteenth Century, Vol.
I. (The Library of America, 1993).

"Manoah Bodman, an important early American poet whose poems have not appeared in over a century
and a half. Bodman, considered 'a man of great eccentricity,' regularly delivered orations in New
England towns during the Second Great Awakening of the late [eighteenth] century. He published two
broadsides, two booklets, and one book, all filled with depictions of verbal communication with visions
of various kinds possibly brought about by epileptic seizures. Despite his long-winded, turgid prose,
Bodman's poems are curiously modern in their diction. He wrote in an ejaculatory manner not seen in
America until Emily Dickinson's work was published seventy-five years later, and more idiomatic than
anyone else's in America until nearly the end of the nineteenth century. Bodman's inspiration was far
less literary than experiential, providing a link between the work of Edward Taylor and Walt Whitman
in the chain of the Transcendentalists." - Barnes & Noble review of a recent work on Bodman's life.

The complete title: An Oration on Death, and the Happiness of the Separate State, or the Pleasures of
Paradise, with their probable Changes and Improvements: The last of which is much quoted from the
late Dr. Watts, interspersed, however, with divers Poetical Sketches of the Author's, of various
measures and metres. Also, An Oration of the Author's, written early in the spring of 1816, on the then
present outpourings of the Spirit of God, in New England, and through the world - our missions to Asia
- touches on the Millennium, and the dark periods, to the consummation of all things. Also, Four
Hymns or Poems of the Author's, on solemn and divine subjects, to wit: - One, on the great mortality of
the women and children in Williamsburgh, which took place in the year 1788. - One, a soliloquy, or
rather conference between the divine attributes of mercy and justice, relative to the state of fallen man.
One, on the joys of heaven, or the happiness of the glorious state. These last two were composed or
written in or about the time of the great reformation in the year 1790. - One, written early in the spring
of 1816, on the then present reformation, having a retrospective view of the reformation in these parts
in the year 1790; it then will pursue much the same track of the last mentioned oration.

27. Bolles, James A. The Revival System: A Sermon. Preached the first Sunday in Lent,
February 21st, 1858. Cleveland: Steam Press of Pinterton & Nevins, 1858. First Edition. Green
printed wrapper, wrapper soiled, old dampstain on the tp and first few leaves, rest clean, 5 1/2 x 8 1/2
inches, old oval ink stamp "Western Reserve Historical Society" on tp. Fair. Pamphlet.  [3543]

No. 568 in Roberts, Revival Literature. "On the then existing revival in America." Bolles finds some
things admirable in the "Revival System," yet says it belongs to the sects, and that the remedy of the
Protestant Episcopal Church - that of education - is the system that comes from the Gospel. He finds
six things to admire and objects to two: The sysem is unscriptural, and "its fruits are morally and
religiously pernicious and pestilential."

James A. Bolles (1810-1894), b. Norwich, CT; d. Cleveland, OH..."controversial rector of Trinity
Church from 1855-58...Opposed to the evangelical movement, Bolles advocated written sermons and
practices associated with the Catholic church, strongly objecting to the mass conversions of revival
meetings and arguing against the interdenominational movement, which he considered superficial.
Bolles engaged in public, published debate with the Episcopal bishop of Ohio over such issues,
drawing national attention...During his ministry Bolles emphasized charity and instituted systematic
giving and the founding of two mission churches. He advocated the free church system, including free
pews, and in 1859 resigned with the vestry refused to make Trinity a free parish, with his congregation
already divided over his advocation of daily services and other Catholic practices. In 1859, Bolles
became rector of the Church of the Advent in Boston, but returned to Cleveland in 1871 as a senior
canon at Trinity Church for many years. Bolles wrote Vade Mecum: A Manual for Pastoral Use, used
by a generation of pastors." - Pierce, Trinity Cathedral (1967).

$75.00
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28. Brainerd, David; Edwards, Jonathan [editor]. David Brainerd: His Life and Diary. Chicago:
Moody Press, 1949. First Edition. ISBN: B000O2TQM2. Probably a later printing. Very good orange
cloth hardcover with black spine panel in gilt, 5 3/4 x 9 inches, 384 pp. former owner's signature on
ffep, rest clean. No dj. Very good. Hardcover.  [3251]

With a biographical sketch of President Edwards by Philip E. Howard, Jr. See Roberts' many entries for
Brainerd's Life and Journals. This compilation comes from vol. iii. of Edwards' Works.

$15.00

29. Bramwell, William. A Short Account of the Life and Death of Ann Cutler, Commonly known
by the Name of Praying Nanny, Who was a principal Instrument in the Beginning of the late
Revival of the Work of God in Lancashire, Yorkshire, &c., &c. With an Account of Elizabeth
Dickson's two wonderful Trances: and An excellent Letter from the Rev. Mr. J. Fletcher to one
of his Friends. Leeds: A. Newsom, 1798. Removed, 4 x 6 1/2, 24 pp. Good. Pamphlet.  [3360]

Several issues of this are in Roberts, but not this Leeds edition.

Ann Cutler (1759-1794), English Methodist, converted by William Bramwell. "Cutler was with Hester
Rogers one of the first woman preachers." Her work with Bramwell is credited with promoting the
revivals at Derby, Lancashire, and Cheshire.

William Bramwell (1759-1818), an Englishman with Anglican heritage. Bramwell entered the
Methodist itinerancy in 1786 and exercised an active circuit ministry until his sudden death. “Bramwell
was an evangelist of remarkable powers, particularly noted for his success in inspiring revivals. During
his first appointment to Sheffield between 1795 and 1797, the circuit reported a net increase of 1,500
despite the loss of nearly 1,000 members to the New Connexion. Despite his ability and considerable
reputation on both sides of the Atlantic, Bramwell never achieved high office in the Wesleyan Church.
This was probably due to his sympathy with dissident elements within Wesleyan Methodism and some
elements of his personal spirituality such as his claim to possess the power of discernment of spirits.” –
Methodist Archives Biographical Index.

$200.00

30. Brand, James. Sermons from a College Pulpit. Oberlin, O.: E. J. Goodrich, 1883. First Edition.
Green cloth stamped in blind, gilt to spine, 5 1/4 x 7 1/2 inches, ex church library (First Church in
Oberlin), recent former owner's signature on ffep, 261 clean pp., gathering behind title page tightened
with a little binder's paste. Good. Hardcover.  [3850]

Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography no. 693. "Sermon three is entitled: 'The Dearth
of Revivals.' and is based on Hab. 3:2. Brand was successor to Finney at the First Church. He suggests
that revivals are replaced by modern evangelistic techniques."

Other sermon topics include Foreign and Home Missions, th e character of Christ, Christian character,
Falsehood, &c.

$35.00

31. Brockway, Robert W. A Wonderful Work of God: Puritanism and the Great Awakening.
Lehigh University Press, 2003. First Edition. ISBN: 0934223726. Fine in fine dust jacket. Former
owner's signature on fep. 238 pp. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [3725]

"A Wonderful Work of God: Puritanism and the Great Awakening is a survey of the American phase of
the Evangelical Revival which swept Britain and her American colonies during the first half of the
eighteenth century. Preceded by local revivals, such as the one stirred by Jonathan Edwards in
Northampton, Massachusetts in 1734, the Great Awakening exploded into a mass movement because
of the itinerant preaching of a young Anglican priest, George Whitefield, and a number of
Congregational and Presbyterian ministers who joined him in the evangelical work. However, because

$30.00
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of the bizarre behavior of some of the radical evangelicals, such as James Davenport, the movement
soon became highly controversial and split colonial ministers and congregations into "Friends of
Revival" and "Opposers." As the revival excitement abated, schisms beset congregations in New
England and eastern Long Island, resulting in the appearance of separate churches, and the Philadelphia
Presbyterian synod was fractured as well. Drawing on both original sources and a review of the
relevant literature, the author places the Great Awakening in the context of the Puritanism of the times,
both in Europe and the colonies, and discusses its roots in German Pietism and the Methodist revivals
in England. The significant figures of the Awakening and their interactions are brought to life,
particularly James Davenport, the Awakening's most bizarre exponent and the preacher who, more than
any other, was responsible for bringing it into disrepute." -dj.

32. Brooks, John. The Life and Times of the Rev. John Brooks, in which are contained A History
of the Great Revival in Tennessee; with many Incident of thrilling interest. Written by
Himself.To which are added, Two Sermons by the Author, and a Discourse by the Late Rev. Learner
Blackman. Nashville: Nashville Christian Advocate Office, 1848. First Edition. Full leather, clear tape
over spine, 4 1/2 x 7 inches, recent former owner's signature on ffep, 175 pp., light foxing, a few pp.
with pencil markings. Good. Full leather.  [3890]

Not in Roberts. John Brooks, b. 1792 to pioneers in Oglethorp Co., GA. John's father was a veteran of
the Revolutionary War and with the Indians "on the banks of the Okono or Chatahoochee." John served
under General Jackson in the Southern Army during the War of 1812, falling dangerously ill in 1814.
He describes Methodist camp-meeting scenes, for instance, Mt. Pisgah Camp-ground, Giles Co.,
Tennessee, in 1816. He joined the Methodist Episcopal Church in 1818, and entered the ministry. His
memoir is full of vivid revival and camp-meeting recollections.

"Rev. John Brooks' autobiography is something of a literary medley, giving incidents of his own career,
the story of 'The Great Revival in Tennessee,' two sermons by the author, and a discourse by the Rev.
Learner Blackman. There is no effort at literary style, and the diction is such as would be expected in a
self-educated but enthusiastic Methodist minister of the pioneer days. He was born in Georgia in 1792.
It has been said that if Pepys' diary had never been written the history of the court of Charles II. could
not have been produced. American history is indebted to such little personal narratives as this
autobiography for its color. From first hand here we get illuminative descriptions of the camp-meeting,
the religious frenzy denominated 'the jerks,' the beliefs (and surprising superstition and general
ignorance) of the masses, the amusements and customs prevailing in the backwoods, the intense
intolerance of the sects, the prevalence of infidelity, and the tremendous consecration of the Methodist
itinerants of that time." - Hale & Merritt, A History of Tennessee and Tennesseans, vol. II. p. 459
(1913).

$200.00

33. Brown, Isaac V. Memoirs of the Rev. Robert Finley, D.D., Late Pastor of the Presbyterian
Congregation at Basking Ridge, New-Jersey, and President of Franklin College, located at
Athens, in the State of Georgia. With Brief Sketches of some of his Contemporaries, and
Numerous Notes. New-Brunswick: Terhune & Letson, 1819. First Edition. Full leather, red leather
spine title label in gilt, outer hinges cracked yet covers securely attached, clear tape at the front inside
hinge, 5 ½ x 8 ½, frontispiece in silhouette, 370 pp., text block tight, some foxing, former owner's
signature on front paste-down. Neat pencil underlining & marginalia is some sections. Old paper label
base of spine. Fair. Full leather.  [3862]

No. 755 in Roberts, Revival Literature : An Annotated Bibliography with Biographical and Historical
Notices. “This biography includes material on the revival of 1800.” Pp. 251-298, “A View of
Revivals.”

Robert Finley (1772-1817), born at Princeton, NJ; died at Athens, GA. Rev. Finley graduated at
Princeton in 1787, and was a tutor in the college from 1793 to 1795, and a trustee from 1807 to 1817.
"He was the minister of a Presbyterian church in Basking Ridge, N. J., from June, 1797, till 1817. In
1816 he became greatly interested in the welfare of the free blacks, and formed a plan for sending them

$75.00
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to Africa. He was thus the founder of the American Colonialization Society. He was chosen president
of Athens College, Ga., and went there in 1817, but died Oct. 3d of that year." - M'Clintock & Strong.

"The eminent Robert Finley, named by Dr. Archibald Alexander 'the father of the American
Colonization Society' (History of African Colonization), was 'an able, evangelical and uncommonly
successful preacher.' It is narrated (Sprague: Annals) that at Baskenridge, in 1803, 'a revival of great
power took place among his people at the same time that other churches in the neighborhood were
visited in a similar manner. The number admitted to the communion as the fruits of this revival was
about one hundred and fifty." - William Speer, The Great Revival of 1800 (1872).

34. Brown, John. Revival of Religion: What it is, and How to be Obtained & Manifested.
Edinburgh: A. & D. Padon, 1858. Third Edition, Carefully Corrected. Brown publisher's cloth stamped
in blind & gilt, 4 x 6 1/4 inches, backstrip worn at the edges and partially repasted to the spine. Former
owner's signatures, address label, and emboss stamp on the front end papers. xvi., 92 pp. Pencil
underlining in many sections and the book is somewhat shaken. Fair. Hardcover.  [3990]

This is a reprint of two items. I. - General View of What a Revival of Religion is, and How it is to be
Obtained, is a reprint of a tract published in 1839, based on an Address delivered at the United
Associate Presbytery of Edinburgh by the author. II. - Illustration of the Means and Manifestations of
Revival of Religion from the Great Pentecostal Revival - Acts II.

The Appendix has 4 items, letters to and from Archibald Alexander, W. B. Sprague, Charles P.
McIlvaine. Also, Short Account of a Revival of Religion in Glenlyon, Perthshire, in 1816-1818. And,
Characteristics of the Revival of Religion, in the United States of America, 1858.

No. 761 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. Uncommon, with no other copies
found for sale (Dec. 2019).

John Brown (1784-1858) of Edinburgh, grandson of John Brown of Haddington. “Senior Minister of
the United Presbyterian Congregation, Broughton Place, Edinburgh; Professor of Theology.” -
Allibone.

$75.00

35. Brown, Thomas. Annals of the Disruption; with Extracts from the Narratives of the Scottish
Ministers who left the Scottish Establishment in 1843. Edinburgh: MacNiven & Wallace, 1890.
"New Edition". ISBN: B000858HEI. Royal blue publisher's cloth decorated in gilt & black, some
soiling, 6 x 9 inches, several former owner's inscriptions on the front end papers, xviii., 841 pp.,
illustrated. Corner tips frayed, black ink spotting to the top of the closed page edge. Good. Hardcover.
[4159]

No. 767 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "Chapter 2. 'Religious revival a
preparation.' Chapter 62. 'Longing desires for revival - Mr. Glen of Benholm.' Chapter 63. 'Revivals.'"

Thomas Brown (1811-1893), Free Church of Scotland minister, studied under Thomas Chalmers.
“Brown was a geologist and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh…was a leading figure in the
Free Church Jewish and Continental Committee, but is best known as the compiler of Annals of the
Disruption.”- Dictionary of Scottish Church History & Theology.

A thorough account of the causes and happy results of the Disruption.

$32.50

36. Burchard, S. D. A Memorial Sermon, preached in the Thirteenth Street Presbyterian
Church, May 1st, 1864, Being the 25th Anniversary of his Pastorate. New York: G. F. Bunce &
Co., 1864. First Edition. Printed wrappers, 5 3/4 x 8 1/2, 23 clean pp., historical society emboss stamp
on the back cover. Good. Pamphlet.  [3503]

$45.00
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Not in Roberts. Recounts the revivals under his ministry, "The total number added to the church under
my ministry of 25 years is 2,290!" "Every successive year we were visited with revival seasons, and
lafter numbers who had received the blessing were added to our own and to the neighboring
churches...We have received the early and the latter rain, and have enjoyed precious revival seasons.
There have been added to this church since its organization, 1456; five hundred on profession of their
faith in Christ. The largest number added in any given year is 280, subjects, for the most part, of the
great revival in 1858."

Samuel Dickerson Burchard (1812-1891), Presbyterian minister, b. Steuben, NY. In addition to his
labors as a pastor, Rev. Burchard served as the chancellor of Ingham University and as President of
Rutgers Female College.

37. Burder, George; et al. The Evangelical Magazine 1804. London: T. Williams, 1804. First
Edition. Scuffed leather, 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, spine abraded with some loss, outer joints cracked with strong
inner paper hinges, ex college library. 619, (4) clean pp., double columns, former owner's signature on
the end papers. Includes engraved portraits. Fair. Leather_bound.  [3475]

Not in Roberts, although the volume for 1822 is mentioned. This periodical began in 1793 and some
form of it continued until 1904. It was aimed at Calvinists within the evangelical movement in Great
Britain and was supported by both churchmen and independents. It strongly supported evangelism and
revivals, as well as giving thoughtful articles in theology, biography, missionary society reports, book
reviews, &c.

Of revival interest in this volume: An Extract from a Letter from the Rev. Dr. Ashbel Green, of
Philadelphia, to the Rev. John Saltern, of Bridgeport, dated July 23, 1803; Extract of a Letter from the
Rev. Dr. Wm. Rogers, of Philadelphia - "A great many were brought to cry out under a sense of guilt;
others were made to shout aloud..."; Extract from the Appendix of Rev. H. Kollock's sermon preached
before the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church - "that in the bounds of these Synods,
comprehending parts of the States of Pensylvania [sic], Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina,
South Carolina, and Georgia, there has for some time past, and still continues to be, one of the most
wonderful displays of divine power, in the conversion of sinners, that perhaps has been witnessed since
the apostolic age."; Extract from a Letter from the Rev. Evan John, Minister of Worthington, in the
Township of Berlin, in Connecticut, North America - "There was, in the audience, a certain
indescribable something, which I never before witnessed..."; Extract of a Letter from the Rev. Joseph
Badger, Missionary from New Connecticut, dated Canfield, July 19, 1803 - [describes camp meetings
in Ohio; Badger (1757-1847), soldier in the Continental Army during the Revolution, graduated Yale in
1785, Presbyterian missionary and probably the first preacher in the Connecticut Westen Reserve].

Other articles of interest include: Abuse of Scripture; Letters from Africa; On Modest Apparel;
Account of the Island of Ceylon; Existence of Devils; Persecution in Jamaica; Intelligence from
Otaheite; &c.

$125.00

38. Burton, Asa; Lyman, Gershom C.; et al. The Adviser; or Vermont Evangelical Magazine for
the year 1809. Vol. I. Middlebury: William G. Hooker, 1809. First Edition. Quarter leather with
marbled boards, scuffed, front outer hinge sometime filled with paste, inner paper hinge still good,
portion of marbled paper missing on back board. 5 1/4 x 8 3/4 inches, lacks the spine title label,
signatures and notes on the front end papers. viii., 312 pp., foxing, pencil underlining of the revival
matter in the table of contents. Twelve numbers for the year 1809, bound with a general title page and
index. Fair. Leather_bound.  [4202]

The January issue is in old font; the rest of the issues are in modern roman. An interesting transition
piece.

This periodical was published in 7 volumes, from January, 1809, to December, 1815, with profits going

$125.00
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to the Vermont Missionary Society. No. 32 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography.
"The Adviser is a periodical rich in revival material, with first hand accounts of movements of Divine
Grace in Chazy, Montpelier and many other Vermont communities."

39. Bushby, Douglas. Adventures in Revival [Korea Interest]. Tulsa, OK: Bushby Evangelistic
Assn., [1953]. Faded covers, 5 1/4 x 8, 110 pp., illustrated from photographs, paper a bit dark. Good.
Paperback.  [3384]

Roberts, Revival Literature, no. 854. "Reports of visits to revival scenes like Ruanda, the Hebrides with
Duncan Campbell, &c."

Bushby was an Australian evangelist, and during the Korean War a U. N. War Correspondent. Includes
several chapters on Korea: Worshipping in Korea with P.O.W.'s; War Prisoner Exchange at
Panmunjon; On the Island of Chejudo with the ROK's and the Fighting; The Approach of the Truce;
My Meeting with Syngman Rhee; Gate Crashing Panmunjon - A Narrow Escape; After the Truce -
Cited by the Korean Government. Photos taken in Korea include front of the tent of Capital Division
Field Church; The U. N. Honor Guard at the truce signing auditorium; Bushby with the Communist
Chinese officer and his flag and Australian soldiers after the battle in No Man's Land; 4 more small
photos of No Man's Land, troops, etc.; One hundred Korean churches in Pusan against the signing of
the truce; U. N. War Correspondend Douglas Bushby and Chaplain Russell M. Kerr are shown with
children at Beggar Orphanage, Taegu, Korea; Bushby Interviews Korean General Choi; Bushby and
two "Pocket Testament Representatives" greet General Choi; several photos of American Officers;
Letter of Appreciation from the Korean Army.

$100.00

40. Butler, D. John Wesley and George Whitefield in Scotland; or, The Influence of the Oxford
Methodists on Scottish Religion. Edinburgh: William Blackwell and Sons, 1898. First Edition. Blue
cloth with bright gilt titles, some flecking to the binding, ex library (stamped "withdrawn") with
removed spine label, 5 x 7 1/2 inches, viii., (iii), 318 clean pp., top edge gilt, rest deckled, tight. Fair.
Hardcover.  [3717]

No. 868 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "An excellent study in contrasts."

"In the following pages an endeavour has been made to write a short history of the visits made to
Scotland last century by two of the most outstanding men of the period - the Rev. John Wesley and the
Rev. George Whitefield...they are of great interest to the historical student, and to every one that takes
interest in a most remarkable revival of religion, the results of which are still felt in the life and work of
the modern Church. Wesley and Whitefield influenced Scottish Religion most profoundly, and the
movement of which they were the outstanding leaders became to a considerable extent a religious
movement within the Scottish Church, moulding both life and work ever since." - Preface.

$35.00

41. Byrne, Des. Testimonies of the 1859 Revival in N. E. Scotland; Reviewed and Edited 150 Years
On. Dyce, Aberdeen: DPES Ltd, 2008. 1st Edition. ISBN: 09780955913907. Pictorial wrappers, former
owner's signature on tp, 100 clean pp., short marker stroke on back cover.5 3/4 x 8 1/4 inches. Very
good. Paperback.  [4018]

"Here are more than 30 stories collected 100 years ago on the 50th anniversary of the Layman's
Revival. They have been edited to modern English and present a very moving record of events from
Banff in the north to Montrose in the south plus one account from Ayr in South West Scotland." - back
cover.

$20.00

42. Campbell, John. The Christian Witness and Church Members' Magazine. Volume XVI. 1859. $75.00
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London: John Snow, 1859. First Edition. Half calf, spine in six panels, 5 3/4 x 8 1/2, 568 pp. printed in
double columns, recent former owner's signature on the front paste-down, tight. Very good.
Leather_bound.  [3476]

This Congregational periodical contains theology, Bible teaching, revival news, biography,
correspondence, and book reviews.

Not in Roberts. Revival matter includes Revivals of Religion; The Church and its Prayer-meetings; A
Revival; Dangers attendant on Revivals; Revivals in Belfast; Progress of the Revivals in Ireland; The
Religious Revivals and the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland; The Religious
Awakening in Ireland; Religious Movement in Ireland; Revival in Scotland; The Great Revival;
Spiritual Revival; Genius and Eloquence of Whitefield; Prayer and Prayer Meetings; Revival of
Religion in Switzerland; Revival Hymns.

43. Campbell, Murdoch. Gleanings of Highland Harvest. Stornoway: Religious Bookroom, 1964.
Second Edition. Green cloth, 5 1/4 x 7 1/2, several former owner's inscriptions on ffep, 136 clean and
unmarked pp., spotting to the closed page edges, no dust jacket. Very good. Hardcover.  [3992]

Rev. Murdoch Campbell, M.A. (1900-1974), Free Church of Scotland minister. "Murdoch Campbell
was arguably the greatest Scottish Devotional writer of the the 20th Century. His books simple style
have comforted many of the Lord’s People...[He] wrote and thought with an eye to the past and an eye
to the future. He was immensely aware of the great work that had been done by Ministers before him in
Scotland and was aware that great work would need to be done after in Scotland as he could see the
whole nation was deteriorating into ungodliness. He loved the history of the past work in the Scottish
Highlands and in his own Ministry tried to follow after the ideas that the giants before his time had
espoused. In Gleanings of Highland Harvest Campbell convey’s his deep respect for the Spirituality
that once had been such a force in the Highlands and to read those tales knowing the state of Scotland
today will nearly move one to tears." - purelypresbyterian website.

No. 912 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "Revivals in Scotland."

$17.50

44. Canadian United Presbyterian Church. The Canadian United Presbyterian Magazine. Vols. V.
& VI. 1858-1859. Toronto: Printed for the Committee, by Lovell and Gibson, 1858-1859. First Edition.
Two years bound as one book. Half maroon leather, marbled boards, boards attached with back hinge
cracked about 1/2, just starting at front, 5 1/2 x 8 1/4 inches, recent former owner's signature inside
front cover, (iv.), 380, (iv.), 380 pp. Pencil underlining & marginalia in table of contents & in revival
articles. Good. Leather_bound.  [4464]

A periodical devoted to the interests of the United Presbyterian Church of Canada, with focus on
missionary work, revival news, and Calvinistic theology. Includes material from other denominations,
such as C. H. Spurgeon and Archbishop Whately. It began in 1854 and we don't find a record of it after
1861. These two years cover the period of the Prayer Meeting Revival that began in NYC and spread to
many places.

Not in Roberts. Uncommon, with no other copies for sale as of April 2020.

$200.00

45. Carlberg, Gustav. China in Revival. Rock Island, IL: Augustana Book Concern, 1936. 1st
Edition. ISBN: B006HH6TFK. Red cloth, bright gilt titles in English & Chinese, inked number on
spine with light ink blotch above it, private bookplate, recent owner's ink inscription on ffep. 5 1/2 x 7
3/4 inches, ink marks in the outer hinges. 251 clean and unmarked pp., tight. Very good. Hardcover.
[4247]

Bookplate of Lyndon Murk (1926-2004), Lutheran pastor who earned his M.Div. at Augustana

$135.00
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Seminary.

The author is Gustav Carlberg, then president of the Lutheran Theological Seminary at Shekow,
Hupeh, China.

No. 933 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A comprehensive study of the
great revival in the early part of the 20th century."

Well-represented in library holdings but we find only one other for sale (Feb. 2020) for $200.

46. Carson, John T. God's River in Spate: the story of the religious awakening of Ulster in 1859.
Belfast: Publications Board, Presbyterian Church in Ireland, 1958. First Edition. ISBN:
B001N2PWZM. Very good red cloth with bright gilt spine titles, inscribed and signed by the author on
the tp. 5 3/4 x 8 3/4 inches, 138 clean pp., former owner's signature on ffep, several pages with vertical
crease. Fair dust jacket with some edge-wear and a fades spine panel, now in a clear wrapper. Very
good in fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [3816]

No. 953 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A beautifully written account,
serving as an excellent chronicle of a marvelous movement."

$25.00

47. Chamberlain, C. The Layman's Assistant. Hartford: The Author, 1862. First Edition. Very good
black cloth stamped in blind, gilt to spine, 5 1/4 x 7 1/2 inches, recent former owner's signature on front
paste-down, 339 pp., foxing, the chapter on Revivals with underlining and notes in pencil. Hinge
between title page and preface newly repaired with pH neutral adhesive. Good. Hardcover.  [3858]

Not in Roberts. The book has nine parts: The Attainment and Cultivation of Christian Character;
Prayer; Revivals; Personal Activity and Effort; Liberality; The Gospel Ministry; Children and the
Sabbath School; Missions; Miscellaneous.

The chapter on Revivals is pp. 163-198, and includes Revivals Desirable; How to Secure a Revival;
"Take up the stumbling block out of the way of my people" - Isa. 57:14; The Backslider's Return; How
to Promote a Revival of Religion; Hindrances to Revivals; and Possible Results of Revivals.

The chapter on Personal Activity and Effort, pp. 199-255, is devoted to encouragements and
instructions in personal evangelism and revival work.

Rev. Charles Chamberlain, graduate of Brown University, afterwards tutor in that institution; pastor at
Auburn, Mass.; Ashford, Conn.; Eastford, Conn., and lastly at East Granby, Conn.

$45.00

48. [Charles, Elizabeth Rundle]. Diary of Mrs. Kitty Trevylyan: A Story of the Times of
Whitefield and the Wesleys. New York: M. W. Dodd, 1868. Black cloth, stamped blind, gilt to spine,
5 1/2 x 7 3/4 inches, fraying at spine ends, corners worn, 436 clean pp., tight. Good. Hardcover.  [3762]

Elizabeth Charles (1828-1896), formerly Miss Rundle, b. in England, daughter of a member of
Parliament. She was a celebrated author who contributed many religious books for publication. “No
modern writer for the religious public has attained a higher position than that which justly belongs to
the author of this series of works. Their spirit is purely evangelical; their whole tendency is to promote
true Christianity.” – Biblical Repository and Princeton Review, Jan. 1866.

Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography no. 1025. "A fictional account of the
Evangelical Revival. This was a very popular story and often reprinted."

$20.00
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49. Chauncy, Charles. Seasonable Thoughts on the State of Religion in New-England, A Treatise
in five Parts. Boston: Printed by Rogers and Fowle, for Samuel Eliot, 1743. First Edition. Recently
bound in half leather and marbled boards, 6 panels to spine, raised bands, red leather title label in gilt,
label and top band somewhat cocked. 4 7/8 x 7 1/2, original end paper with "Hannah Flagge" in ink laid
in, new marbled end papers, private round emboss stamp on ffep, xxx., 18 (subscriber's list), 424
generally clean pp., tight.  Very good. Leather_bound.  [3391]

Title continues: I. Faithfully pointing out the Things of a Bad and Dangerous Tendency, in the late, and
present, religious Appearance, in the Land. II. Representing the Obligations which lie upon the Pastors
of these Churches in particular, and upon All in general, to use their Endeavours to suppress prevailing
Disorders; with the Great Danger of a Neglect in so important a Matter. III. Opening, in many
Instances, wherein the Discouragers of Irregularities have been Injuriously Treated. IV. Shewing what
ought to be Corrected, or Avoided, in testifying against the Evil Things of the present Day. V.
Directing our Thot's more positively, to what may be judged Best Expedients, to promote pure and
undefiled Religion in these Times. With a Preface Giving an Account of the Antinomians, Familists
and Libertines, who infected these Churches, above an hundred Years ago: Very needful for these
Days; the Like Spirit, and Errors, prevailing now as did then. The Whole being intended, and
calculated, to serve the Interest of Christ's Kingdom.

ESTC W29095; Evans, 5151; Sabin, 12327.

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 1043: "The list of subscribers to this influential volume against the
Great Awakening, George Whitefield, Gilbert Tennent, &c. covers 18 pages. Chauncey's anti-revival
influence was immense."

Charles Chauncy, D. D. (1705-1787), born in Boston, Massachusetts; entered Harvard College at
twelve years of age, and graduated in 1721. “…being regarded as one of the best scholars who had, at
that time, received the honours of the institution…Dr. Chauncy was a stern opposer, from beginning to
end, of the great religious excitement that prevailed in New England and elsewhere, in connection with
the labours of Whitefield and his coadjutors. His first publication, bearing directly on the subject, was a
Sermon on Enthusiasm, in the year 1742, which is justly considered one of his most vigorous
productions. The next year he published an elaborate work, entitled ‘Seasonable Thoughts on the State
of Religion in New England.’…[In 1744] he published a Letter to the Rev. George Whitefield, calling
on him to defend his conduct or confess his faults…Dr. Chauncy, though he did not by any means
stand alone in his views of the then existing state of things, differed from the great mass of his brethren,
in contemplating the case as one of unmixed evil…and opposed it with all the energy he could
command.” – Sprague. Chauncy "was undoubtedly the most influential clergyman of his time in
Boston, and, with the exception of Jonathan Edwards, in all New England" [DAB].

$600.00

50. Cochrane, W. R. Memorial Sermon: and Membership of the Presbyterian Church, in
Antrim, N. H. Boston: Noyes, Snow & Company, 1877. First Edition. Plain black cloth, frayed at the
spine ends, rest good, 5 1/4 x 7 1/4, 1880 bookplate of the New Hampshire Historical Society, 2012
signature and note on the ffep. Several words in the text corrected in ink; several pages have neat
underlining in pencil. Good. Hardcover.  [4104]

Not in Roberts. Relates the history of the church and its ministers. Mentions the ministry of Mr.
Whiton, who began a weekly prayer meeting in 1815 after the town was struck with spotted fever and
had suffered in the war of 1812. More than a hundred united with the church during the next seven
years. In 1831 another revival broke out during a season of protracted meetings, and another in 1851,
all under the ministry of Whiton. Several lists of members, beginning with those who took shares in the
building of the new meeting house in 1826.

$35.00

51. Cooper, Kate; Gregory; Jeremy [editors]. Revival and Resurgence in Christian History
(Studies in Church History,Volume 44); Papers read at the 2006 Summer Meeting and the 2007
Winter Meeting of the Ecclesiastical History Society. Ecclesiastical History Society, 2008. ISBN:

$35.00
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9780954680947. Blue cloth, 5 3/4 x 8 3/4, former owner's signature on ffep, xviii., 401 clean pp., fine
dust jacket. The book has a new appearance apart from the signature. Near fine in fine dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  [4508]

From early in the history of Christianity, there have been numerous attempts to revive ideals and
practices believed to be those of the primitive church, or to foster a resurgence of Christian faith and
practice, in devotional, intellectual, organizational, or artistic contexts. This volume explores how
Christian revivals and resurgences have drawn on an idea of the past, often to criticize what was
deemed to be lacking in contemporary experience. The essays collected here range widely both
geographically, from Africa to Australia, and historically, from the self-conscious revival of the
journeys of the apostles by pilgrims in late antiquity, to the Caribbean revival of the Seventh-Day
Adventist Church in contemporary Grenada. Topics covered include the Cistercian movement,
devotional resurgence in the British Reformation, the revival of female religious communities under
Napoleon, and the effect of religious revival on Welsh rugby football. While asking how far Christian
revivals and resurgences were in fact stimulated by the desire to emulate earlier practice or how far
they were motivated by present-day concerns, the essays also illuminate the diverse reception -
sometimes enthusiastic and sometimes critical - which these movements encountered. A particular
feature of the volume is the consideration of the varieties of Evangelical revival within Protestant
churches from the eighteenth century to current times, as well as examining how far the concept of
revival needs to be extended beyond Protestant Evangelicalism.

52. [Cramp, John Mockett]. An Address to British Christians, on the Importance and Necessity of
a Revival of Religion: with an Appendix, containing Hints on the Formation of Revival Unions.
London: Holdsworth and Ball, 1832. First Edition. Removed, 4 1/4 x 7 inches, 24 clean pp. Good.
Pamphlet.  [4002]

No. 1288 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography.

The author is inspired by the coming Millennium where the world will be converted to Christ, and this
hope propels him to promote revivals. He references the great Revival of the 18th century and quotes at
length from Jonathan Edwards. He also calls to the readers' attention the then-present revivals in the
United States, at Albany and elsewhere.

John Mockett Cramp (1796-1881), b. St. Peter's, England; d. Wolfville, Nova Scotia. He was a Baptist
minister, educated at Stepney College, London. He was ordained pastor of the Baptist Chapel in Dean
Street, Southwark, in 1818, and from 1827 to 1842 was assistant to his father, the Rev. Thomas Cramp,
at the Baptist church in St. Peter's. In 1844 he was appointed president of the Baptist College in
Montreal, Canada. He was afterwards president of Accadia College in Nova Scotia, and after his
retirement in 1869 devoted himself to theological literature, both as an author of books and as an editor
of several periodicals.

$35.00

53. Crawford, Dan R. Before Revival Begins: The Preacher's Preparation for a Revival Meeting;
Introduction, by Dr. Ken Hemphill, President Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary. Fort Worth,
TX: Scripta Publishing, Inc., 1996. First Edition. ISBN: 9781889730011. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches, 213
clean pp., former owner's signature & round emboss stamp on ffep. Very good. Paperback.  [4513]

A collection of practical essays on the most important aspects for revival preparation today.

$75.00

54. Crawford, Mary K. The Shantung Revival; North China Mission of the Southern Baptist
Convention, Tsinan, China. Shanghai, China: The China Baptist Publication Society, 1933. First
Edition. ISBN: B00TD1LLK0. Blue cloth with gilt title & design on front, binding clean and very
good. Front paste-down inscribed, "Anna James Wright from Katherine Murray, Chingchow, Honan,
China," with a signed card, "Compliments of Katie Murray, Changchow, Honan, China," with printed

$100.00
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Christmas & New Year greetings. Recent former owner's signature on ffep. 5 1/2 x 7 3/4 inches, (viii.)
106 clean pp., one internal hinge weak, several page corner tips creased - a somewhat fragile
production that should be handled with care. Several b/w illustrations from photographs. Good.
Hardcover.  [4044]

No. 1298 in Roberts, Revival Literature: Annotated Bibliography. "Covers the approximate period
from 1930-1933."

Starr, A Baptist Bibliography, no. CC2457.

The inscription and signed card are by Katherine "Katie" Murray (1897-1982), Southern Baptist
missionary to China and instrumental in this and other revivals.

This remarkable revival is considered by some to be the most significant among Baptists worldwide.
Miss Crawford collected testimonies that she could authenticate, and it includes a case of healing of an
eighteen year paralytic, among others. She suggests that doubters read A. J. Gordon's book Ministry of
Healing, in support of the Biblical basis of divine healing. The book appears to have been printed to
send back to supporters in the United States, and this first edition printed in China is rather scarce on
the market.

55. Creighton, C. F. Noise it Abroad: Bitler and His Methods, together with Remarkable Events
attending some of the Revivals in which he has labored.With an Introduction, by the REv. S. A.
Kern, A. M., of the Ohio Conference. Columbus, Ohio: Wm. G. Hubbard, Author's Publisher, 1885.
First Edition. Maroon cloth stamped in black with illustration of angel and trumpet, 5 1/2 x 7 1/2, small
flecks/spots to the binding, former owner's signature on fep, 1896 inscription of C. W. Leckenby saying
he received the book from the Author. Wood-engraved portrait, engravings of churches, 293 clean and
unmarked pp., tight. Very good. Hardcover.  [3731]

No. 1305 in Roberts, Revival Literature. "An interesting biography of James Summerfield Bitler based
on the theory that the more the good work of God in revival is talked about, the more it will spread."

Rev. James Summerfield Bitler, Sr. (1852-1926), b. & d. in Ohio, Methodist Episcopal pastor and
evangelist. He graduated from Ohio Wesleyan University and served as pastor at various Methodist
Episcopal churches in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and Nebraska. He wrote three hymns, Come, ye
disconsolate, come ye that mourn; Hear the bugle calling, come without delay; and Savior, to Thee I
pray. As a curiosity, he was awarded a patent for Sad-Iron heaters in 1875.

$45.00

56. Davis, Cornelius. Evangelical Recorder, Vol. II. 1819. Auburn [NY]: Cornelius Davis, 1819.
First Edition. This volume has the issues from June 5, 1819 to September 8, 1821. The are nos. 27 to 52
of the series, yet begin with page 1 and end page 208, the last being the index. Each 8-page issue was
published on a Saturday. The intent of the publisher was to issue one every two weeks, but a lack of
funds made their appearance more irregular (see p. 144). We believe the publisher kept up a continuous
run of numbers, but divided each volume into six month portions, starting the numerical sequence of
pages again.

Quarter leather with marbled boards, faint ink outline of title on spine. 6 x 9 1/4 inches, 208 pp. with
end papers made up of duplicate issues. Recent former owner's signature on front paste-down.
Generally clean with some foxing, tight, printed in double columns. Very good. Leather_bound.
[4201]

A valuable view of the religious atmosphere of what in a few short years would be the scene of Charles
Grandison Finney's revivalist movement, later known as the "Burned-Over District." Brief notices of
revivals of religion are recorded, though sometimes just by naming the towns and in other places a few
paragraphs of description are added. There is a two-page report on the State of Religion in the Synod of
Geneva, dated October 20, 1820, with the condition of individual churches (some of which experienced

$200.00
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revivals) are noted, as well as the condition of the other Presbyteries of New York.

The volume has doctrinal matter and discussions in defence of Calvinism, reports from missions both
foreign and to American Indians, letters between a Methodist and a Calvinist, Sketch of the Character
of the Rev. Samuel Spring, Report on the beginning of the Auburn Seminary, &c. The book reproduces
articles it agrees with from other publications, but there is quite a bit of original material here on
western New York missions, the Senecas and other Indian tribes, reports from churches, &c.

"Cornelius Davis (1760-1831) was a bookseller and publisher. He also edited theological pamphlets
and periodicals, including the New York Theological Magazine [1796-1799]." - New York Society
Library website. We also find Mr. Davis published The New-York Missionary Magazine (1800-1803),
The Utica Christian Magazine (1813-1816), and the Evangelical Recorder at Auburn, NY (1818-1821)
. We find him listed as a "bookseller and stationer" on Water-Street in New York City in the year 1800.
It is likely that his own theological opinions were Calvinist, in that we see many Calvinistic writers in
the periodicals that he edited. He had printed and sold John Gillies' Memoir of the life of the Rev.
George Whitefield, in 1798, as well as sermons by John M. Mason, Andrew Fuller, Eliphalet Gillet, and
Jedidiah Morse. He was also listed in the imprint as one of the sellers of Wilberforce's Practical View,
printed in Boston by Manning & Loring in 1799.

57. Davis, Cornelius. The New-York Missionary Magazine, and Repository of Religious
Intelligence; for the year 1802. Vol. III. New-York: Printed by William Vermilye, for Cornelius
Davis, 1802. First Edition. Quarter calf with marbled boards, red leather spine title label, spine with gilt
rules and no. "3." 5 1/4 x 8 inches, recent former owner's signature on front paste-down, longer
inscription on ffep contemporary with book, (iv.), 484 pp., unmarked and generally clean, the last two
leaves with dark dampstain. Outer joints are cracked and sometime filled with glue; spine is crazed, top
of spine worn even with text block. Fair. Leather_bound.  [4186]

“Cornelius Davis (1760-1831) was a bookseller and publisher. He also edited theological pamphlets
and periodicals, including the New York Theological Magazine [1796-1799]. - New York Society
Library website. We also find Mr. Davis published The New-York Missionary Magazine (1800-1803)
and The Utica Christian Magazine (1813-1816). We find him listed as a "bookseller and stationer" on
Water-Street in New York City in the year 1800. It is likely that his own theological opinions were
Calvinist, in that we see many Calvinistic writers in the periodicals that he edited. He had printed and
sold John Gillies' Memoir of the life of the Rev. George Whitefield, in 1798, as well as sermons by John
M. Mason, Andrew Fuller, Eliphalet Gillet, and Jedidiah Morse. He was also listed in the imprint as
one of the sellers of Wilberforce's Practical View, printed in Boston by Manning & Loring in 1799.

This series is no. 3894 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "Several important
articles on revivals."

Entries on revival in this volume include: Letter from a Minister of the Presbyterian denomination, in
Kentucky; Letter on revival from Bloomfield, NJ; Letter from the Rev. George Baxter from
Washington Academy, Virginia, to A. Alexander; Revival of Religion in Cumberland; Special
Manifestations of Divine Power and Grace; Letter from the Rev. Moses Hoge to the Rev. Dr. Green - "I
have seen strange things since I came to this state [North Carolina], a revival of
religion after the manner of that in Tenessee [sic] and Kentucky. It is, indeed, a very extraordinary
work..."; extract from Charleston City Gazette, concering a great outdoor meeting in the Pendleton
District - "the camps began to be pitched in the wilderness...I attended as an astonished spectator...Near
two hundred heavy waggons [sic] were upon the ground, besides other carriages, and it is
thought...there could not be less than five thousand persons. Two stands were erected on the
ground...for the daily exhibitions of the public speakers...The camp was well illuminated through the
night, by a good fire being kept up in front of every camp, besides candles...The whole time was taken
up, both day and night...in praising, praying, preaching and exhortation...so that divine service was
constantly kept up, perhaps the whole of the time, both day and night...A great number of people of
ever age, I believe from ten years to seventy, were struck down...The whole number who fell must to
have amounted to many hundreds...Many cried out exceedingly when they were first struck down - the
cries were like those of the greatest bodily distress imaginable..."; Revival of Religion in Kentucky;
Intelligence from Ohio County, Virginia - "I with pleasure take the liberty to transmit to you some

$150.00
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accounts which have come into my hand of a glorious and wonderful work of God in Kentucky";
Revival of Religion in Scotland; &c.

Other matter of notice: Account of the Rev. Samuel Pearce; Attempt to illustrate Dan. 10; Baptist
Mission in Bengal; Letters from Rev. Mr. Carey; Chialists; Intelligence from China; North Western
Indians; Missionaries to Otaheite; Millenarians; Mission to the South Seas; Seth Williston's Advice to
Parents; &c.

58. Davis, Cornelius. The New-York Missionary Magazine, and Repository of Religious
Intelligence; for the year 1803. Vol. IV. New-York: Printed by William Vermilye, for Cornelius
Davis, 1803. First Edition. Quarter calf with marbled boards, red leather spine title label, spine with gilt
rules and no. "4." 5 1/4 x 8 inches, recent former owner's signature on front paste-down, ffep partially
detached, (iv.), 491, (3) pp., unmarked and generally clean. Tight. Very good. Leather_bound.  [4185]

“Cornelius Davis (1760-1831) was a bookseller and publisher. He also edited theological pamphlets
and periodicals, including the New York Theological Magazine [1796-1799]. - New York Society
Library website. We also find Mr. Davis published The New-York Missionary Magazine (1800-1803)
and The Utica Christian Magazine (1813-1816). We find him listed as a "bookseller and stationer" on
Water-Street in New York City in the year 1800. It is likely that his own theological opinions were
Calvinist, in that we see many Calvinistic writers in the periodicals that he edited. He had printed and
sold John Gillies' Memoir of the life of the Rev. George Whitefield, in 1798, as well as sermons by John
M. Mason, Andrew Fuller, Eliphalet Gillet, and Jedidiah Morse. He was also listed in the imprint as
one of the sellers of Wilberforce's Practical View, printed in Boston by Manning & Loring in 1799.

Davis announces in the Preface that this will be the last volume of the magazine, as the Connecticut
Evangelical Magazine and the Massachusetts Missionary Magazine were operational and competing
with his customers in those states. He commends them for their excellent orthodox content, and wishes
them every success.

This series is no. 3894 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "Several important
articles on revivals."

Entries on revival in this volume include: Great Meeting at Bottle Hill; Revival at Bennington; Most
probable subjects of Conversion; A Great Meeting at Dorset in Vermont; Extract of a Letter from the
Rev. Robert Easton, Newburgh - "An extraordinary phenomenon has lately appeared...It is that of
people of different denominations meeting together to the amount of about two or three thousand at one
time; and many of them exhibiting signs of the most uncommon spiritual distress...This began in
Kentucky; and it is now spreading in North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey"; Revival of
Religion in Kentucky; Revival in Luzerne County, Pennsylvania; A Short Narrative of the Revival of
Religion in Logan County, In the State of Kentucky, and the adjacent settlements in the State of
Tennessee, from May 1797, until September 1800; Tennessee Revival; &c.

Other matter of notice: On cruelty to animals; Peter Edwards on Baptism; Protestant missions at
Coromandal; Memoir of William Cowper; Extracts from William Carey's Journal; Tour to Detroit;
Letter from Otaheite; Otaheitan youth; &c.

$150.00

59. Davis, Cornelius. The Utica Christian Magazine, designed to prompt the spirit of research,
and diffuse religious instruction. Vol. I.Published under the inspection of a committee of
Congregational and Presbyterian clergymen. Utica [NY]: Printed by Merril & Camp, for Cornelius
Davis, 1814. First Edition. Half leather, outer hinges cracked, leather to spine worn with loss of title
label. 5 1/4 x 8 1/2 inches, historical society stamp on the first page, recent former owner's signature on
ffep. Incomplete contents, 7 numbers bound as follows with title page towards the end: No. 2 pp.
41-80; No. 4 - 221 [misnumbered should be 121]-160; No. 6 201 - 240; No. 7 241-280; No. 9 321-360;
No. 10 [first leaf stained] 361-400; No. 11 401-440; general title page for volume I., 2 pp. Index; No.
12 441-476. Fair. Leather_bound.  [4187]

$75.00
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“Cornelius Davis (1760-1831) was a bookseller and publisher. He also edited theological pamphlets
and periodicals, including the New York Theological Magazine [1796-1799]. - New York Society
Library website. We also find Mr. Davis published The New-York Missionary Magazine (1800-1803)
and The Utica Christian Magazine (1813-1816). We find him listed as a "bookseller and stationer" on
Water-Street in New York City in the year 1800. It is likely that his own theological opinions were
Calvinist, in that we see many Calvinistic writers in the periodicals that he edited. He had printed and
sold John Gillies' Memoir of the life of the Rev. George Whitefield, in 1798, as well as sermons by John
M. Mason, Andrew Fuller, Eliphalet Gillet, and Jedidiah Morse. He was also listed in the imprint as
one of the sellers of Wilberforce's Practical View, printed in Boston by Manning & Loring in 1799.

The articles are reprints from other New England religious magazines and some original articles. The
anti-war sentiment of some of them reflects the general view in New England that the War of 1812 was
unnecessary and perhaps immoral.

Contents of this volume include: An Account of William Cowper, Esq.; Some reflections on the Moral
Causes of National Judgements [sic]; On the Sovereignty of God; Review of Dr. Dwight's Sermons;
Necessity of the Atonement; An Historical View of the first Planters of New-England; Dr. Azel
Backus's Masonic Sermon; Memoirs of Miss Hannah Brewster; God Impartial in the Purpose of
Election; Indifference to Religion in the Administration of a Government a Great National Sin; Revival
of Religion in Stockbridge (Massachusetts); Review of Beecher's Sermon; Calculations on the
Expenses of War; The Address of the Presbytery of Cayuga on the subject of Intemperance, Sabbath
breaking, and Profane Swearing; Narrative of Missions directed by the Trustees of the Missionary
Society of Connecticut [revival reports in New York and Pennsylvania]; Jonathan Edwards'
Resolutions; etc.

60. Deerfield Association. Brief Summary of the Protracted Meetings held in the Deerfield
Association during the latter part of the Summer and Autumn of 1834, with their plan and
results. First published in the New-Hampshire Observer. Concord [NH]: Observer Press, 1835.
Untrimmed stab-sewn pamphlet, no wrappers, 6 1/2 x 10, 32 pp., top inside corner torn with loss last 4
leaves, not affecting any text. Good. Pamphlet.  [3472]

Roberts, Revival Literature, no. 717. Reports on the meetings for revival held in Deerfield, Northwood,
Epsom, Chichester, Pittsfield, Loudan, Barnstead, Gilmanton Iron Works, Gilmanton First Church,
Gilmanton Centre, and Meredith Bridge.

$150.00

61. Denig, John. Strictures on the Mourners' and Anxious Bench. Being a refutation of the
doctrines advanced by Professor Nevin, of Marshall College, as contained in his Pamphlet,
entitled the "Anxious Bench.". Chambersburg: Thos. J. Wright., 1843. First Edition. Printed
wrappers, front of wrapper sometime repaired, now starting to detach. Old ink number stamp on front,
no other markings. 5 1/4 x 8 1/4, 55, (1) pp. Back of wrapper inscribed, "To Dr. John F. Fisher, with
Compliments of the Author." Good. Pamphlet.  [3370]

Title continues: In which the author of this work in his Strictures undertakes to show - 1st That the
Mourner's Bench is not detrimental to true piety. 2d. That there is Scripture authority for women
praying in the Bible. 3d. That the Professor has written on a subject he did not understand.

No. 1471 in Roberts, Revival Literature. Rev. Denig was a member of the Pennsylvania Conference of
the United Brethren in Christ.

Scarce with three locations only at WorldCat; two of which are in the USA.

$100.00

62. Dickinson, Baxter. Outpouring of the Holy Spirit under the Gospel. The American National $30.00
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Preacher, July, 1840. New-York: American National Preacher, 1840. 16 pp. pamphlet, green wrappers
present but chipped and detached, 5 1/2 x 9 inches. Fair. Pamphlet.  [3434]

For the series see Roberts, Revival Literature, no. 100. Baxter Dickinson (1795-1875), American
Presbyterian minister and advocate of the New School divinity. Dickinson graduated at Yale (1817)
and at Andover (1821). He pastored Congregational and Presbyterian churches before accepting the
Professorship of Sacred Rhetoric and Pastoral Theology in Lane Seminary. He remained at the post for
ten years and then accepted the same chair at Auburn. In 1839 he was the moderator of the New School
General Assembly.

The text for this sermon is Isaiah 32:15 and was preached at the New School (Presbyterian Church in
the U. S. A.) General Assembly held in Philadelphia, 1840. He expounds the text and applies it
specifically to revivals of religion.

63. Dillard, E. Banks. Revival Waves: A Book for all People on the Best of all Subjects, The
Revival Meeting, giving Instructions in Every Department of Work; Preparatory to a Revival,
Intelligent Work in the Revival, and a Successful Harvesting of Results after the Meeting. With
Reports from the Field. Kansas City, Mo.: Hudson-Kimberly Pub. Co., 1894. First Edition. Green
cloth, light dings to board edges, small ink blob on spine, 5 1/4 x 7 1/2, portrait of author, two
signatures on the end papers and one on the tp, 276 relatively clean pp. with light foxing. Rear paper
joint stiff and appears to have been repaired with paste. Good. Hardcover.  [3577]

Roberts, Revival Literature 1513. "An evangelistic campaign handbook."

Edward Banks Dillard (1856-1941), Virginia-born Baptist minister.

$60.00

64. Dudley, John. A Discourse on Means of a Revival. Preached at Quechee, Vt. Windsor: Printed
at the Chronicle Press, 1849. First Edition. Green printed wrapper, 5 1/4 x 8, 24 pp., old pencil
marginalia. Good. Pamphlet.  [3333]

Roberts 1595: "A sermon on Amos 7:2." After reviewing the "signs of declension" in the church,
Dudley points out that in order to receive a revival, there must be 1. Individual Piety; 2. A devotion to
the interests of the Church of Christ; 3. A more thorough Knowledge of the Bible; 4. More seriousness
in Christian feeling and deportment; 5. Reflection upon one's slf and the condition of others; 6.
Consideration of the importance of a Revival; 7. A Home Missionary Spirit; and 8. A felt need and
dependence upon God.

$60.00

65. Dudley, John. A Discourse on the Means of a Revival. Preached at Quechee, Vt. Windsor,
[Vt]: Printed at the Chronicle Press, 1849. Yellow printed wrappers, "With the respects of the Author"
at top of front, 5 1/4 x 8 inches, "1849" in ink on front, 24 clean pp., center vertical crease. Very good.
Pamphlet.  [3871]

No. 1595 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A sermon on Amos 7:2."

Dudley gives the reasons for a need for revival, and then "To what means must we look, with the hope
of saving the Church, and securing the revival and preservation of vital godliness?"

Rev. John Dudley, b. 1807 at Richmond, Massachusetts; from 1829-1831 assistant missionary to the
Choctaw Indians(1), a graduate of Yale Seminary, "was pastor of a Presbyterian church in Cincinnati,
Ohio, 1830-1837; spent four years in Michigan; was pastor of Congregational church, Weathersfield,
Vt., 1841-1845; stated supply of Congregational church, Quechee, Vt., 1845-1850; stated supply of
Congregational church, Danville, Vt., 1850-1855; and then engaged in a boarding and day school at
New Haven, Conn." - Gilman, The Bibliography of Vermont, p. 77. (1897).

$75.00
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(1) Tracy, Joseph, et al. History of American Missions to the Heathen...(1840), p. 340, which has his
year of birth as 1805.

66. Dunn, Samuel; Everett, James; Griffith, William [editors]. The Wesley Banner and Revival
Record, for the year 1850. London: Partridge and Oakey, 1850. First Edition. This volume has the
issues November, 1849 and January to December, 1850. There is a general title page and preface of iv.
pp., then the page numbers run (193)-240, which is the November, 1849 issue. Next are pp. (1)-484,
which are the entire twelve numbers for 1850, with the annual index. The book is bound in half black
calf and marbled boards - the binding is scuffed and worn yet with nothing cracked or damaged. The
spine has raised bands and checkered panels, with "Wesley Banner | 1850" in gilt on a dark wine
leather label. These numbers were evidently gathered and bound and some do show some edge-wear
and soil, with some page corner tips turned. Signature of a former owner on the ffep. Very good.
Leather_bound.  [3751]

Samuel Dunn (1798-1882), British Methodist whose father, James Dunn, knew John Wesley and in
1768 became a class leader. James was the master of a small trading vessel, and he and his crew
defended Adam Clarke from the fury of the mob at Guernsey in 1786. The son Samuel was raised in
this milieu of early active Methodism, and was himself a Methodist preacher and the first missionary of
that sect to the Shetland Islands. In addition to his ministerial duties he was a prolific author and editor.
You may know him from his Memoirs of the seventy-five eminent Divines whose Discourses form the
Morning Exercises at Cripplegate...&c., a prolix title indeed.

The journal offered for sale here, The Wesley Banner and Revival Record, was begun by Dunn in 1849.
It advocates reform among the Wesleyans and is critical of certain aspects of the sect. It only took a
few months before Samuel Dunn, James Everett, and William Griffith were called to account for this
publication at the conference at Manchester in 1849. Their refusal to stop publishing resulted in their
expulsion from the Wesleyan Methodist Church. It is estimated that this action cost the Wesleyans
100,000 members, as this was the number of people who followed the three men into the newly-formed
Methodist Reform Church.

The volume includes theology, reports of revivals, book reviews, temperance instruction, biographical
sketches, teaching suggestions for class workers, and advocates for reform among the English
Wesleyans. It also has columns on natural history, or nature, for the family reading.

$100.00

67. Dunnavant, Anthony L. Cane Ridge in Context: Perspectives on Barton W. Stone and the
Revival. Nashville, Tennessee: Disciples of Christ Historical Society, 1992. First Edition. ISBN:
B000E0CGGC. Red cloth with gilt titles, 6 x 9 inches, 151 clean pp., former owner's signature on ffep.
Very good. Hardcover.  [3463]

"The nine chapters of the book introduce the reader to new insights in the place Barton Warren Stone
has played in the life of the Stone-Campbell movement and the significance of the Cane Ridge Revival
have had on our life as a people as part of God's people." - from the Foreword.

$25.00

68. Eastburn, Manton. The Signal Work of the Holy Spirit in these United States: the Third
Charge to the Clergy of the Diocese of Massachusetts; delivered in Trinity Church, Boston, on
Wednesday, May 4, 1859. Boston: James B. Dow, 1859. First Edition. Removed, no wrappers, 5 3/4 x
9 1/2, 23 pp., stab holes along margin from previous binding. Fair. Pamphlet.  [3557]

Not in Roberts. Speaks positively of the revival then ongoing, "a chage as remarkable as it was
unexpected...I shall offer some observations upon the features of this work of grace, - and then a few
considerations as to the encouragements it suggest on one hand, and the solemn memento of duty it
furnishes on the other..." He points out that the revival began "in a profound and earnest spirit of

$40.00
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supplication and praye;," that it can be attributed to "the operation of no human agency;" and "that it
has, almost universally, awed opposition into silence."

Manton Eastburn (1801-1872) was an Episcopal bishop. After graduation from Columbia University,
he studied at the General Theological Seminary of the Episcopal Church in the United States before
ordination as deacon and priest by Bishop John Henry Hobart of the Diocese of New York. After
serving at Christ Church, New York, New York, he became rector of the Church of the Ascension,
New York. On December 29, 1842, he was consecrated as assistant Bishop of Massachusetts; he served
as diocesan bishop on the death of Alexander Viets Griswold from 1843 until his death. Eastburn
attended the first Lambeth Conference in 1867 and was associated with the evangelical school of
Episcopalian churchmanship. His tenure as diocesan bishop was marked by considerable conflict over
Tractarianism both locally and nationally, particularly at the Church of the Advent in Boston. -
wikipedia

69. Edwards, B. B. The American Quarterly Register. Vol. IX., for the year 1837; bound with
Twentieth Annual Report of the Directors of the American Education Society...1836. Boston: Perkins
& Marvin, 1837. First Edition. Half calf with marbled boards, 6 x 9, 408 pp., 86 pp. General Index,
with separate title page. Former owner's signature (2005) on the ffep. Engraved portraits of Rev.
Ebenezer Porter, John Witherspoon, Rev. Zephaniah Swift Moore, and a vignette for the American
Education Society. Good. Hardcover.  [4501]

This series (1827-1843) is no. 103 in Roberts, Revival Literature. "A periodical with numerous articles
on revivals."

This volume includes Historical Sketch of Revivals of Religion in Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.,
by Henry Wood, Pastor of the Church at Dartmouth College.

Others of interest are: Journal of the American Education Society; Memoir of the Rev. Dr. Samuel
Austin; Beecher's Views on Theology; Cooley's Memoir of Haynes; Memoir of President Davies;
Memoir of Dr. Porter; Memoir of Rev. Ebenezer Porter; Sketch of the University of Harvard; Memoir
of President Witherspoon.

$45.00

70. Edwards, B. B.; Cogswell, W. The American Quarterly Register. Vol. X., for the year 1837.
With General Index to the First Ten Volumes. Boston: Perkins & Marvin, 1838. First Edition. Black
cloth, leather spine title label, 6 x 9, 424 pp., 16 pp. General Index, with separate title page. Former
owner's
signatures (1837 & 2005) on the ffep. Engraved portraits of Rev. Eleazar Wheelock; Sir Matthew Hale;
Rev. Samuel Gile, and Rev. Asa Burton. Good. Hardcover.  [3489]

This series (1827-1843) is no. 103 in Roberts, Revival Literature. "A periodical with numerous articles
on revivals."

The following articles are of revival interest: many reports from individual congregations; Rev. Dr.
Goodrich's History of Revivals in Yale College; Memoir of Rev. Eleazar Wheelock, D. D. Founder and
First President of Dartmouth College; Memoirs of Ministers who have been graduated at Harvard
College...&c. Includes accounts of John Eliot, John Cotton, and others; History of the General
Association of New Hampshire; Memoir of the Rev. Asa Burton, D. D., Thetford, Vt.

$45.00

71. Edwards, B. B.; Cogswell, W. The American Quarterly Register. Vol. XI. [1839]. Boston:
American Education Society, 1839. First Edition. Sometime rebound in brown cloth, leather spine title
label retained, 6 x 9, 476 pp., recent former owner's signature on ffep. Shadow on front end papers &

$45.00
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remnants from old card pocket. Engraved portraits of Rev. Jesse Appleton, D.D.; Jonathan P. Cushing,
M.A.; John Farmer, M.A.; and Rev. James Manning, D.D., from a portrait painted in 1770. Good.
Hardcover.  [4073]

This series (1827-1843) is no. 103 in Roberts, Revival Literature. "A periodical with numerous articles
on revivals."

The volume is full of historical matter, biographies, revival accounts, memoirs, &c.

72. Eslinger, Ellen. Citizens of Zion: The Social Origins of Camp Meeting Revivalism. Knoxville,
TN: The University of Tennessee Press, 1999. First Edition. ISBN: 1572330333. Fine teal cloth with
white lettering, 6 x 9 inches, former owner's signature on ffep, 306 clean and unmarked pp., dust jacket
fine and in a clear wrapper. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [4233]

One of America's most enduring forms of public worship, the camp meeting had its beginnings at the
dawn of the nineteenth century during the "Great Revival" that swept the newly settled regions of the
young republic. The culmination of this phenomenon came in 1801 at Cane Ridge Presbyterian
meetinghouse in Kentucky, where more than ten thousand people gathered for a week of worship and
fellowship. To trace the origins of the camp meeting, Ellen Eslinger follows Kentucky's development
from its initial settlement in 1775 to the eve of the Great Revival. Citizens of Zion does more than
explain a particular instance of religious revivalism; it explores the creation of a new form of worship
that enabled people to relate more comfortably to a changing society through an intense collective
experience. - publisher.

$32.50

73. Evans, Eifion; Lloyd-Jones, Martyn . The Welsh Revival of 1904. Foreword by D. Martyn
Lloyd-Jones. Glamorgan: Evangelical Movement of Wales, 1969. ISBN: 0852340125. Maroon
cloth hardcover with bright gilt spine titles, 5 x 7 1/2, former owner's signature on ffep, 213 pp. with
frequent pencil underlining. Dj scuffed, corner cut away from bottom of front inside flap. Very good in
fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [3419]

Roberts, Revival Literature, no. 1970. "A very worthy study."

$12.50

74. Everett-Green, Evelyn. Tom Heron of Sax: A Story of the Evangelical Revival of the
Eighteenth Century. London: The Religious Tract Society, [1915]. Very good red cloth stamped black
& gilt with applied illustration to front cover5 1/4 x 7 3/4, 1915 award presentation bookplate, more
recent former owner's signature on front paste-down, 310 clean and unmarked pp., color frontis plus an
additional color plate. Plates signed "A. P." Good. Hardcover.  [3718]

Though a fictional account, it is listed in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography, no.
1987. First published as a serial in Sunday At Home. The book was also published by Fleming H.
Revell Co. in the United States.

"A spirited tale concerned with the early rise of Methodism about the middle of the last century." -
Review of Reviews, Vol. VIII. (1893).

"The central figure of this story of the days of Wesley and Whitehead [sic], Tom Heron of Sax, is a
wild, dare-devil young blacksmith, who falls under the influence of an itinerant methodist preacher,
and whose stormy religious experiences are described in detail. There are many characters and
somewhat varied action in the story, which aims especially to show the religious condition of England
in the first days of Methodism, and to make clear the points of difference and agreement existing
between the Established Church and the followers of Wesley." - The Publisher's Weekly, Nov. 11,
1893, p. 701.

$35.00
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75. Ewing, Finis. Lectures on Important Subjects in Divinity. Louisville: Cumberland Presbyterian
Board of Publication, 1854. Third Edition. Very good blindstamped green cloth, 5 x 7 1/2, 355
generally clean pp., pencil underlining in the Revival chapter, former owner's signature on the front
pastedown. Very good. Hardcover.  [3298]

The Life and Times of the author is no. 1993 in Roberts; this volume of Lectures is not included there.
Finis Ewing (1773-1841), b. Bedford Co., VA; converted under the preaching of James McGready in
the great revival of 1800. "In 1810 Ewing and others formed the Cumberland Presbyterian Church of
which he was its principle leader for many years." The Lectures cover the standard field of Reformed
theology, and include one entitled "Revivals of Religion: What a revival means, means and
instruments, grounds of declension, should be careful to cherish revivals."

$75.00

76. Fairbairn, Charles V.; Griffith, G. W. [introduction]. A Symposium on Revivals and the Present
Day Need. Chicago: Free Methodist Publishing House, nd. Olive cloth, binding is soiled, 5 x 7 1/2, 176
clean pp., tight. Good. Hardcover.  [3572]

Roberts, Revival Literature 1997. "Chapters by the author, H. C. Morrison, L R. Akers, A. D. Zahniser,
Andrew Murray, etc."

Charles Victor Fairbairn (1890-1975), Canadian-born Free Methodist evangelist, district elder, pastor,
and bishop. His autobiography, I call to remembrance, was published by Light and Life Press in 1960.

$25.00

77. Fereday, W. W. Josiah and Revival. Kilmarnock: John Ritchie, [1940]. ISBN:
B00UE6XYBM. No date, dust jacket design indicates circa 1940. Blue cloth with bright gilt spine
titles, very good dust jacket with light edge-wear, now in a clear wrapper. 5 x 7 1/4 pp., small computer
label on ffep, former owner's signature on ffep, 113 pp. with ink underlining in several places. Good in
good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [4351]

No. 2021 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A detailed study of a Bible
revival - one of the very few of its kind ever published."

William Woldridge Fereday (1863-1959), English Bible teacher and evangelist, associated with the
Plymouth Brethren movement.

$22.50

78. Findlater, John. The Eternal Springs of Revival. London: Marshall Brothers, 1914. First Edition.
Gray printed wrappers, 5 x 7 1/4 inches, former owner's signature on ffep, x., 208 clean pp., a few
blotches on the closed page edges. Good. Paperback.  [3829]

Roberts, Revival Literature, no. 2044. "A study of the unchanging truths which have been most
prominent in the great revival movements."

An uncommon book with no other copies for sale online (Nov. 2019) and only 8 holdings recorded at
Worldcat.

$60.00

79. Fischer, H. Arthur. Reviving Revivals. Springfield, Missouri: The Gospel Publishing House,
1950. ISBN: B0007ENMSG. Green cloth, 5 3/4 x 7 3/4 inches, 229 pp., former owner's signature on
ffep, dust jacket scuffed, now in a clear wrapper. Good. Hardcover.  [4079]

$32.50
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No. 2120 in Roberts, Revival Literature. This is an expanded edition of the original edition of 1943.
The book covers revivals in the Bible, before the Reformation, and in Europe and America in more
modern times. The Introduction of this edition is by Frank M. Boyd.

80. Fish, Henry C. Primitive Piety Revived, or The Aggressive Power of the Christian Church: A
Premium Essay. Harrisonburg, Va.: Gano Books, 1987. ISBN: B000YUPL7S. Blue cloth with bright
gilt titles, former owner's signature and note on ffep, 5 x 7 3/4 inches, binding "as new," 249 clean and
unmarked pp. Very good. Hardcover.  [3867]

Facsimile reprint of the 1855 edition in a quality sewn binding and a new preface.

The original edition is no. 2124 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography with
Biographical and Historical Notices. “A general and powerful revival of religion in the churches is
declared to be the grand remedy for the lack of simplicity of purpose, consecration, self-denial, faith
and earnestness which prevailed in his day.”

Henry Clay Fish (1820-1877), b. at Halifax, VT; a Baptist minister. He graduated from Union
Theological Seminary, NY, in 1845; “was ordained, June 26 of that year, over the Church in
Somerville, N. J., and in January, 1851, became pastor of the First Church in Newark, which office he
held until his death…Dr. Fish was the author of several works…” - M’Clintock & Strong.

Chapters include:

An Inquiry into the actual existence of any serious Defects in the prevailing Piety of the Age.
First Grand Defect of the prevailing Piety of the Times – A Want of Simplicity of Purpose.
Second Grand Defect in the Piety of the Present Day – The Want of a Just Measure of Consecration to
God.
A Want of Self-Denial for Christ – A Third Grand Defect in the Piety which now prevails.
The Want of a Scriptural Faith – A Grand Defect in the prevailing type of Piety.
Fifth Grand Defect – A Want of Earnestness.
Sixth Grand Defect – Want of Individualism.
The Grand Remedy for all existing Defects in Christian Character – A General and Powerful Revival of
Religion in the Churches.

$12.50

81. Fisher, George P. A Discourse, Commemorative of the History of the Church of Christ in
Yale College, during the First Century of its Existence. Preached in the College Chapel,
November 22, 1857. With Notes and an Appendix. New Haven: Thomas H. Pease, 1858. First
Edition. "His Excy. Govn. Holley, Salisbury" inscribed on the wrapper. Printed wrapper, 5 3/4 x 9
inches, 98 (1) clean pp. Fine. Pamphlet.  [3470]

The discourse is 44 pp., the remainder appendices of historiocal information. Roberts, Revival
Literature no. 2128. "Material on the revivals affecting the College."

$20.00

82. Foote, William Henry. Sketches of Virginia, Historical and Biographical, 2 volume set, First
and Second Series. Philadelphia: William S. Martien / J. B. Lippincott & Co., 1850 & 1855. First
Edition. Two volume set, the 1855 volume has the addition of "Second Series" to the title. Bound in
half black leather with maroon marbled boards, bindings are worn with some surface abrasions along
the outer joints - nothing is loose but the bindings do look worn. 568 & 596 pp., tight. Both volumes
with some neat underlining and marginalia in both pencil and ink. Former owner's signatures on the
feps. Vol. II. with an engraving of Rev. Samuel Davies. No engraving in vol. i. [Hills calls for one, but
we do not find a record of one at Worldcat. Also, the plate in vol. ii. has put a shadow image on the tp;

$150.00
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there is no corresponding shadow image on the tp of vol. i.]. Good. Leather_bound.  [3755]

Howes F241. Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography no. 2163. "Considerable material
on revivals on revivals in Virginia."

"Sketches of Virginia, published in 1850, has been an indispensable source for the study of the
Presbyterian Church in America and for an understanding of the history of colonial Virginia. Foote
emphasized the role of his church in the struggle for religious freedom and traced the careers of Francis
Makemie, Samuel Davies, Gilbert Tennent and others. he also noted the interest of various churchmen
for the spiritual welfare of the slaves and described the efforts of the church on behalf of education." -
W. Harrison Daniel.

Rev. William Henry Foote (1795-1869), b. Bozrah, CT; d. Hampshire County, West Virginia. Rev.
Foote was a Presbyterian pastor in Virginia and North Carolina, and served as a Confederate chaplain
during the War between the states. He graduated at Yale College (1816) afterwards studying at
Princeton Theological Seminary (1818-19). He received a Doctorate of Divinity from
Hampden-Sydney College in 1847.

83. Foster, Allyn King. The Coming Revival of Religion. Philadelphia: The Judson Press, 1929.
ISBN: B002L8BQ20. Blue cloth with bright gilt titles on side and front, 5 1/4 x 8 inches, two former
owner's signatures on ffep, 146 clean and unmarked pp., tight. Very good. Hardcover.  [4118]

Thoughts on revival by a leader in the Northern Baptist Convention.

$35.00

84. Fowler, P. H.; Mears, J. W. Historical Sketch of Presbyterianism within the bounds of the
Synod of Central New York bound with The Presbyterian Element in our National Life and
History: An Address delivered before the Synod of Central New York at Watertown, October
18th, 1876. Utica, NY: Curtiss & Childs, 1877. First Edition. Purple cloth with black borders, spine
titles in gilt, spine faded, 5 x 7 3/4 inches, bookplate of the New Jersey Historical Society, former
owner's signature on ffep, society stamp on tp, white label to spine. 755 + 31 pp. Some pencil
underlining, center section pulled but not quite detached, a bit shaken. Good. Hardcover.  [4443]

No. 2183 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "An excellent volume with much
valuable material on revivals, especially pp. 167-295 which provide a very valuable analysis of points
of strength and weakness of Finney and his revivalism."

$75.00

85. Frelinghuysen, Peter H. B., Jr. Theodorus Jacobus Frelinghuysen. Princeton: Privately Printed,
1938. ISBN: B0071IAQVC. Signed by the author on the ffep, no. 18 of 300 copies printed. Blue cloth,
binding soiled, 5 3/4 x 8 3/4 inches, recent former owner's signature on the front paste-down, vii., 89
clean pp., with bibliography. Good. Hardcover.  [4148]

"A senior thesis submitted to the history department of Princeton University in April 1938. It was
awarded the prize in American History established by the Society of Colonial Wars in the state of New
Jersey, June 20, 1938."

No. 2208 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annoated Bibliography. "Born in Lingen, Friesland about
1691, Domni Frelinghuysen came to America in 1720. His ministry as a Dutch Reformed pastor on the
Raritan in New Jersey was blessed with deep and abiding revival. His evangelistic ministry in and
around the area of New Brunswick greatly impressed Gilbert Tennent when he settled there.
Frelinghuysen's ministry must be considered one of the major forerunners of the Great Awakening."

$25.00
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86. Gannett, Ezra S. Comparison of the Good and the Evil of Revivals. Boston: American Unitarian
Association, 1831. Pamphlet, lacks the wrapper, 5 1/2 x 8, 28 pp, edges untrimmed, loose in signatures,
binding strings long gone. Good. Pamphlet.  [3337]

Roberts 2271. "A thoughtful analysis with a strong Unitarian bias. Gannett acknowledges some truth in
the doctrines and results of revivals, but criticizes strongly the principal truths revivals emphasize."

$30.00

87. Gewehr, Wesley M. The Great Awakening in Virginia, 1740-1790. Durham, N. C.: Duke
University Press, 1930. First Edition. ISBN: B00268XV82. Brown cloth, 6 x 9, two light ring stains on
front cover, x., 292 clean pp., illustrated, former owner's signature on ffep. Good. Hardcover.  [3459]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 2327. "This splendid study was originally submitted as a Ph.D. thesis at
the University of Chicago in 1922."

$50.00

88. Gibson, William; Stow, Baron [introduction]. The Year of Grace: A History of the Revival in
Ireland, A.D. 1859. Boston: Gould and Lincoln, 1860. First American Edition. Publisher's
blindstamped purple cloth, binding is worn through at the corners, a bit scuffed, and with spots and
stains, 5 1/2 x 8 inches. Recent former owner's signature on the ffep. 464 pp. Blotchy stains on the tp
and first few pages, fading out by page 25. A few dog-eared bottom corners; one corner folded due to
binding error (corner not cut properly). Good. Hardcover.  [3772]

Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography no. 2338. "A highly useful volume although
written a little too early in the movement to give a completely accurate picture;" note on the Edinburgh
edition (no. 2337).

William Gibson (1808-1867) was Professor of Christian Ethics and Moderator of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland, in 1859. All of the material contained in this work was
obtained from first-hand accounts. An extensive and real 19th century Revival amongst the
Presbyterians of Ireland fully described.

$45.00

89. Gibson, William; Stow, Baron [introduction]. The Year of Grace: A History of the Revival in
Ireland, A.D. 1859. Boston: Gould and Lincoln, 1860. First American Edition. Publisher's
blindstamped purple cloth, spine & binding edges sunned, 5 1/2 x 8 inches. Recent former owner's
signature on the ffep. 464 pp. Clean, tight. Good. Hardcover.  [3773]

Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography no. 2338. "A highly useful volume although
written a little too early in the movement to give a completely accurate picture;" note on the Edinburgh
edition (no. 2337).

William Gibson (1808-1867) was Professor of Christian Ethics and Moderator of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland, in 1859. All of the material contained in this work was
obtained from first-hand accounts. An extensive and real 19th century Revival amongst the
Presbyterians of Ireland fully described.

$45.00

90. Gillies, John; Bonar, Horatius. Historical Collections relating to Remarkable Periods of the
Success of the Gospel. Published originally in 1754, and now reprinted with a Preface and
Continuation to the Present Time. Kelso: John Rutherfurd, 1845. Reprint edition. ISBN:
B000OF6FGY. Half calf, marbled boards, 6 panels to spine with raised bands and gilt decorative rules,
maroon leather spine title label in gilt, speckled page edges. Handsome indeed. Some surface wear but

$300.00
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no damage. Old paper auction lot tag on front. 6 x 9 1/2 inches, recent former owner's signature on
ffep. xii., xvi., 582, 64 clean pp., printed in double columns, tight. Very good. Leather_bound.  [3678]

No. 2358 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A truly wonderful work (first
edition)...Bonar's additions make this an even more splendid work." It is no. 3929 in his Whitefield in
print, where he adds, "Perhaps the most splendid volumes of their kind ever compiled." (note to the
2-vol. first edition).

"John Gillies was born in the manse of Careston, near Brechin in 1712. His first pastorate was at the
College Church, Glasgow, a work he assumed in July of 1742. Here he remained for the next fifty-four
years. His labors were prodigious: in addition to preaching three times every Sunday, Gillies preached
to his own large congregation three times during the week, published a weekly paper, and wrote some
of the most important revival volumes ever published. He died in the midst of manifold spiritual
blessings on March 29th, 1796." - Roberts, Whitefield in Print: A Bibliographic Record of Works By,
For, and Against George Whitefield.

John Gillies (1712-1796), evangelical Church of Scotland minister who served his whole ministry in
the College (Blackfriars) Church in Glasgow. "He is best known for his lengthy and influential pastoral
ministry and his literary works - he preached three times each Sunday and for a time delivered
mid-week lectures from which he published a weekly extract called Exhortation to the...South Parish of
Glasgow. He sought to guide his people into true devotion free from the excesses of enthusiasm...In
1754 he issued his groundbreaking history of revival, Historical Collections Relating to...the Success of
the Gospel, which helped prepare the soil for the Scottish revivals of the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries...he was free from the prejudice of party spirit and opened his pulpit to John
Wesley and George Whitfield. He enjoyed Whitefield's friendship and wrote the first account of his
life, Memoirs of the Rev. G. Whitefield...he was also an important member of an international
evangelical letter-writing network involving Jonathan Edwards, Philip Doddridge, John Erskine, and
others." - Dictionary of Scottish Church History and Theology.

91. Gingrich, Gerald Ira. Protestant Revival Yesterday and Today: A Historical Study of the
Characteristics of Twelve Revival Movements and of their application to the Mid-Twentieth
Century. New York: Exposition Press, 1959. First Edition. ISBN: B000HXZ2X0. Red cloth with black
titles, 5 1/2 x 8 1/4 inches, 114 clean pp., a few pencil checkmarks in the bibliography. Ex lib of some
kind, with removed card pocket at back, name blacked out inside the front cover, some writing on the
tp, remnants of label on dj. Dust jacket is good, now in a clear wrapper. Good in good dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  [3812]

$17.50

92. Glascock, J. L.; Morrison, H. C. [introduction]. Revivals of Religion: Before They Occur, How
to Promote Them, While They are in Progress, and After They are Over. Cincinnati, Ohio: God's
Bible School and Revivalist, 1911. First Edition. Red cloth with rubbed white lettering, 5 x 7 1/2,
recent former owner's signature on ffep, portrait, hinge between portrait and title page open, 109 clean
pp., rest tight. Good. Hardcover.  [3585]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 2367. "A 'how' book on the conduct of 'revival' meetings based upon 20
years experience in evangelistic labor."

$25.00

93. Godbey, W. B. Spiritual Gifts and Graces. Cincinnati, O.: God's Revivalist Office, 1895. First
Edition. Staple-bound paperback, lacks the wrapper, (begins with title page), 5 x 7 inches, 83 pp. then
(2) hyms with music, and (11) pp. of adverts for other books. Infrequent underlining in pencil. Fair.
Paperback.  [3523]

Holiness teaching on spiritual gifts, including divine healing and miracles, with accounts of revival
evangelists and ministries, with mentions of D. L. Moody, Amanda Smith, Charles Finney, William
Taylor, F. J. Browning, John Wesley, Benjamin Abbott, &c. Accounts of revival meetings in the

$12.50
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Southern States. "I am an old revivalist. I never saw a place where I could not have a revival."

William Baxter Godbey (1833-1920), b. Pulaski County, KY; d. Cincinnati, OH. Goodbye was a pastor
and evangelist with the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. "He was converted in a revival in 1849 and
licensed to preach in 1853 by the Kentucky Conference...He served as president of Harmonia College
in Percyville, Kentucky (1859-1869)...He experienced entire sanctification in December 1868 and
became a strong Holiness advocate." Godbey led revivals in Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas, as well as
making four international tours (1895, 1899, 1905, 1912), "spending much of his time in Palestine." He
wrote more than 200 books and pamphlets. - quotations and info from Kostlevy, The A to Z of the
Holiness Movement.

94. Goen, C. C. Revivalism and Separatism in New England, 1740-1800: Strict
Congregationalists and Separate Baptists in the Great Awakening. Middletown, CT: Wesleyan
University Press, 1987. ISBN: 0819551864. Blue cloth, 6 x 9 inches, former owner's signature on ffep,
xxviii., 370 clean and unmarked pp., fear fine. Dj near fine. Very good in very good dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  [4563]

Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography, no. 2384. "A great work with an
excellent bibliography, originally prepared as a Ph.D. thesis at Yale University,
1960, and revised first for the Brewer Contest of the American Society of
Church History and then for publication."

C. C. Goen's landmark study on the effects of revivalism during the latter half
of the 18th century filled a great void in understanding the Great Awakening,
and it continues to influence the work of scholars today. Full of artful
contextualization of the issues that plagued colonial churches, Revivalism and
Separatism in New England, 1740-1800 documents the ways in which
revivalism helped pave the way for a new religious identity in America. Goen
underscores how these congregations responded to state involvement in matters
of religion and sheds new light on the development of the Baptist denomination
by locating its growth within fringe communities in New England rather than
organized structures in the Middle Colonies.

$20.00

95. Goforth, Jonathan. "By My Spirit"; Foreword by Mrs. Rosalind Goforth. Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House, 1942. New American Edition. ISBN: B0007ERQA6. Teal cloth, edges
rubbed, 5 1/2 x 7 3/4 inches, former owners signatures on ffep, 138 pp., ink underlining & marginalia
in the first chapter. Good. Hardcover.  [4350]

Jonathan Goforth (1859-1936), missionary to China from the Presbyterian Church in Canada. The
Goforths served in China from 1888 to 1934.

No. 2389 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A precious account of revival in
China in the early part of [the 20th] century." [Note to earlier edition.]

$17.50

96. Goodykoontz, Colin B. Home Missions on the American Frontier, With Particular Reference
to the American Home Missionary Society. Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1939. First

$60.00
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Edition. Green cloth with gilt titles, 6 1/2 x 9 1/4 inches, 460 clean pp., tight, fine. Vg dj with a few
minor chips at top edges, now in a clear wrapper. Fine in very good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [3539]

No. 2401 in Roberts, Revival Literature. "Considerable information on revivals, especially the Great
Awakening under Whitefield and Edwards, but also more recent movements. This volume is the
outgrowth of a Ph.D. thesis submitted to Harvard University." Includes an extensive bibliography of
earlier works.

97. Gordon, Joseph. The Life and Writings of Rev. Joseph Gordon; Written and Compiled by a
Committee of the Free Presbyterian Synod. Cincinnati: The Free Presbyterian Synod, 1860. First
Edition. Worn black pebble cloth, 5 x 8 inches; corners, ends, and edges worn through. Recent ink
signature on the yellow ffep, older penciled signatures as well. Lithograph of Rev. Gordon with tissue
guard, foxed with an old tidemark at the inside margin. The tidemark continues through the contents
pages, disappears, and then is on the last few leaves. Dark foxing to title page. 312 generally clean text
pp. with occasional foxing, tight. Fair. Hardcover.  [3981]

"Rev. Joseph Gordon was one of a few ministers, who united and formed the [American] Free
Presbyterian Church, in 1847. In the midst of prevailing declension and Hunkerism [anti-abolitionism],
they came out from their ecclesiastical connections, with a manifesto of principles adverse to the
popular religion of the day; and on these they based the new organization. During seven years he was
the editor of the Free Presbyterian - the organ of the new formed church. After his death, the Free
Synod at its next meeting held in Ripley, O., in October 1858, appointed a committee of two persons to
write a biography of the deceased and compile a selection from his writings, and have them published."
- from the Preface.

This movement was led by Rev John Rankin, whose overture to the General Assembly of the New
School Presbyterians to exclude slaveholders from their churches was rejected. It was never very large,
with estimates of membership between 1,000 and 2,000 persons in the 1850's. It ceased to exist by
1863.

The book consists of a Memoir of 50 pp. followed by articles written by Gordon and published in the
Free Presbyterian.

Sample articles: Religion and Reform; Mission of the Free Presbyterian Church; O Lord, Revive Thy
Work; Jesus Christ Driven from the United States; Southern Revivals; Revival Excitements; Revivals
of Religion; Decay of Public Virtue; True and False Heroism; Drunkard-Making; Imprisonment of W.
L. Chaplin; Is there a Law for the Rendition of Fugitive Slaves?; Higher and Lower Law; The Spirit of
Abolitionism; Slavery in the Old School General Assembly; Misdirection of Anti-Slavery Effort;
Sidney Presbytery and Mr. William Perkins; Co-existence of Liberty and Slavery Impossible.

$85.00

98. Graham, Mark [designer]. A Pictorial History of the 1859 Revival and related Awakenings in
Ulster; Forewords by Ian Paisley and Bob Jones III. Belfast: Ambassador Publications, 2008. First
Edition. ISBN: 9781840302059. Oblong pictorial boards, 12 x 8 1/2 inches, former owner's signature
inside front cover, 96 pp., light bump to bottom right corner. Very good. Hardcover.  [4533]

Chapters include those on the Fulton Street Prayer Meeting, the 1859 Revival in Ulster, Special
Features of the Revival, Criticisms of the Revival, Growth of the Brethren Movement in the North of
Ireland, &c.

$22.50

99. Green, Ashbel; Jones, Joseph H. The Life of Ashbel Green, V.D.M., begun to be written by
himself in his eight-second year and continued to his eighty-fourth; Prepared for the press at the
author's request, by Joseph H. Jones, Pastor of the Sixth Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia. New York:
Robert Carter and Brothers, 1849. First Edition. Black publisher's cloth stamped in blind, gilt titles to

$150.00
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spine, 6 x 9 inches, spine end and corner worn, scattered nicks and chips to the cloth, a few white ink
drips on the binding. Several former owner's signatures on the end papers, steel-engraved portrait by A.
H. Ritchie with tissue guard, 628 pp. with foxing throughout, list of publications by Green. Good.
Hardcover.  [3921]

No. 2444 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A good source of revival
information including the movement of 1800."

Ashbel Green, D.D. (1762-1848), b. Hanover, NJ; d. Philadelphia, PA. His father was Rev. John Green,
for many years pastor of the Presbyterian church in Hanover, and his mother the daughter of Rev. John
Pierson of the Presbyterian church in Woodbridge, NJ, and granddaughter of Rev. Abraham Pierson,
the first president of Yale College. Ashbel was a soldier in the New Jersey militia during the
Revolution, achieving the rank of Orderly Sergeant, and at the attack on Elizabethtown Point, "was
exposed to imminent danger," - his memories of his military service are recorded in his autobiography.
"As young Green was remarkably intelligent for a person of his years, he became familiar, during the
Revolution, of many of the officers of the American army," and at his graduation from Princeton as
valedictorian in 1783, General Washington was present, and met with Green the next day to give his
personal compliments. Green was appointed tutor in the college, and two years later was appointed to
the chair of Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, a post he held for a year and a half, and
was licensed to preach by the Presbytery of New Brunswick, in 1786. He was ordained over the Second
Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia in 1787. His career in his denomination was an illustrious one,
serving as Chaplain of the United States Congress from 1792 to 1800, when the Congress was moved
to Washington, DC; as a founding member and second president of the American Bible Society; and
from 1812, as president of the theological seminary at Princeton. Green was instrumental in the great
revival at Princeton which occurred in 1815.

"Dr. Green was identified with the history of the Presbyterian Church, far more than any man who
survived the period of his death. He was a Presbyterian of the strongest conviction; and whatsoever he
found to do in promoting the interests of Presbyterianism, he did with his might. He was Moderator of
the General Assembly in 1824. In the great controversy which issued in the division of the Church in
1837, he was firmly, sternly with the Old School; and is understood to have heartily concurred in the
ultimate measures which were adopted. He watched the contest with the closest scrutiny and deepest
concern, until he considered all he principles for which he had contended as settled; and then seemed
gracefully to set aside his armour, like a warrior retiring from the battle field. He was always a friend of
missions...and he was greatly in favour of a distinct Presbyterian organization, and exerted a
considerable influence in effecting it." - Sprague, Annals of the American Pulpit, vol. 3, p. 479-487.

100. Green, Ashbel. A Report to the Trustees of the College of New Jersey; relative to A Revival
of Religion Among the Students of said College, in the winter and spring of 1815. With an
Appendix. Philadelphia: Benjamin B. Hopkins, 1815. Removed, 5 1/4 x 8, 28 pp. Good. Pamphlet.
[3533]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 2445. "A stirring and exciting account of the work of God at
Princeton."

$75.00

101. [Griswold, Alexander V.]. Remarks on Prayer Meetings. Republished from The Episcopal
Register for the years 1827 and 1828. Philadelphia: William Stavely, 1829. Cloth spine, plain boards,
title printed on paper spine label, 4 1/2 x 7 1/4, recent former owner's signature on front paste-down, 88
clean pp. Very good. Hardcover.  [3553]

Worldcat attributes this to Griswold. A defense of prayer meetings against objections to them printed in
the Episcopal Register.

$75.00
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Alexander Viets Griswold, D.D. (1766-1843), born in Simsbury, Connecticut. After studying law for
several years he entered the ministry and was ordained in 1795. He was elected Bishop of the Eastern
diocese in 1810, being consecrated to that position in May of 1811. For some years he served both as
parish priest and as bishop. He was a supporter of revivals, and was blessed with an extensive revival
of religion in his own parish in 1812. He wrote several pieces in defense of revivals and awakenings.
“Bishop Griswold was eminently distinguished among the clergy of his Church for his evangelical
spirit and earnest religious life.” – M’Clintock & Strong.

102. Haldane, Alexander. The Lives of Robert and James Haldane. Banner of Truth, 1990. ISBN:
0851515673. Red cloth, bright gilt spine titles, 5 3/4 x 8 3/4 inches, former owner's signature on ffep,
xvi., 706, (3) clean and unmarked pp. Very good dust jacket. Very good in very good dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  [4509]

No. 2527 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "The Haldane brothers were
mightily used of God in revivals both on the Continent and in Scotland."

Facsimile reprint of the 1852 second enlarged edition.

$17.50

103. Hale, Edward E. How to Seek God. The Duties and the Dangers of a Revival: A Sermon
preached at the South Congregational Church, Boston, on the 14th of March, 1858. Boston:
Phillips, Samson, and Co. , 1858. Brown printed wrappers, front detached, 5 3/4 x 9, 12 pp. Fair.
Pamphlet.  [3517]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 2533. "Text: Jeremiah 29:13." Includes comments on Finney's
preaching in Boston. He finds in Finney's theology resemblances of his own, and his criticisms of the
"ridiculous sides of this convulsion" are kind and gentle.

Edward Everett Hale (1822-1909), American Unitarian clergyman, historian, and author, best known as
the author of A Man Without a Country. He was the pastor of the South Congregational Church,
Boston, for 43 years. His influence was very great in both the literary and theological realms. He
became chaplain of the U. S. Senate in 1903.

$25.00

104. Hallock, Jeremiah; Robbins, Ammi R. New England Tracts, No. 1. Narratives of
Reformations in Canton and Norfolk, Con. In Four Letters, Published in the Connecticut
Evangelical Magazine. Providence: Barnum Field & Co., Printers, (1800). Plain blue wrappers, some
chipping to edges, 5 1/4 x 8 1/2, 20 clean pp. Very good. Pamphlet.  [3504]

Not in Roberts. Two letters from Hallock and two from Robbins, all dated 1800, describing the revivals
in the towns. The biographical entry in Roberts for Hallock is no. 2550.

$75.00

105. Harrison, Archibald W. The Evangelical Revival and Christian Union. London: The Epworth
Press (Edgar C. Barton), 1942. First Edition. ISBN: B0007J7XYA. Teal cloth hardcover, light wear to
edges, 5 3/4 x 8 3/4, former owner's signature on ffep, 207 clean and unmarked pp., tight. Good.
Hardcover.  [3679]

Roberts, Revival Literature, no. 2628. "In this volume in the Fernley-Hartley lectures series for 1942,
the author demonstrates that real church unity can be built on an evangelical awakening."

A study of the times of Whitefield and Wesley, covering both England and the American colonies.

$15.00
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106. Hayes, Samuel Perkins; Hall, G. Stanley; et al [editors]. The American Journal of Psychology,
Vol. XIII.: An Historical Study of the Edwardean Revivals. Worcester, MA: Louis N. Wilson,
1902. First Edition. The complete volume, half calf with pebble cloth boards, 6 x 9, ex college library
with removed spine label, scuffed front end papers, 592 pp., pencil underlining in the Revival article,
tight. Good. Leather_bound.  [3487]

The article with revival interest is pp. 550-574. Roberts, Revival Literature no. 2673. "A periodical
article with valuable insights on the Great Awakening."

$75.00

107. Hayman, John Gould. A History of the Methodist Revival of the Last Century in its relations
to North Devon. From the First Visit of the Wesleys to the Centenary Year in 1839. London: T.
Woolmer, (1871). First Edition. Brown cloth, backstrip color washed out and stained, rear board with
white stains, less so to front. 4 3/4 x 7 inches, recent former owner's signature on front paste-down, xi.,
192 clean and unmarked pp., lacks rfep, two small holes to margin of (iii.-iv.). Fair. Hardcover.  [4276]

Roberts does not record this edition, but the second edition of 1886 is his no. 2675. We do not find a
copy of either edition for sale elsewhere (March 2020).

The book is not limited to the time of the Wesleys, but includes accounts of revivals in North Devon up
to 1839.

"The author has sought to make this little volume a history, not only of a denomination, but also of the
general outgrowth of religious feeling and life which resulted from the labours of the early Methodist
preachers in North Devon...it has been the object of the writer to exhibit the influence of Christianity on
the heart and life..." - from the Preface.

$75.00

108. Head, E. D. Revivals in the Bible. Fort Worth, Texas: Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary, 1951. Cloth spine, printed wrappers, 8 1/2 x 11, notes on the tp, 44 pp., some underlining.
These appear to be class notes. Good. Paperback.  [3441]

Roberts, Revival Literature, 2680. "Brief notes on 24 Bible revivals in a mimeographed form but bound
with a printed cover."

The author was the third president of the seminary, 1942-1953. He taught at Baylor University until
1932, when he became pastor of the First Baptist Church in Houston until his election as president.,

$30.00

109. Heimert, Alan; Miller, Perry. The Great Awakening: Documents Illustrating the Crisis and
Its Consequences (The American Heritage Series). Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc,
1967. First Edition. Second printing. Fine blue cloth with bright gilt titles, 5 1/2 x 8 1/4, former owner's
signature on fep, rest clean. 663 pp., 3 leaves with bottom corners folded due to binder's error (pages
not properly trimmed - you could clip these so they fit properly.) Very good price-clipped dj, now in a
clear wrapper. Very good in very good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [3724]

"The Great Awakening of the 1740's was both a significant progression of events in the development of
American Protestant churches and a crisis in the history of the American mind. From the sermons,
letters, pamphlets, poems and satires collected here - for the most part unavailable since their
appearance more than 200 years ago - the reader is exposed to a remarkable view of the development of
religious revival and of the contours and confrontation of ideas in the Awakening." - dj.

No. 2690 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "Extracts from works by Samuel

$45.00
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Wigglesworth, Jonathan Edwards, Gilbert Tennent, and others showing both pro and con views of the
revival."

110. Henwood, Oliver. Hints on the best Means for the Revival of Religion bound with A
Narrative of Mr. Charles Barns, a Local Preacher in the Methodist Connexion: whose lamented
Death was occasioned by an accident in his Paper-Mill, near Buckfastleigh, Devon, Nov. 4, 1828.
Bridport | Exeter: The Author | T. Howe, 1832 | 1829. First Edition. Two items with separate imprints,
here bound together. "Hints" is Bridport, 1832 and "A Narrative" is Exeter, 1829. Full calve with some
scuffs and scratches, outer hinges fine, "Henwood" in red leather spine title label, 4 x 6 inches. Large
1832 inscription in block letters on front paste-down, lacks the ffeps. Old ink scribbles on the title page
to the first book and on several additional pp. 106 & 81 pp., tightly bound. Good. Full calf.  [4228]

Not in Roberts. Hints on the best means for the Revival of Religion is not recorded at Worldcat. A
contemporary review has "the author has confined to the topic under consideration. His observations
are judicious and well selected, equally remote from extravagance and indifference. This important
subject he recommends on scripture grounds, and applies his remarks with becoming energy, both to
ministers and people. Practical utility seems to be the great object at which he aims; and, to promote
this, his pamphlet is wholesomely suited." - The Imperial Magazine, London (1832).

Henwood calls upon his readers to first pursue personal revival, then improve family religion and
church attendance; to acquire a deep and permanent impression of the worth of souls ant the necessity
of employing every scriptural method to save them from eternal death; that preachers choose subjects
in preach in a style most likely to awaken and edify; that prayer for preachers frequent prayer meetings
be employed; and that every member be employed in the work of promoting a revival. He writes
against unprincipled zealots, infidel reformers, that ministers should stand aloof from politics, and
denounces Socinianism and Calvinism. He advocates for Sunday prayer meetings, forenoon worship,
singing, ardent zeal, punctuality, modesty, liberality of sentiment, and strict adherence to the Golden
Rule. Tobacco use, gluttony, and intemperance of any kind are counterproductive to revival. The old
Wesleyan Love-Feasts and Watchnights are recalled and recommended, as well as the habit of reading
of revivals in other places. Finally, he calls his readers to put their entire expectation and dependence
for revival success on the outpouring of the Holy Spirit.

The second piece, A Narrative of Mr. Charles Barns is also uncommon, with Worldcat locating one
copy. "The Wesleyan Methodists have, in their departed brother, a recent and very satisfactory
evidence that Methodism is of God. - By its means the Holy Spirit led him to the knowledge of his state
as a sinner, and of Christ as the Saviour: among its members he enjoyed the communion of saints; and
in its pulpits he proclaimed the everlasting gospel. His religion was of the right kind; it enabled him to
live well, and to triumph over death, when it assailed him in an unusually terrific form." - p. 73. Mr.
Barns was crushed in the gears of his mill, living for nearly three days in this condition, speaking
peaceably of the gospel to those who waited on him.

Oliver Henwood (1786-1860), entered the English Wesleyan ministry in 1812, a native of the county of
Cornwall.

$200.00

111. Hill, Alfred J. Modern Revivals: A Poem. Bradford, PA: Self-published, 1917. First Edition.
Staple-bound pamphlet, 3 1/2 x 6, 9 pp., scripture references printed in the margins. Very good.
Pamphlet.  [3331]

The Rev. Alfred J. Hill was a Free Methodist minister. This instructive poem presents the traveling
evangelist as a showy manipulator who widens the gate for people to come through, and neglects the
narrow way. Hill says that true prayer, repentance, shouting, and weeping offend the modern
evangelist, who seeks to fleece the sheep.

"So to keep the meetings going
God's true saints must never shout

$30.00
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If they disobey this order
Then an usher puts them out."

112. Hodge, Charles. The Constitutional History of the Presbyterian Church in the United States
of America (2 volumes) Part I. 1705 to 1741. Part II. 1741 to 1788. Philadelphia: William S.
Martien, 1839-1840. First Edition. Two volumes in half calf with patterned cloth boards, bindings are
scuffed, outer hinges fine, 6 x 9 1/2 inches, former owner's signature on ffeps, 256 + 516 pp., tight.
Foxing. Neat pencil underlining in some sections. Good. Half calf.  [3962]

The second volume is no. 2768 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "This
volume has an excellent section on the Great Awakening, 1740-45."

Charles Hodge, D.D. (1797-1878), American scholar and theologian, born in Philadelphia; Presbyterian
clergyman; professor at Princeton (1822-77); a leading figure in Calvinist, or Reformed, theology and
the conservative wing of the Presbyterian church; founded and edited the Biblical Repertory and
Princeton Review.

$125.00

113. Homer, William Bradford; Park, Edwards A. Writings of Rev. William Bradford Homer, late
pastor of the Congregational Church in South Berwick, Me; With a Memoir by Edwards A. Park,
Bartlet Professor in Andover Theological Seminary. Andover: Allen, Morrill & Wardwell, 1842. First
Edition. Black cloth stamped in blind, spine in gilt, 5 1/4 x 8 inches, bookplate dated 1842 of the
Athenaean Society of Bowdoin College, several oval ink stamps of the Society. Yellow waxed end
papers, recent former owner's signature on the ffep, 420 pp. with foxing. Good. Hardcover.  [3978]

The first 138 pp. consist of the Memoir, followed by 2 Literary Addresses, 14 Discourses, and 6
Abstracts and Notes on the Classics.

Includes a section on the revival at Amherst College in 1835. Rev. Homer died at the age of 24 shortly
after entering the ministry. His constant labors and studies are said to be the cause of his untimely
death.

Not in Roberts.

$35.00

114. Horst, Isaac R. Close Ups of the Great Awakening. Mt. Forest, Ont.: Isaac R. Horst, 1985.
ISBN: 0969097891. Black printed wrappers, 5 1/4 x 8 1/2 inches, former owner's signature on the title
page, 331 clean and unmarked pp. Very good. Paperback.  [4588]

The "Great Awakening" of the title took place in the Old Order Mennonite churches in the mid to late
19th century. The author analyses the cause of the division, and points to the "Old Order" being
unwilling to accept any new ways, particularly that of an evangelical revival. A calm and fair review
that relies much on primary sources.

$22.50

115. Hotchkin, James H. A History of the Purchase and Settlement of Western New York, and of
the Rise, Progress, and Present State of the Presbyterian Church in that section. New York: M.
W. Dodd, 1848. First Edition. Black publisher's cloth, stamped in blind, gilt titles to spine, 6 x 9 inches,
fraying to the ends and corners, edges worn, outer hinges fine and tight. Former owner's signatures on
ffep, engraved frontispiece of the Theological Seminary at Auburn, xvi., 600 pp., tight. Pencil
underlining in the chapters "History of Revivals," and "The Early Religious History of Western New
York." Good. Hardcover.  [4438]

Howes H665. No. 2835 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A rich source of

$85.00
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primary information on the history and character of revivals in western New York state beginning in
1799 and running to 1848, demonstrating that revivals occurred somewhere in the region every single
year during that period. Hotchkin demonstrates that the aggressive protracted meetings led by such men
as James Boyle, Jedediah Burchard, Charles G. Finney, Augustus Littlejohn, Luther Myrick and Moses
Ordway contributed greatly to the decline of vital religion in many of the communities where their
high-pressure approaches backfired, a major reason being the high percentage of their 'converts' who
proved great liabilities to the churches as a direct result of mere 'temporary affection.' Without any
question, revivals declined as the new breed of itinerants increased. It must also be understood that
Finney's great emphasis on new methods and new theology stemmed in part from his conviction that
the old methods and message had killed revivals, a hardly valid assumption in the light of the evidence
provided in this volume."

The work also relates the earliest history of many of the towns west of Syracuse, New York, along with
detailed notices of the Presbyterian missionaries & churches in that region.

116. Howley, John. Psychology and Mystical Experience. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Tubner &
Co., 1920. First Edition. Blue cloth, 6 x 9, former owner's signature on fep, 275 clean pp., rear end
papers with some notes. Some edge-wear and soil to the binding, End paper hinges are not torn, but are
a little loose. Good. Hardcover.  [3741]

Imprimatur: Edm. Can. Surmount. Roberts, Revival Literature no. 2852. pp. 97-138, "The Psychology
of a Revival."

John Howley, M.A., D.Litt. (1866-1941), b. Sligo, Ireland. He was educated at Summerhill College; at
St. Stanislaus College, Tullamore; by private studeis with Father A. Sturzo, S.J.; and at University
College, Dublin. "His scholastic career was brilliant throughout." In 1914 he was appointed Professor
of Philosophy in University College, Dublin, and served in that post for twenty-one years.

"Though he was interested in all branches of philosophy, his main interest lay in the philosophical
bearings of asceticism and mysticism. These subjects he studied deeply, and they were the main theme
of his writings. He was not a prolific writer. He published only one book, Psychology and Religious
Experience (1920), for which the degree of D. Litt. was conferred upon him by the National University
of Ireland." - Stephen J. Brown, Studies: An Irish Quarterly Review (Dec., 1941) pp. 603-604.

$32.50

117. Hunt, Alfred Lees. Evangelical By-Paths: Studies in the Religious and Social Aspects of the
Evangelical Revival of the Eighteenth Century and a Reply to its Critics. London: Chas. J. Thynne
& Jarvis, LTD, 1927. Red cloth, gilt titles to spine, 5 x 7 1/2 inches, front end paper hinge cracked,
recent former owner's signature on ffep, light foxing, 112 pp. plus adverts. Good. Hardcover.  [4490]

No. 2887 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography.

The author wrote a book on the life of David Simpson, and the materials he found, including a large
number of MS. letters, supplied enough information to write this second book on the period. It takes the
form of short essays or paragraphs on interesting people and subjects, including Lady Huntingdon,
William Law, Romaine, Venn, Lady Glenorchy, &c.

$45.00

118. Hutchinson, Mark; Campion, Edmund; Piggin, Stuart. Reviving Australia: Essays on the
History and Experience of Revivalism in Australian Christianity (Studies in Australian
Christianity). Centre for the Study of Australian Christianity, 1994. ISBN: 1864080205. Lacks the
title page. Owner's name inside front cover, small private library sticker on spine, neat ink underlining
in many places. Priced to reflect condition - perfect for reading or study but with the noted defects.
Fair. Paperback.  [4425]

$12.50
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119. Hyde, Alvan. Memoir of Rev. Alvan Hyde, D. D., of Lee, Mass. Boston: Perkins, Marvin, &
Co., 1835. First Edition. Full leather, scuffed yet without damage, 4 3/4 x 7 1/2, private paper address
label on ffep, more recent former owner's signature on the front paste-down. Private library round
emboss stamp on the ffeps. Engraved portrait of Hyde, 408 pp., tight, foxing. Very good.
Leather_bound.  [3494]

Apart from a brief introduction, the book consists of the diary and letters of Dr. Hyde. Roberts, Revival
Literature no. 2913. "Hyde served an unusually long pastorate in Lee and saw gracious revivals within
the church every several years."

Alvan Hyde (1768-1833), b. near Norwich, CT; d. at Lee, MA. Hyde graduated at Dartmouth College
in 1788, studied under Rev. Charles Backus, and in 1790 was licensed ot preach by the Tolland
Association. He was ordained pastor over the congregation at Lee, Mass., in 1792, and served in that
capacity for the next 41 years. "In the course of his ministry there were four extensive and powerful
revivals; and the years that intervened between these seasons of special attention, were far from being
years of spiritual barrenness." He assisted between thirty and forty young men in the preparations for
the ministry, and was connected with Williams College for some thirty years. Hyde's sermons were
featured at times in The National Preacher. He also contributed a letter to Sprague's Lectures on
Revivals. See Sprague, Annals, Trin. Cong. v. 2 p. 300.

$60.00

120. Jones, Charles J. From the Forecastle to the Pulpit. Fifty Years Among Sailors. Containing
an Account of a Wonderful Revival upon the Sea.With an Introduction by W. P. Strickland, D.D.,
LL.D. New York: N. Tibbals & Sons, 1884. First Edition. Blue cloth with gilt titles & decorations, 5
1/4 x 7 1/2, edge-worn with corners and ends worn through, recent former owner's signature on the
ffep, 528 clean pp., steel-engraved portrait of Jones. Fair. Hardcover.  [3716]

Charles John Jones (1818-1907), a native of Kent, England, at eight years old went to sea as a
second-class boy on the H. B. M. Ship Pylades. He became a drunkard and his experiences at sea are
vividly told here including a mutiny. In January of 1841 he was spiritually awakened under the
preaching of "Father Taylor" in Boston, Mass., and was converted through the agency of the devotional
book "Daily Food." He soon afterwards began a ministry amongst his fellow sailors, and began a
formal education that saw him through Lafayette College in Easton, Pa, and at Princeton Theological
Seminary. In 1854 he took the pastorate of the Mariner's Church, in New York City, and at the time this
book was written he was Chaplain of the Sailors' Snug Harbor, N. Y.

This is a fascinating account, including notices of many captains and other seamen dedicated to revival
and evangelism. Chapter XIV. is "The Great Revival in the Navy," which took place in 1858. This
revival account continues for several chapters, Chapter XX. being "Extent of revival - Gulf Squadron."

"Since the year 1863 Dr. Jones has filled with great acceptance the useful and responsible position of
Chaplain of the Sailors' Snug Harbor, which is one of the wealthiest, and at the same time one of the
most beneficent, charitable corporations in New York. Here he has ministered, out of the wealth of a
large experience, to the spiritual wants of multitudes of sailors who have come from all parts of the
world to find in the retreat at Staten Island a safe anchorage for the rest of their days. Previous to his
appointment to this position Dr. Jones was pastor of the Mariners' Church, an organization under the
care of the New York Port Society. In this position he came in contact with seafaring men engaged in
the active duties of their calling. The affectionate solicitude with which Dr. Jones followed the
members of his floating congregation to all parts of the world will excite the admiration of his readers,
and they will share with him most tenderly the grateful satisfaction of knowing that his labors have
been so abundantly blessed.

"The early part of the volume is taken up with an interesting account of Dr. Jones' early life, of his
varied and often perilous experiences on shipboard, and of his conversion to Christ. It is written in an
admirable style, and with a flavor of the sea that would make it interesting as a novel to all sea-loving
people, apart altogether from its religious character. This is one of the bright, breezy books which boys
will read, and it should have a place in every Sunday-school library." - The Presbyterian Review,
Volume 5 (1884).

$125.00
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121. Jones, D. Geraint. Favoured with Frequent Revivals: Revivals in Wales 1762-1862. Cardiff,
Wales: The Heath Christian Trust, 2001. First Edition. ISBN: 0907193102. Spiral bound, 6 x 8 1/4
inches, former owner's name inside front cover, 111 clean pp. Very good. Spiral_bound.  [4453]

A study of the many revivals in Wales during this period.

$45.00

122. Jones, Pomroy. Annals and Recollections of Oneida County. Rome [NY]: Published by the
Author, 1851. First Edition. Maroon blindstamped cloth faded to brown, 6 x 9 inches, corner tips worn
through, minor wear at the spine ends. 1894 & 2001 owner's signatures on the front end papers, ffep
filled in with pencil notes on the travels of the revivalist Charles G. Finney in Oneida County. xvi., 893
pp. Pp. generally clean with two opposing pp. having a shadow from a laid in piece of paper. Tight, a
few small nicks to the binding. Good. Hardcover.  [4158]

No. 3041 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A very helpful study with
considerable material on Finney's revival work as well as details on Emerson Andrews, Jedediah
Burchard, Orson Parker and Jacob Knapp."

The author collected oral and written account from the first settlers of the county and their children.
Included are Philo White, the son of Judge White, one of two first settlers in the area. Also that of
Joseph Blackmer, Esq., Lydia Parkman (who moved to Westmoreland in 1790). He made use of the
history by Joshua V. H. Clark, Esq., of Manlius; two lectures by William Tracy, Esq.; two lectures by
Hon. O. S. Williams; a number of "anniversary sermons" preached in the County which gave details of
local history; and "a native of Oneida county, born in the year 1789, and not once having changed his
residence."

Besides the county in general, and the Indians, there are histories of the following towns and villages -
Annsville, Augusta, Ava, Boonville, Bridgewater, Camden, Deerfield, Florence, Floyd, Kirkland, Lee,
Marcy, Marshall, New Hartford, Paris, Remsen, Rome, Sangerfield, Steuben, Trenton, Utica, Vernon,
Verona, Vienna, Western, Westmoreland, and Whitestown.

$125.00

123. Kirksey, Franklin L. Don't Miss the Revival!: Messages for Revival and Spiritual Awakening
from Isaiah. Bloomington, IN: Crossbooks, 2014. First Edition. ISBN: 9781462735426. Blue cloth,
"as new" apart from former owner's signature on front paste-down. We have added a clear wrapper to
the dust jacket. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [4032]

Publisher's advert:

Spiritual coldness, dryness, and listlessness are signs and symptoms revealing a personal need for
revival. In Dont Miss the Revival! author Dr. Franklin L. Kirksey offers scriptural prescriptions for
revival and spiritual awakening based upon Gods Word. He shares hope for the nation and the world
from the book of Isaiah, coupled with an overview of genuine revival, highlighting the Keswick pattern
of dealing with sin, sanctification, surrender to the Lordship of Jesus Christ, the Spirit-filled life, and
service.

Providing in-depth inspirational biblical guidance to promote spiritual growth, Dont Miss the Revival!
offers a path to experience a reawakening of a desire for the manifest presence and power of the Lord
in your life and ministry. It challenges you to seek the Lord with every fiber of your being. Drink
deeply from the fountain of divine truth, and share these rejuvenating concepts with others.

Dr. Franklin Kirksey in his new volume DONT MISS THE REVIVAL! sends a clarion call to awake out
of our spiritual slumber and call upon the God of heaven. Get it....read it...let it sink into your
being...and join the many who are bombarding the gates of heaven asking and pleading for God to do it

$35.00
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again! -Dr. O. S. Hawkins, President and Chief Executive Officer of the Annuity Board of the Southern
Baptist Convention (GuideStone Financial Resources of the Southern Baptist Convention); former
Senior Pastor, First Baptist Church, Dallas, Texas, and author of many books.

124. Knapp, Jacob; Jeffery, R. Autobiography of Elder Jacob Knapp. With and Introductory
Essay, by R. Jeffery. New York: Sheldon and Company, 1868. First Edition. Black cloth, frayed at top
of spine, some wear to corners, 5 1/4 x 7 1/2, 1880's church library bookplate, former owner's signature
on fep, steel-engraved portrait with tissue guard, 341 pp., publisher's catalogue, old stain in the top
margin throughout. No markings in the text. Good. Hardcover.  [3730]

No. 3138 in Roberts, Revival Literature : An Annotated Bibliography with Biographical and Historical
Notices. “Although brought up in the Episcopal Church, Jacob Knapp gladly forsook it for the Baptists
at the time of his conversion. Following graduation from Hamilton College he served pastorates at both
Springfield and Watertown, New York. Elder Knapp commenced his full-time itinerant work in 1833.
He travelled widely, preached strongly, gained many enemies and not a few friends, claimed many
converts, and provoked much suspicion and distrust, especially in the realm of finances. Being narrow
in his denominational views, he restricted most of his work to Baptist causes. Knapp was one of the
few Baptists engaged in revival ministry in his day. He records several significant movements which
occurred under his preaching including the Boston revivals of 1842 and 1860.”

Elder Jacob Knapp (1799-1874), “a famous and sometimes controversial Baptist evangelist devoted to
revivalism and religious reform. According to Smith, ‘Knapp’s ministry in the 1830’s was principally
to rural and small-town communities in New York, where he became known as a chief supporter of
Madison University at Hamilton. His first urban success, in union campaigns sponsored by the Baptist
churches of Rochester, Baltimore, and Boston, were cut short in 1842 when anti-revival clergymen
charged that he wore old clothes in the pulpit to secure a more sympathetic response in the offerings.
His supporters hotly contested the accusation, and he was officially cleared.’ ” - Narrative of the Life of
Henry Box Brown, written by Himself, p. 100 of the Introduction by John Ernest.

$95.00

125. Langley, A. Christianity Contemplated; or, Practical Thoughts on the Decline and Revival
of Religion. London: Elliot Stock, [1867]. First Edition. Bright blue cloth stamped blind & gilt, thin
smudge on front cover, 4 1/4 x 6 1/2, several inscriptions on feps, including a gift subscription bythe
recipient's aunt, M. A. Langley. 168 pp., tight, pencil underlining in some sections. Very good.
Hardcover.  [3388]

Roberts, Revival Literature, no. 3193. "Decline is inevitable, revival is not." Author is identified as
Aaron Langley, a British reverend, and probably an Independent.

This is a scarce book, with WorldCat recording only one location.

$60.00

126. Le Shana, David C. Quakers in California: The Effects of 19th Century Revivalism on
Western Quakerism [SIGNED]; With Foreword by D. Elton Trueblood. Newburg, Oregon: The
Barclay Press, 1969. First Edition. ISBN: B0006C056Q. Signed by the author beneath his name on the
title page. Pictorial hardcover, 6 x 9 inches, former owner's signature on ffep, otherwise clean and
unmarked, 186 pp. Very good dust jacket in clear wrapper. Very good in very good dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  [4380]

"Two groups of Friends exist in California today as a result of the Great Awakening in Quakerism, that
period of revivalism during the latter third of the nineteenth century which radically transformed the
society of Friends. The one, Pacific Yearly Meeting, continues in the heritage of Joel Bean's reaction
against the "new techniques" and the "new Doctrines" of revivalism. - dj.

$20.00
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127. Lee, Francis Nigel [editor]. Revive Your Work, O Lord! Articles on Revival by Elders and
Ministers of the Presbyterian Church of Queensland. Brendale, Queensland: Presbyterian Church of
Queensland, 1991. First Edition. ISBN: 0949197343. Wrappers, 5 3/4 x 8 1/4, hole in the backside of
the covers 1 1/2 x 1/2 inch. Former owner's signature a few pp. with neat pencil underlining. 104 pp.
Good. Paperback.  [4424]

Compiled by the Spiritual Renewal Committee of her General Assembly, edited by Rev. Prof. Dr.
Francis Nigel Lee. 20 essays by various authors on revival.

$12.50

128. Lee, Umphrey. The Historical Backgrounds of Early Methodist Enthusiasm; Studies in
History, Economics and Public Law, Number 339. New York: Columbia University Press, 1931. First
Edition. Teal cloth, bright gilt spine titles, faint spotting to boards, 6 x 9 inches, former owner's
signature on ffep, 176 pp., pencil underlining & marginalia. Good. Hardcover.  [4033]

No. 3240 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography.

"This study of the backgrounds of Methodist enthusiasm is offered as an essay toward the better
understanding of the Wesleyan movement...there are good reasons why enthusiasm offers a clue to the
solution of certain difficulties in the history of Methodism...Only an understanding of the connotations
of 'enthusiasm' in the minds of seventeenth and eighteenth century Englishmen will explain much of
the opposition to the Wesleyan Revival." - from the Introduction.

$32.50

129. Lewis, H. Elvet; Morgan, G. Campbell; Neprash, I. V. Glory Filled the Land: A Trilopy on the
Welsh Revival of 1904-1905. Wheaton, IL: International Awakening Press, 1989. First Edition. ISBN:
0926474006. Former owner's signature on ffep, several ink checkmarks in the bibliography; the book
otherwise has a new appearance. We've added a clear wrapper to the dj. Very good in very good
dust-jacket.  [3607]

Edited by Richard Owen Roberts; Foreword by David R. Mains. The book reprints With Christ Among
the Miners, by Lewis; The Revival: Its Source and Power, by Morgan; and The Spirituality of the
Welsh Revival, by Neprash. With a bibliography on the subject.

$15.00

130. Liichow, Robert. Blessing or Judgment? The Origin of Manifestations in the Church.
Winepress Publishing, 2002. ISBN: 1579214320. Former owner's name on title page, otherwise as new.
Fine. Paperback.  [4440]

$65.00

131. Lockyer, Herbert. Revival in the Scriptures. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1936. First Edition.
Stiff printed wrappers, 5 1/2 x 7 3/4, white label with "Revival" written on it affixed to front cover, 14
pp., date due slip at back. Good. Pamphlet.  [3324]

“Dr. Herbert Lockyer (1886–1984) considered becoming an actor when he was first deciding on a
career. Tall and well-spoken, he seemed a natural for the theater. But the Lord had something better in
mind. Instead of the stage, God called Herbert to the pulpit, where, as a pastor, a Bible teacher, and the
author of more than fifty books, he touched the hearts and lives of millions of people. Dr. Lockyer held
pastorates in Scotland and England for twenty-five years. As pastor of Leeds Road Baptist Church in
Bradford, England, he became a leader in the Keswick Higher Life Movement, which emphasized the
significance of living in the fullness of the Holy Spirit. This led to an invitation to speak at the Moody
Bible Institute’s fiftieth anniversary in 1936. His warm reception at that event led to his ministry in the
United States. He received honorary degrees from both the Northwestern Evangelical Seminary and the
International Academy in London. In 1955, he returned to England, where he lived for many years. He
then returned to the United States, where he spent the final years of his life in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, with his son, the Rev. Herbert Lockyer Jr., a Presbyterian minister who eventually became

$15.00
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his editor.” - Whitaker House website.

132. Lorenz, E. S. Getting Ready for a Revival. Dayton, OH: United Brethren Publishing House,
1888. First Edition. Olive cloth, rubbed at the corners & ends, 5 1/4 x 7 1/4, former owner's signature
on ffep, 164 pp. w/ index, light foxing. Good. Hardcover.  [3385]

Roberts, Revival Literature, no. 3332.

"Great as are many of the mistakes made in the management of revival work, there is none, in my
judgment, so general and disastrous as the neglect adequately to prepare for the coming special
services, weeks, and even months in advance." - from the Preface.

Edmund Simon Lorenz (1854-1942), born to Russian emigrants in Dayton, OH. Lorenz was educated
at Otterbein U., Union Biblical Seminary, Yale Theological Seminary, and the University of Leipzig.
He served as pastor of High Street United Brethren Church in Dayton, and as president of Lebanon
Valley College, Annville, PA. He also founded the Lorenz and Company music publishing house in
Dayton, OH. He was the author of several hymns.

$30.00

133. Lovejoy, David S. Religious Enthusiasm and the Great Awakening (American Historical
Sources Series). Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1969. First Edition. ISBN: 9780137732753.
Black cloth, 5 3/4 x 8 1/4 inches, former owner's signature on ffep, 115 pp., infrequent pencil
marginalia. Very good. Hardcover.  [4354]

No. 3346 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography.  "A thoughtful study."

"In describing the arguments as to whether the Great Awakening was enthusiasm and, as such, was to
be decried, or an example of a new spirit and technique that was proper and necessary if the New
World were to fulfill its promise, Professor Lovejoy has analyzed vital aspects of American history for
us." - from the Editor's Foreword.

$32.50

134. Lumpkin, William L.; Butterfield, L. H. Colonial Baptists and Southern Revivals (Arno Press
Collection, The Baptist Tradition). New York: Arno Press, 1980. ISBN: 040512452x. Tan cloth with
green titles, 5 3/4 x 8 3/4, former owner's signature on ffep, rest clean. vii., 166 (Baptist Foundations);
the Butterfield reprint is pp. 155-242, with facsimile of the 1802 broadside "Ode to the Mammoth
Cheese, presented to Thomas Jefferson, President of the United States." Very good. Hardcover.  [4256]

This is a reprint of two items: 1. Baptist Foundations in the South: Tracing through the Separates the
Influence of the Great Awakening, 1754-1787. By William L. Lumpkin, Broadman Press, 1961. 2.
Elder John Leland, Jeffersonian Itinerant. By L. H. Butterfield, v. 62 of the Proceedings of the
American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, Mass. (1952).

Lumpkin's book is no. 3359 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography, where he calls
it a helpful study but laments the lack of an index.

Butterfield's essay is no. 870, with the original title of it as printed in the Proceedings being, "Elder
John Leland, Jeffersonian Democrat."

This reprint edition is marked with a high price where I am seeing it online, in the $100 range. The
Lumpkin book bought separately can be had for $15-20. The Butterfield item will cost you $50. So, if
you want them both, this is a bargain. (These prices Feb. 2020).

$45.00
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135. M'Meekin, D. Memories of '59 or the Revival Movement: as it manifested itself at Ahoghill,
Grange, Longstone, New Ferry, Ballymena, Broughshane, Cullybackey, Teeshan, and
Whiteside's Corner. Hull: M. Harland & Son, 1908. First Edition. Blue cloth, scuffed and worn, 4 1/2
x 6 3/4 inches, frontispiece of the Rev. D. M'Meekin, recent former owner's signature on ffep, 96 pp.,
pp. are dark. A cheap production that is fragile, with the frontis & tp detached. Good. Hardcover.
[3795]

No. 3506 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "Revival in Ireland."

Rev. David McMeekin, member and sometime Moderator of the Ballymena Presbytery, Ballymena,
Ireland.

Rev. M'Meekin says that the people who lived through the revival of 1859 were quickly passing from
the scene, and he wanted to gather their remembrances before it was too late. His focus is on his own
neighbourhood - Mid-Antrim. First-hand accounts.

$65.00

136. M'Nemar, Richard. The Kentucky Revival, or, A short history of the late extraordinary
out-pouring of the Spirit of God, in the Western States of America, agreeably to the
Scripture-Promises, and Prophecies concerning the Latter Day: with a brief account of the
entrance and progress of what the world call Shakerism, among the subjects of the late Revival in
Ohio and Kentucky; Presented to the True Zion-Traveller, as a Memorial of the Wilderness Journey.
Joplin, Missouri: College Press, 1970. Blue cloth, 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches, former owner's name in ink on
ffep, 119 + 23 pp., clean and unmarked. No date, Worldcat suggests 1970's. Very good. Hardcover.
[4427]

Facsimile reprint of the 1808 edition with a new Biographical Sketch by James B. Hunter. One of the
Restoration Reprint Series.

Roberts 3515: "A work of considerable importance." Howes M-177.

Bound with "Observations on Church Government, by the Presbytery of Springfield, to which is added,
the Last Will and Testament of that reverend Body. Same imprint as above, 1846, with separate title
page but continuous pagination.

"A leader of the western camp-meeting revival at the beginning of the nineteenth century, McNemar
was suspended from the Synod of Kentucky because of his anti-Calvinistic tendencies. This led to the
formation of the Springfield Presbytery. However, of the original group that made this move, Marshall
and Thompson returned to the Presbyterians, McNemar and Dulavy defected to the Shakers, and
Barton Warren Stone was left as the leader of the New Lights. In no small way McNemar contributed
to the excessive emotionalism and schismatic qualities of this southern revival movement." - Roberts,
p. 301.

The following is from the Mt. Lebanon Shaker Museum website:

This book and its author, Elder Richard McNemar, are significant to the history of the Shakers. Four or
five editions of the book were published by the Shakers prior to the Civil War and McNemar has been
the subject of two biographical works: A Sketch of the Life and Labors of Richard McNemar (1905),
by John Patterson McLean, and Richard the Shaker (1972) by Hazel Spencer Phillips.

Richard McNemar was born in 1770 in Tuscarora, Pennsylvania, and moved around considerably with
his family. He was the youngest and though he worked his father’s farm as needed, was allowed to get
a decent education. By age 18 he became a teacher. His quest for more education put him in association
with ministers in the Presbyterian Church. Learning Latin, Hebrew, and Greek by the time he was in
his early twenties he was preaching sermons in and around Cincinnati, Ohio, and by the turn of the
nineteenth century he had located in Western Kentucky near what eventually became the Shaker
community of South Union. McNemar and several other Presbyterian ministers ran afoul of the church
by endorsing a free will doctrine in opposition to church teachings. He, with others, was dismissed

$25.00
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from his pulpit. A new movement, a revival, was taking place in the area, largely initiated by the
Reverend John Rankin. It was known by physical phenomena. Fascination with “The bodily agitations
or exercises, … called by various names: —as the falling exercise—the jerks—the dancing
exercise—the laughing and singing exercise, etc.,” brought together tremendous crowds. Too large for
meetinghouses, these gatherings were held outside in large camp meetings. The first significant camp
meeting was held under the direction of McNemar at Cabin Creek, Kentucky. It lasted four days. When
these meetings were reported in the press and the Shakers read the reports, they determined to send
three missionaries from New Lebanon to investigate and see if there might not be an opening for them
to share the gospel of Christ’s second appearing. When the missionaries arrived in the neighborhood of
the revivals, they knew that in order to have a chance of establishing Shaker communities in that area
they must make converts of the most influential of the revival preachers. They set their sights on
McNemar and in the early spring of 1805, they found him at Turtle Creek, Ohio (what eventually
became the Shakers’ Union Village) and were successful in their effort. In fact, McNemar brought
nearly his entire congregation with him into the Shaker Church.

137. Macaulay, Murdo. Aspects of the Religious History of Lewis: Up to the Disruption of 1843.
Inverness: Murdo Macaulay, (2000). 1st Edition. ISBN: B0013KGXCU. Gold pictorial wrappers,
former owner's signature inside front cover, rest clean and unmarked, 227 pp., several illustrations plus
index. Very good. Paperback.  [4317]

A history of the church on this Scottish Isle, with particular regard to the revival that took place in the
1820's.

$20.00

138. Macdill, David [editor]. The Christian Intelligencer, and Evangelical Guardian. Vol. IV.
1833-34. By an Association of Ministers of the Associate Reformed Synod of the West. Rossville,
Butler County, Ohio: Taylor Webster, 1833-34. First Edition. Half leather with marbled boards, leather
a little scuffed but all good and tight, 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches, historical society bookplate, round emboss
stamps, and other minor markings. Recent former owner's signature on ffep. 384 pp., dark foxing.
Good. Leather_bound.  [3882]

This is a complete volume of 12 issues, with No. 1 being March, 1833, and No. 12 being February,
1834.

Not in Roberts. This has an article, pp. 109-122: "Letters of Warning... On Revivals." In it the author
argues for true revival, one that includes the renewal of religious fervor among believers, and is
achieved through the preaching of the truth, and against spurious "revivals," those in which converts
are sought by any means necessary, and their true spiritual state is not considered. Warnings against the
use of the "anxious seat," wild enthusiasm, and shallow "converts."

Other articles of note include those on Slavery, Ruling Elders, American Bible Society, Expositions of
Scripture, Decalogue on Temperance, Missions, Psalmody, Obituary, Reports of Presbytery, &c.

David MacDill (1790-1870), born in SC; died in Monmouth, IL. His father was a Revolutionary War
veteran, serving under Colonel Horry. In 1806 the family moved to what was then the far west, and
settled in Preble County, Ohio. MacDill studied at Transylvania University in Lexington, KY, and at
the Associate Presbyterian Theological Seminary in NY, delivering the Valedictory Address to his
graduating class in 1817. He was the pastor of Presbyterian churches in Ohio, the editor of The
Christian Intelligencer and Evangelical Guardian, and for over twenty years was a member of the
board of trustees of Miami University. – see A History and Biographical Cyclopaedia of Butler
County, Ohio p. 155.

$175.00

139. MacPherson, Ian. On the Wings of the Wind: Broadcast Addresses. Bradford: Puritan Press,
1958. First Edition. Card covers with dust jacket, 4 3/4 x 7 inches, 87 clean pp. Very good. Paperback.

$20.00
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[3641]

Not in Roberts. Ch. XI. "The Rain of Revival." The author was an evangelical Scottish preacher whose
sermons and books on homiletics were greeted with enthusiasm by his contemporaries.
Recommedations printed in this book include those from Moody Monthly, The Expositor and
Homiletic Review, and Eternity magazine. Besides this publisher, he was also published by Abingdon
Press and Epworth Press, firms usually associated with Wesleyan or Methodist men.

140. MacRae, Alexander. The Fire of God Among the Heather, or, The Spiritual Awakening of
the Highland People. Tongue, Sutherland: The Highland Christian Literature Society, [1930]. Second
Edition. Cream cloth with purple design and titles, 5 x 7 1/2 inches, binding sometime damp, former
owner's signature on ffep, 88 clean and unmarked pp., tight. Good. Hardcover.  [3993]

No. 3524 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "Revival in Scotland."
Uncommon, with no other copies for sale as of Dec. 2019. WorldCat locates five holdings.

This is a reprint of MacRae's Revivals in the Highlands (1905) which Roberts says is a revealing work.
Additional material regarding the work of the Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge in the
Highlands, as well as an account of the Gaelic Schools, is included here.

$65.00

141. MacRae, Alexander. Revivals in the Highlands and Islands in the 19th Century. Stirling:
Eneas MacKay, (1905). First Edition. Dark red publisher's cloth, gilt titles to spine, 5 x 7 1/2 inches,
binding a big edge-worn. A couple of blotchy stains to front paste-down, former owner's signature on
ffep, (iv.), 203 pp. with neat pencil underlining & marginalia in many places, a bit shaken. No date to
the imprint; Roberts lists it as being published in 1905. Good. Hardcover.  [4277]

No. 3525 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A revealing work."

Revivals in the Synods of Argyll, Glenelg, Moray and Ross, Perthshire, Sutherland and Caithness, with
a chapter on earlier 18th century revivals, and one on revivals from 1903-1905 in Tiree, Tain,
Caithness, and Inverness. Includes accounts of the work of Moody & Sankey in 1874.

$65.00

142. Mariner, Kirk. Revival's Children: A Religious History of Virginia's Eastern Shore.
Salisbury, Maryland: Peninsula Press, 1979. 1st Edition. ISBN: B0006DXAGW. Brown hardcover,
light wear, text is clean and unmarked. 6 1/2 x 9 1/4 inches, recent owner's signature on ffep; 1980
inscription signed by Rachel E. and David Marriner, saying the author was the grandson of George and
Myrtle Mariner of Greenbacksville, Virginia. No. 794 of a limited edition of 1500 copies, signed by the
author and the book designer. xxiv., 704 clean and unmarked pp., illustrated from photographs, maps,
and sketches. Dust jacket present but edge-chipped, now in a clear wrapper. Good in good dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  [4036]

"Revival's Children is really two books in one. The first part is the narrative of the founding and
unfolding of Christianity on the peninsula. The second is a catalog of every religious congregation
known to have existed on the Shor, Christian and Jewish, Protestant and Catholic, black and white,
since 1624. Over 300 separate congregations are listed and traced individually, and located on detailed
maps." - dj.

$75.00

143. Massachusetts Missionary Society. Forty-fourth Annual Report of the Massachusetts
Missionary Society [Report on Revivals]. Boston: T. R. Marvin. Signed by Rev. William Jenks, D.D.
Original paper wrapper, back tattered & detached, front chipped and nearly detached, 6 x 9, 48 clean
pages. Fair. Pamphlet.  [3373]

$25.00
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This consists mainly of reports from the church, each a paragraph in length. There are 71 churches
reporting, and a separate report on “Revivals” states “At no time for the last ten years have the labors of
the Massachusetts Missionary Society been accompanied by stronger demonstrations of the Spirit’s
power. A season of special religious interest has been enjoyed in twenty-five of the congregations, and
about 800, it is thought, have passed ‘from death to life.‘ An unusually large number were taken from
the most hopeless cases…”

144. McClure, A. W. [editor]. The Great Revival in New England. The Christian Observatory: A
Religious and Literary Magazine. Vol. 2. No. 6. Boston: J. V. Beane & Co., 1848. First Edition.
Printed wrappers, 6 1/4 x 9 1.2, pp. 243-288, light stains to wrappers. The revival article is 7 pp.
Wrapper fold starting to split. Good. Pamphlet.  [3546]

Not in Roberts Revival Literature or Whitefield in Print. "We propose to glance at the state of the
churches at the time when the revival commenced; to show how it was regarded and treated by
different classes; and to speak of its immediate results, in preparing the way for a division among the
Congregational churches, and for lapse of a portion of them into Arminianism and Unitarianism."

$45.00

145. McClymond, Michael J. Embodying the Spirit: New Perspectives on North American
Revivalism. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2004. ISBN: 978-0801878077. Gray cloth, 6
1/2 x 9 1/2 inches, 346 clean and unmarked pp., tight. Dust jacket fine. Former owner's signature on
ffep, otherwise as new. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [4084]

Recent scholars of American religion have shown new interest in evangelicalism and pentecostalism.
Of particular interest is the subject of revivalism―an enthusiastic or ecstatic form of religion that has
affected American religious institutions, ideas, behavior, and adherents throughout the nation's history.
In Embodying the Spirit Michael J. McClymond and his fellow contributors offer a new look at this
extensive and often puzzling phenomenon. Going beyond institutional history, they examine a wide
range of cases, from colonial to contemporary America. The contributors explore the role of gender,
church architecture, Latino revivalism, youth groups, radio evangelism, Catholic revivalism, and recent
events such as the Toronto Blessing―an outbreak of laughter, crying, and dancing that began at
Toronto's Airport Vineyard Church in 1994 and has since spread to other congregations throughout the
world.

In a thoughtful afterword, church historian Martin Marty admits that while we cannot know for sure
why revivals happen, it matters that they do, and books such as this help us deepen our understanding
and appreciation of them. This book will appeal to scholars and students of popular religion as well as
to general readers interested in the subject.

Contributors: Fred W. Beuttler, University of Illinois at Chicago; Candy Gunther Brown, Saint Louis
University; Finbarr Curtis, University of California, Santa Barbara; Gaston Espinosa, Northwestern
University; Philip Goff, Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis; Philip Harrold,
University of Findlay; Jeanne Halgren Kilde, Macalester College; Martin E. Marty, University of
Chicago; Michael J. McClymond, Saint Louis University; Walter F. Pitts, Louisiana State University;
Philip J. Richter, Southern Theological Education and Training Scheme in Salisbury, England; Douglas
James Slawson, National University in San Diego.

$22.50

146. McCullough, Hugh C. C. Revival: Released and Relayed; Foreword by A. Lindsay Glegg.
Grand Rapids: Zondervan, ca. 1940. Blue cloth with black titles & design, 5 x 7 1/2 inches, former
owner's signature on ffep, 129 pp., infrequent pencil jottings. Good. Hardcover.  [3831]

Roberts, Revival Literature, no. 3427. "Most of the material in these sermons on revival themes was
delivered during the London Evangelistic Campaigns at the Royal Albert Hall and at the Mildmay

$20.00
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Conference Centre."

"Mr. McCullough writes out of a wide experience; first as one who saw active service in the Great
War; then as a Minister of a Church and leader of the "Essex Five," and finally as an evangelist. In his
travels he has seen much that is akin to revival and, therefore, can speak with experience." - Foreword.

147. McGatlin, Ron. I Saw the Smithton Outpouring (Revival on a Small Planet). Basileia
Publishing, 2002. ISBN: 0965454657. Former owner's signature on tp, otherwise as new. 166 pp. Very
good. Paperback.  [4489]

"Perhaps one of the purest moves of God occurred among some common people in a small farm town
church in Smithton, Missouri, USA. The small town of only 532 people had no gas station nor even a
Coke machine. Yet in the first 3 1/2 years of the outpouring over 250,000 people attended the small
church from every state in the USA and over 60 foreign countries." - publisher.

$15.00

148. McGaw, Francis A. Praying Hyde: Gliimpses of the amazing prayer-life of a missionary in
India whose intercession "changed things" for the Sialkot Revival. Chicago: Moody Press, 1923.
ISBN: B000O2CPYS. Blue wrappers, 4 3/4 x 6 3/4, several former owner's names/stamps, 64 clean pp.
Very good. Pamphlet.  [3481]

No. 3446 in Roberts, Revival Literature. "A vivid portrayal of the place of intercessory prayer in
revival. Pages 53ff indicate something of the deep effect of the life of John Nelson Hyde on J. Wilbur
Chapman."

$15.00

149. McIlvaine, Charles P. Bishop McIlvaine's Address to the Convention of the Diocese of Ohio,
on the Revival of Religion. Cincinatti: C. F. Bradley & Co., 1858. Peach printed wrappers, 5 1/2 x 9,
some worming at the fold, 26 pp., soil and old stains throughout. Fair. Pamphlet.  [3530]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 3460. McIlvaine contrasts the genuine revival he experienced when a
student at Princeton in the 1810's with the "perversions" of the revivals promoted by "revival preachers'
[Finney, et al] during the 1830's. He then describes the Revival then taking place in 1858 and delineates
the postive features of it, followed by some warnings.

Charles Pettit McIlvaine (1799-1873), American Episcopal bishop; twice Chaplain of the United States
Senate. From 1825 to 1827, McIlvaine served as chaplain and professor of ethics at the United States
Military Academy at West Point, where his students included Robert E. Lee and Jefferson Davis. He
served as professor and as president in various institutions. He was a leading advocate of
Evangelicalism, and wrote a noted rebuttal of the Oxford Movement. He was the 28th bishop
consecrated in The Episcopal Church. "Bishop McIlvaine was so highly respected internationally (for
his opposition to the Catholic-leaning Oxford movement within the Episcopal Church) that, shortly
after the outbreak of the Civil War, President Lincoln asked him to go to England to argue against
British recognition of the Confederacy. He often had coffee at Buckingham Palace, lunched with
faculty members at Oxford, conversed with cabinet members, and influenced debate in the House of
Commons." - Wikipedia.

$60.00

150. McLoughlin, William G. Revivals, Awakening and Reform: An Essay on Religious and
Social Change in America, 1607-1977 (Chicago History of American Religion). Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1978. ISBN: 0226560910. Orange cloth, 5 1/2 x 8 1/4 inches, 239 clean
pp., former owner's signature on ffep, vg dj in a clear wrapper. Very good in very good dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  [4561]

$15.00
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3503 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography.

151. Methodist Episcopal Church. The Methodist Magazine, designed as a Compend of Useful
Knowledge, and of Religious and Missionary Intelligence, for the year of our Lord 1827. Volume
X. New York: N. Bangs, and J. Emory, for the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1827. First Edition. Full
leather, outer joints weak, front partially cracked. 5 1/4 x 8 3/4, crazing to spine, spine title labels
chipped. 484 pp., tight, page edges dyed yellow, portrait of Ma-nuncue, "an Indian Chief of the
Wyandot Tribe & a licensed Preacher of the Methodist Episcopal Church." Lacks the front free end
papers, recent former owner's signature on the front paste-down. Good. Leather_bound.  [3770]

This volume has many reports of revivals, including: Account of the work of God at Newport,
Kentucky;Religious publications the means of promoting revivals of religion; Sketches of revivals of
religion in the western country; Brief view of the state of religion in Sciota circuit, Ohio conference;
Revival reports from 53 different circuits or villages.

Also include reports from various missions to the American indians, and a Memoir of
Between-the-logs, a Wyandot chief and Methodist preacher.

$75.00

152. Ministers of the Church of Scotland. Lectures on Revivals of Religion. By Ministers of the
Church of Scotland. Glasgow: William Collins, [1840]. First Edition. Teal cloth stamped in blind,
spine in gilt, 4 3/4 x 7 3/4, lacks the ffep, two bookplates and a signature on the front paste-down, 1
inch tear near inside hinge of the half-title page. This had a couple of sprung hinges and we reglued
them with pH neutral book paste. It looks like the top third of the backstrip has been pasted down at
some time. xxvi., 444 generally clean pp., infrequent pencil marginalia, some sections of the book
remain unopened. Good. Hardcover.  [3911]

No. 3691 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "Edited by W. M. W. [William
Maxwell Hetherington]. With chapters by John Bonar, Jonathan R. Anderson, A. Moody Stuart, Dr.
Willis, R. S. Candlish, Alex. Cumming, Wm. Arnot, John C. Lorimer, James Munro, Charles J. Brown,
Wm. Burns, Patrick Fairbairn, John M'Naughtan and Dr. Paterson. One of the most useful volumes on
revival ever published. For a review of this volume see The Baptist Magazine for 1840, pages
649-650."

Roberts thought so highly of this book that he republished it in 1980.

$65.00

153. Montgomery, M. W. "A Wind from the Holy Spirit" in Sweden and Norway. New York:
American Home Missionary Society, 1885. Second Edition. Olive cloth, 6 x 9 inches, small label
sometime removed from front cover, old ink call numbers on spine, bookplate & markings of
Meadville Theological School, including a perforated name stamp on the tp. Recent former owner's
signature on front paste-down. Card pocket & lending slip at back. Two engraved portraits. 117 clean
pp., tight. Good. Hardcover.  [4116]

Rev. Montgomery writes from Minneapolis. He was the Society's superintendent of work among
Scandinavians, and his report is of "the religious condition and needs of the Scandinavians, embracing
their situation in Sweden and Norway, and in the United States. Such glimpses of Swedish life and
customs are given as may be side-lights on the chief theme."

"Scandinavians are the people born in Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Finland, and their children.
They are to play an exceedingly important part in shaping the futher of the Northwest - Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Dakota - and are to have no small share in the development of Michigan, Illinois, Iowa,
Nebraska, Kansas, and Utah." p. 5.

The author's travels in Sweden and Norway are given in detail, with observations on customs, churches,

$75.00
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seminaries, &c. He gives an account of 30 different mission churches in Sweden, particularly their
statements of faith. Letters from church leaders are reprinted; accounts of persecution are conveyed. He
contrasts Lutheranism with Evangelical churches. There are also accounts from Norway, Finland, and
Russia.

"It is hoped that the foregoing pages have set in clear light the present religious situation in Sweden and
Norway, as well as given an intelligent idea of the discontent, spiritual hungering, and revivals which
have developed into this great awakening...Herein also are the chief data for a correct understanding of
the religious condition of the Scandinavians in this country. Most of them have left their northern
homes so recently, and they keep up such close acquaintance with current events in their 'old
home-land,' that it may be said, in general, that the currents of religious thought among Scandinavians
in both countries are very similar." p. 109.

The 5-pp. Supplement to this second edition is entitled, "Lutheran Attacks upon the Swedish Free
Church Movement."

154. Moore, Martin. Boston Revival, 1842: A Brief History of the Evangelical Churches of
Boston, together with a more particular account of the Revival of 1842. Boston: John Putnam,
1842. First Edition. Blindstamped cloth, maroon faded to brown, gilt title on front, spine plain. 4 x 6
inches, recent former owner's inscription on front paste-down, pages clean and unmarked, frontispiece
wood engraving of the Boston church built in 1632. Very good. Hardcover.  [4272]

No. 3729 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "While this volume deals
particularly with the work of Elder Jacob Knapp, consideration is given also to Finney, Kirk, Lyman
Beecher, Jesse Lee and John Newland Maffitt with some preliminary material on the Great Awakening
of 1740."

The author sent a questionnaire to the churches of Boston asking when the revival started in their
congregation, how many converted, what instrumentalities were blessed, what special incidents worthy
of notice, and if the revival has subsided, what were the causes?

$65.00

155. Morrison, Mary; Snyder, Juanita C. Hearken, O Daughter! Testimony of Mary Morrison,
Convert of Revival in the Hebrides; With a Foreword by Duncan Campbell. Three Hills, Alberta,
Canada: Prairie Bible Institute, 1966. ISBN: B005GLY6F8. Yellow wrappers, 5 x 7 inches, short tear
base of spine, former owner's signature inside front cover, photo illustration of Morrison, 95 clean and
unmarked pp. Good. Paperback.  [4076]

An account of conversion during the Lewis Revival of 1949-1952 that occurred through the ministry of
Duncan Campbell. "In her testimony, Miss Morrison sets the experience of revival in its true light. And
who can better describe the movings of God than the person born again in the midst of such a
movement?" - from the Foreword.

Morrison continues the account to include her subsequent ministry with the Faith Mission in
Edinburgh.

Mary Morrison Peckham (1932 -2010), a native of the Isle-of-Lewis, became a preacher and singer and
was much-used in the revival on the Isle of Lewis and surrounding islands, and afterwards was for
fourteen years a missionary in South Africa.

This little book was reprinted in the same year under the title, "I Was Saved in Revival." We have one
copy of that scarce issue as well.

A scarce title with only three holdings at Worldcat. We find one copy for sale online (Jan. 2020) for
over $80. Not in Roberts.

$42.50
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156. Nott, George Frederic. Religious Enthusiasm Considered; in Eight Sermons preached before
the University of Oxford, in the year MDCCCII. at the Lecture founded by John Bampton, A.M.,
Canon of Salisbury. Oxford: At the University Press, for the Author, 1803. First Edition. Calf, spine
with gilt-decorated bands & panels, 2 black leather spine labels, one with title the other is "Nott |
1802." Binding very good with some rubbing to the spine. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches, recent former owner's
signature on ffep, xv., 502 clean pp., tight. Very good. Leather_bound.  [3832]

No. 5747 in Roberts, Whitefield in Print: A Bibliographic Record of Works By, For, and Against
George Whitefield. "Includes: Opinions...concerning Mr. Wesley's and Mr. Whitefield's pretensions."

"And now having stated both my sentiments respecting the nature of Mr. Wesley's and Mr. Whitefield's
pretensions; and the authorities by which those sentiments may be supported; I will venture to express
an hope, that these Sermons may contribute, in some degree, towards the repressing of that restless
spirit of Enthusiasm, the fatal tendency of which has always been to unsettle the religious opinions of
mankind, and to destroy the peace of the Church." - p. ix.

George Frederic Nott (1767-1841), Anglican divine and author. "George matriculated from Christ
Church, Oxford...1784, aged seventeen, and distinguished himself as a classical scholar. Graduating
B.A. in 1788, he was elected a fellow of All Souls College, took holy orders, and proceeded M.A in
1792 (B.D in 1802, and D.D. in 1807). In 1801 he was proctor in the university, and in 1802 he
preached the Bampton lectures, his subject being ‘Religious Enthusiasm.’ The success attending these
sermons, which were published next year, brought him to the notice of the king, who appointed him
sub-preceptor to Princess Charlotte of Wales. Much clerical preferment followed." - DNB

$150.00

157. Oneida Association & Presbytery; Dwight, Timothy; Backus, Abel; Beecher, Lyman; Davis,
Cornelius. The Utica Christian Magazine. Vol. I. No. 1 - 12; Sermons by Timothy Dwight and
others; 5 items bound together. Utica, NY: Printed by Merrell & Camp for Cornelius Davis.,
1812-1815. First Edition. Plain brown leather spine & corners, marbled boards, worn and scuffed but
with fine outer joints and inner hinges, tight. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches, lacks the free end papers, no general
title page but a collection of issues & pamphlets privately bound. Several former owner's signatures,
old light stains, tp to the tract by Backus removed (see below). Contents described below. A total of
648 pp. Good. Leather_bound.  [3768]

The price for the collected volume is the total of The Utica Magazine ($200); Dwight, Dignity and
Excellence of the Gospel ($45); Dwight, National Fast, 1812 ($45); Backus, 1812 Inaugural Discourse
- lacking tp ($15); Beecher, 1814 Reformation of Morals ($45).

The Utica Christian Magazine, designed to prompt the spirit of research, and diffuse religious
information: published under the inspection of a committee of Congregational and Presbyterian
clergymen. Vol. I. 12 nos. July, 1813 - June, 1814. 476 pp. Also, the title pages and some contents
pages of 8 issues from 1814 and 1815, these final 34 pp. printed on blue paper and bound in at the end
of the volume. This periodical was in print from 1813 to 1816.

Contents with Revival interest include:
Revival of Religion in Durham, Green County, N. Y., Letter from Rev. Seth Williston.
A Narrative of the state of Religion within the bounds of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church, and of the General Association of Connecticut, of New-Hampshire, of Massachusetts, and of
the General Convention of Vermont, during the last year.
Revival of Religion in Monson, Mass.
Revival of Religion in Stockbridge, Massachusetts
Revival of Religion in Pawlet, Vermont
Extract from the fifteenth Annual Account of the Missionary labors directed by the Trustees of the
Missionary Society of Connecticut, performed chiefly in the year 1813 [Missions, revivals, in western
NY state]
Revival of Religion in Springfield, New-Jersey

$350.00
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Additional Contents include:
Moral causes of National Judgments [War of 1812]
Account of William Cowper, Esq.
Character of Dr. Samuel Hopkins
On the Sovereignty of God
Conference between a Calvinist and a Methodist on the possibility of falling from Grace
On the ruinous effects of ardent spirits
An historical view of the first planters of New-England
Review of Dr. Dwight's Sermons
The Necessity of the Atonement
Mr. Backus' Masonic Sermon
On casting lots
Indifference to Religion in the Administration of a Government a great National Sin
Memoirs of Miss Hannah Brewster
On Superstitious Observances
The Immutability of the Divine Purposes consistent with the Conditional Declarations of God
A Narrative of Missions, directed the the Trustees of the Genesee Missionary Society, in the state of
New-York
On the Connexion between Conviction and Regeneration
The Decrees of God display His Glory

The Dignity and Excellence of The Gospel, illustrated in a Discourse, delivered April 8, 1812, at the
Ordination of The Rev. Nathaniel W. Taylor, as pastor of the First Church and Congregation in
New-Haven. By Timothy Dwight, D. D., L. L. D., President of Yale College. To which are added, The
Charge and Right Hand of Fellowship to the Minister, and the Charge to the People. New-York: J.
Seymour for Cornelius Davis. 1812. 48 pp.

A Discourse in two parts, delivered August 20, 1812, On the National Fast, in the Chapel of Yale
College, by Timothy Dwight, D. D., L. L. D., President of that Seminary. Published at the request of
the Students. Utica: Re-printed by Ira Merrell, 1813. 48 pp. [War of 1812] Utica Imprints, no. 117.
Roberts, Revival Literature no. 1627. "This is an excellent example of those fast day sermons which
were so common in the churches of America in its early days. Evangelical leaders of that period took
the Bible more seriously than today. They really believed that when God had a controversy with His
people he withdrew certain manifestations of his gracious presence from His people, allowing their
enemies to rise and smite them. Days of Solemn Assembly were called for fasting, prayer and corporate
repentance of corporate sins. Time after time, God graciously responded."

A discourse on prophecy, in which Dr. Dwight finds his times to be in the "concluding operations of
the sixth [vial], or the commencing operations of the seventh." He relates the prophecies of the
Revelation and of Daniel to "the Romish empire, its wickedness, and its influence over mankind; and a
more minute description of its ruin," applying all to the Roman Catholic church. "Every Roman
Catholic country, except Brazil, and some small Spanish and Portuguese colonies in Africa and Asia,
has drunk deep of the cup of divine vengeance. Italy, Spain, Portugal, France, Catholic Switzerland,
Belgium, Catholic Germany, Poland, and the dominions of Austria, have been drenched in blood. The
Spanish dominions in America are now reeking with slaughter. A considerable part of the inhabitants
of Caraccas, or Venezuela, have been destroyed by an earthquake: and Ireland has also tasted the bitter
draught. This is the very language of the predictions contained in the account of the vials. They are all
poured out upon the Beast, and his Empire...The next subject of our investigation is the Millennium..."

[An Inaugural Discourse, delivered in the village of Clinton, December 3, 1812, by the Rev. A. Backus
... on the day of his induction into the office of President of Hamilton College. Utica: Ira Merrill, 1812]
20 pp. lacks title page. Utica Imprints 100. Sabin 2622. [War of 1812] A sermon on Philippians 4:13, "
I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me," encouraging the students to rely on God, to
preserve the faith and religion of the first settlers of New England, to revere the founding fathers and
American liberty - "I have adopted all the maxims of Washington as my own." - and to strive manfully
toward Christian maturity.

A Reformation of Morals Practicable and Indispensable. A Sermon, delivered at New-Haven, on the
evening of October, 27, 1812, by Lyman Beecher, A. M., Pastor of the First Church in Litchfield.
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Second Edition. Utica: Printed by Merrel and Camp. 1813. 32 pp. Includes A Constitution; "The
following is the substance of the Constitution of the Moral Society in East-Hampton." Utica Imprints,
no. 113. Roberts, Revival Literature no. 420a. "A fervent call to a reformation revival based on Ezekiel
33:10."

158. Oneida Association; Nettleton, Asahel. Pastoral Letter of the Ministers of the Oneida
Association, to the Churches under their care, on the subject of Revivals of Religion. bound with
Remarks of the Rev. Mr. Nettleton, on a Recent Sermon by the Rev. Mr. Finney. In a Letter
addressed to the Rev. Dr. Spring, of New-York. Utica: Printed by Ariel Works, 1827. First Edition.
Coarse plain wrapper, soiled, 6 x 10, 22 pp. pamphlet, untrimmed, light foxing. Inscribed "Geo.
Lymans to S. Wells" on tp. Bound with Remarks, 8 pp. Good. Pamphlet.  [3469]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 4018. "A Baptist work signed: Ralph Robinson, Moderator; Wm. R.
Weeks, Scribe. While Finney is not mentioned, the letter is a warning against him."

The 8-pp. pamphlet contained herein is no. 3873 in Roberts. "Nettleton was burdened over the change
in doctrine and methodology which Finney was so keen to advance. He opposed him, albeit with
gentleness and with precious good little effect."

$200.00

159. Orr, J. Edwin; Roberts, Richard Owen [editor]. The Event of the Century: The 1857-1858
Awakening. Wheaton, IL: International Awakening Press, 1989. First Edition. ISBN: 0926474014.
Brick red cloth, binding fine, 6 1/2 x 91/4 inches, dust jacket fine, xvii., 383 pp., pencil underlining in
the Preface, rest clean. Very good in fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [4246]

"Orr draws from an incredible number of resources in analyzing and depicting the movement of the
Spirit of God in what has often been called 'The Prayer Meeting Revival.'" - dj.

Dr. James Edwin Orr, (1912-1987), b. in Belfast, Northern Ireland; d. at Ridgecrest, North Carolina.
Orr began evangelising while still a teenager, and the growth of his revival-oriented ministry took him
all over the world. He entered the Baptist ministry at Newark, NJ, in 1940, subsequent to revival trips
around the world. He took his PhD at Oxford after the close of WWII; his thesis was on the Second
Evangelical Awakening in England. He became professor of at the School of World Missions at Fuller
Theological Seminary about 1966, and taught until 1981. He was influential in Campus Crusade for
Christ, and one of the five original board members. His works include many books on evangelism as
well as several popular hymns. Billy Graham said of him, “Dr. J. Edwin Orr, in my opinion, is one of
the greatest authorities on the history of religious revivals in the Protestant World.” - condensed from
wikipedia.

$75.00

160. Orr, J. Edwin. The Second Evangelical Awakening in Britain. London: Marshall, Morgan &
Scott, 1949. ISBN: 0551051736. Blued cloth, 5 3/4 x 9, 302 pp., former owner's signature on ffep, dj
chipped top of spine, now in a clear wrapper. Very good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [3457]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 4057. "Covering in detail the movement of 1858-1859."

$75.00
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161. Osborn, H. H. Pioneers in the East African Revival. Apologia Publications, 2000. First Edition.
ISBN: 1901566072. Fine clean paperback, former owner's signature inside front cover, text clean, spine
not creased. Fine. Paperback.  [4439]

$65.00

162. Osborn, Herbert H. The Living Legacy of the East African Revival. Apologia Publications,
2007. ISBN: 9781901566109. Former owner's signature on tp, rest clean and unmarked. Very good.
Paperback.  [4486]

$32.50

163. Parker, Theodore. A False and True Revival of Religion. A Sermon, delivered at Music Hall,
Boston, on Sunday, April 4, 1858. Boston: William L. Kent & Co., 1858. First Edition. 12 pp
pamphlet printed in double columns, 5 3/4 x 9, 1901 ink stamp of former owner verso of tp. Good.
Paperback.  [3499]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 4120. "A sad attempt to destroy the revival which was going on about
him by seeking to prove that it was not a work of God but of men."

Theodore Parker (1810-1860), Unitarian minister who was considered extreme even by his own
denomination. He embraced and popularized the notion that there are many paths to God, not just the
means taught in the Christian scriptures. He was a highly visible and energetic worker for reformist
causes and was an ardent abolitionist.

$30.00

164. Parker, Theodore. The Revival of Religion which we Need. A Sermon, delivered at Music
Hall, Boston, on Sunday, April 11, 1858. Boston: William L. Kent & Co., 1858. First Edition.
Removed, 15 pp pamphlet printed in double columns, 5 3/4 x 9, top outer corner of last few leaves
chipped. Good. Paperback.  [3500]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 4123. "Parker speaks of the revival that comes not by prayer and faith,
but by man's works."

Theodore Parker (1810-1860), Unitarian minister who was considered extreme even by his own
denomination. He embraced and popularized the notion that there are many paths to God, not just the
means taught in the Christian scriptures. He was a highly visible and energetic worker for reformist
causes and was an ardent abolitionist.

$30.00

165. Patton, W. Suffering with Christ the True Spirit of a Revival. In Letters to the Rev. John
Angell James. London: The Religious Tract Society, (1858). First Edition. Leather spine with plain
card boards. Lacks whatever paper covering the boards once had. Recent former owner's signature
inside front board. Hand-made book plate & inscription from a church library, as old as the book. 4 x 6
1/2 inches, 72 pp. with some smudges and soil. There is a narrow scuffed hole in the ffep. Fair.
Hardcover.  [3794]

This is a scarce book. Worldcat lists only one holding of this edition, at Glasgow University, and only
four locations for the 1876 edition. Roberts lists only the later edition from 1876. It is no. 4145 in his
Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. Previous owner's note on rfep, "Interesting he uses
material from Albert Barnes' series of sermons on revivals in his section on revival in cities."

"My friend Dr. Patton, of New York, during a visit he has lately paid me, has entered pretty largely into
conversation with me on the subject of the recent extraordinary revival of religion in the United
States..." - from Rev. James' Introductory Letter.

William Patton (1798-1879), b. New Haven, Connecticut; d. Philadelphia, Pa. He was educated at
Princeton theological seminary and was for twenty-six years pastor of churches in New York City. He
was for some years secretary of the American Education Society, was the first to propose the World’s

$75.00
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Evangelical Alliance, and a founder of the Union Theological Seminary in New York. Patton edited
Jonathan Edwards’ work on Revivals ans well ans Charles G. Finney’s Lectures on Revivals. He
prepared the American edition of the Cottage Bible, and was the author of several useful books.

Patton's main thesis is: "That Christians, in every age, shall have such sympathy with Christ, in his
sufferings for the good of others, as themselves to be ready also to suffer, that others may secure the
benefit." He argues that while not all Christians are ministers or preachers, all have a part to play in
evangelism. He then focuses on the promotion of revivals in cities and towns.

166. Payne, Thomas; Mantle, J. Gregory [introduction]. Revivals - How Promoted; or, Channels of
Blessing. London: Christian Herald, ca 1900. Brown cloth stamped in white & black, 5 x 7 1/2, portrait
of author, 156 pp., some markings and underlining in pencil, tight, former owner's signature on ffep.
Very good. Hardcover.  [3569]

Roberts, Revival Literature 4155. "Reminiscences on revivals, some personal, others historical, aimed
at encouraging the church to earnestly seek fresh waves of revival response."

$60.00

167. Payson, Edward. The Complete Works of Edward Payson (3 volume set). Harrisonburg, VA:
Sprinkle Publications, 1987. ISBN: B00089SIGG. Three volumes in maroon cloth, 6 x 9 inches, former
owner's signature on the ffeps, 606, 608, 608 clean and unmarked pp. Very good. Hardcover.  [4410]

A facsimile reprint of the 1846 edition in quality sewn bindings, with a new Preface by Leonard
Ravenhill. A later 19th century edition is no. 4157 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated
Bibliography.

Edward Payson (1783-1827), Trinitarian Congregationalist, b. at Rindge, N.H.; graduated at Harvard;
taught school for three years; pastor of the Congregational Church in Portland, Maine, from 1811 to
1827. “He was a man of exalted piety and unquenchable zeal, and so greatly esteemed that he was
obliged time and time again to decline invitations to the pastoral care of churches in Boston and New
York city.” – Allibone. He is known to this day as “Praying Payson of Portland, Maine.”

$60.00

168. Pickett, Aaron. The Revival at Ashtabula. Ashtabula, [OH}: The Ashtabula Telegraph Office,
1873. First Edition. Removed, green printed wrappers retained, 5 x 7 1/4, 34 clean pp., several
historical society stamps/markings. Good. Pamphlet.  [3511]

Not in Roberts. An account of the revival at Ashtabula promoted under the leadership of evangelist H.
H. Wells, with the cooperation of the Congregational, Baptist, and Methodist churches in that town.
Rev. Wells was a Presbyterian evangelist from Cincinnati, employed by the Presbytery of Cleveland.
Describes the preaching, prayer meetings, singing, and sermons employed in the revival.

$75.00

169. Porter, Ebenezer. Letters on the Religious Revivals which prevailed about the beginning of
the present century. Andover: Revival Association of the Theological Seminary, 1832. First Edition.
The true first edition of these letters, issued in 7 parts from May, 1832, to August, 1833, and here
collected together as seven issues of Vol. I. of the Publications of the Revival Association of the
Theological Seminary, Andover. Removed, 5 1/2 x 8 inches, old ink roman numeral at the top corner of
each issue, 92 pp., light foxing. Good. Pamphlet.  [4074]

Roberts 4290: "These excellent letters were first addressed to the Revival Association at Andover
Seminary, a student led movement of wondrous usefulness." Porter (1772-1834), was president of

$75.00
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Andover seminary and professor of sacred rhetoric.

170. Prentice, Charles. A Sermon, delivered September 20, 1829, at the Twenty-fifth Anniversary
of his Ordination. To which is added, A Brief Narrative of a Revival of Religion. Litchfield:
Printed by Henry Adams, 1830. First Edition. Removed, 5 x 8 1/4 inches, 32 pp. Good. Pamphlet.
[3909]

A Brief Narrative of a Revival of Religion in South Canaan, in 1827 begins on p. 24.

Not in Roberts.

Rev. Charles Prentice (1788-1838), b. Woodbury, CT; d. South Canaan, CT. Prentice graduated at Yale
College in 1802, and was for 34 years the pastor of the church at South Canaan. "Small and rather
feeble, but symmetrical in form, he had a pleasant and honest countenance, suggestive of Nathaniel,
whom our Saviour saw under the fig-tree. A man of uncommon gift in prayer, he had his conversation
in the world by the grace of God, in simplicity and godly sincerity. With a sound mind, a warm heart,
and devoted piety, it seemed to be his meat and drink to do the will of his heavenly Father. In the pulpit
and in the social meetings, he spoke with ease and earnestness. As his manner everywhere among his
people was very affectionate, he could 'reprove, rebuke, and exort' with little risk of giving offence." -
Binney, Charles James Fox, The History and Genealogy of the Prentice, or Prentiss Family, in New
England. (1883), p. 310.

$35.00

171. Presbyterian Church. Centenary Memorial of the Planting and Growth of Presbyterianism in
Western Pennsylvania and parts adjacent, containing the Historical Discourses delivered at a
Convention of the Synods of Pittsburgh, Erie, Cleveland, and Columbus, held in Pittsburgh,
December 7-9, 1875.With appendices and illustrations. Pittsburgh: Printed for the Publishing
Committee by Benjamin Singerly, 1876. First Edition. Green cloth with bright gilt titles, 6 x 9 inches,
light wear to the corners, some bubbling to cloth bottom front board. Top page edges gilt. Recent
former owner's signature on ffep. 445 clean pp. with index, steel-engraved portraits and wood-engraved
views. Very good. Hardcover.  [4471]

No. 4329 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "This excellent history has
sections on the early revival movements in the area."

Contents
Life and Labors of the Rev. John McMillan, D.D.; The Gospel he Preached, and its Influence on the
Civilization of Western Pennsylvania.  By David X. Junkin, D.D.
The Religious History: Early Revivals; The "Falling Work;" Lay-Helpers; etc. By Aaron Williams,
D.D.
The Educational History: Colleges, Academies, and Female Seminaries. Also, The History of The
Western Theological Seminary.  By James I. Brownson, D.D.
The Missionary History, Domestic and Foreign; with Biographical Sketches of Missionaries. By Elliot
E. Swift, D.D.
The Ecclesiastical History: Organization of Presbyteries and Synods; with Notices of the Earlier
Ministers.  By Samuel J. M. Eaton, D.D.
Pittsburgh in the Last Century; With the Early History of the First Presbyterian Church. By William
M. Darlington, Esq.
The Secular History, its Connection with the Early Presbyterian Church History of South-western
Pennsylvania.  By James Veech, LL.D.
Closing Address: The Future in the Light of the Past.  By Prof. Samuel J. Wilson, D.D., LL.D.
Appendices.  Proceedings of the Convention.
General Index.

$75.00
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172. Prime, Samuel Irenaeus. Five Years of Prayer, with the Answers. New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1864. First Edition. Blindstamped publisher's black cloth, spine ends frayed, corners bumped,
5 1/2 x 8 inches, former owner's signature on ffep, 375 clean pp., tight. Good. Hardcover.  [3835]

No. 4383 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A sequel to 'The Power of
Prayer.' Includes chapters on the revival in Ireland, Scotland, England & Wales as well as France and
Germany."

Samuel Irenaeus Prime (1812-1885), b. in Ballston, N.Y.; graduated at Williams College in 1829,
entered Princeton but suffered from illness and did not complete his studies. After pastoring several
churches he became editor of the “New York Observer”, and also served as Secretary of the American
Bible Society. Prime was Vice President and Director of the American Tract Society and of the
American and Foreign Christian Union, as well as a trustee or board member of a large number of
beneficent or religious organizations. He wrote over 40 books and contributed frequently to the
periodicals of his day.

$50.00

173. Prime, Samuel Irenaeus. The Power of Prayer illustrated in the wonderful displays of Divine
Grace at the Fulton Street and other meetings in New York and elsewhere. London: Sampson,
Low, Son, & Co., 1860. Dual imprint, the other being Edinburgh: Alexander Strahan & Co. Limp
unbacked cloth stamped in blind, gilt title on front, edges worn, 4 1/2 x 6 3/4 inches, recent owner's
name inside front cover, 1860 gift inscription on the half title page, 145 clean pp. with a 3 pp.
publisher's catalogue.  Fair. Stamped cloth.  [3836]

Prime credits Rev. L. G. Bingham, Rev. Dr. Plummer and Rev. Dr. Murray as providing eye-witness
material that is included in the book. His preface is dated November 27, 1858. Editions of the book
published in 1859 have about 350 pp.

This imprint is not in Roberts, but his record of the more-common New York edition is his no. 4386.
The title differs from the common editions in that it does not include the ending "in 1857 and 1858."
Although the title page says "fiftieth thousand," we are unable to locate another copy. We do find one
copy with the same title and year, but with the imprint Halifax: Milner and Sowerby, but with 383 pp.
That copy is in the University of Cambridge library.

This looks like perhaps an abridgment of the book printed in cheap form for evangelistic use. Either
that or a reprinting of a very early issue that was later expanded. Have a look at the table of contents in
the pictures and see what you make of it.

Samuel Irenaeus Prime (1812-1885), b. in Ballston, N.Y.; graduated at Williams College in 1829,
entered Princeton but suffered from illness and did not complete his studies. After pastoring several
churches he became editor of the “New York Observer”, and also served as Secretary of the American
Bible Society. Prime was Vice President and Director of the American Tract Society and of the
American and Foreign Christian Union, as well as a trustee or board member of a large number of
beneficent or religious organizations. He wrote over 40 books and contributed frequently to the
periodicals of his day.

$75.00

174. Prince, Thomas. An Account of the Great Revival in Middleborough, Mass. A. D. 1741,
1742, during the ministry of Rev. Peter Thacher; with a Notice of his Character. Boston:
Re-printed by Thomas Marvin, 1842. Pamphlet, lacks back of wrapper, front detached and badly
chipped. 4 3/4 x 7 1/2 inches, 34 pp., bottom edge partially "fringed" with scissor cuts. Fair. Pamphlet.
[3531]

Roberts Revival Literature no. 4392. "Thomas Prince [1687-1758] was born in Sandwich,
Massachusetts, May 15, 1687. At Harvard, where he graduated in 1709, he was dubbed a "praying
student." After a stay of some years abroad, he joined Joseph Sewall in the Pastorate of Old South
Church, Boston, in 1718 and remained there for the next forty years. When Whitefield came to Boston

$300.00
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and the clergy were badly divided, Prince became one of the strongest supporters of his ministry and
gladly faced the scorn of men like Charles Chauncy in order to support and advance the cause of true
religion. As a chronicler of revivals, no one in New England surpassed Thomas Prince. The above
[pamphlet] is a delightful article reprinted from The Christian History.

175. Prince, Thomas. An Account of the Revival of Religion in Boston, in the years 1740-1-2-3.
Boston: Samuel T. Armstrong, 1823. Brown printed wrapper, edges untrimmed, 4 1/2 x 7 1/2 inches,
55 pp. The long margin is chewed with loss to the wrapper and first 16 pp., without any damage to the
text. Fair. Pamphlet.  [3363]

Roberts Revival Literature no. 4393; see also 4392. "Thomas Prince [1687-1758] was born in
Sandwich, Massachusetts, May 15, 1687. At Harvard, where he graduated in 1709, he was dubbed a
"praying student." After a stay of some years abroad, he joined Joseph Sewall in the Pastorate of Old
South Church, Boston, in 1718 and remained there for the next forty years. When Whitefield came to
Boston and the clergy were badly divided, Prince became one of the strongest supporters of his
ministry and gladly faced the scorn of men like Charles Chauncy in order to support and advance the
cause of true religion. As a chronicler of revivals, no one in New England surpassed Thomas Prince.
The above [pamphlet] is a delightful article reprinted from The Christian History.

Also listed as no. 6043 in Roberts, Whitefield in Print: An Annotated Bibliography. "Prince regarded
Whitefield as the chief instrument in giving the general public a more spiritual direction. He had the
utmost confidence in him and was willing to be derided because of his staunch support."

The last auction/catalogue record we could find for this is from 1926. see RareBookHub.

$400.00

176. Prince, Thomas. The Christian History, containing Accounts of the Revival and Propagation
of Religion in Great Britain America. For the Year 1743. Boston, N. E.: Printed by S. Kneeland and
T. Green, for T. Prince, junr., 1744. First Edition. Title page dated 1744, individual issues dated 1743,
last few 1743,4. Complete with the 52 issues, general title page and index. Newly rebound in half calf
with sides of speckled paper, black leather title label at second panel, date at fifth panel. New
endpapers, toned. Tp., vi., (1)-416 pp., light foxing towards back, some pencil marginalia. Very good.
Half calf.  [4313]

The chronicle of the Great Awakening, the fourth magazine printed in the American colonies, and the
longest-lasting of any printed beforehand. The first year (of 2) of what Sabin describes as "One of the
earliest of American magazines. It was undertaken at the suggestion of Rev. Thomas Prince, who was
one of the principal contributors." - Sabin 65618. Evans 5154. ESTC P6632.

No. 6044 in Roberts, Whitefield in Print. "The Christian History was regularly published in numbers of
eight pages, each Saturday, for two years (March 5th 1743 to Feb. 23, 1745), each year making a
volume to which was prefixed a title page and index. There were 104 weekly issues in all. Dr. Prince
described the first age of New England as one of almost continual revival. Preaching was attended with
so much power in some places 'that it was commonly an inquiry, by such members of a family as were
detained at home on a Sabbath, whether any had been visibly awakened in the house of God that day.
And few Sabbaths did pass without some being evidently converted, and some convincing proof of the
power of God accompanying his Word.'"

"Thomas Prince [1687-1758] was born in Sandwich, Massachusetts, May 15, 1687. At Harvard, where
he graduated in 1709, he was dubbed a "praying student." After a stay of some years abroad, he joined
Joseph Sewall in the Pastorate of Old South Church, Boston, in 1718 and remained there for the next
forty years. When Whitefield came to Boston and the clergy were badly divided, Prince became one of
the strongest supporters of his ministry and gladly faced the scorn of men like Charles Chauncy in
order to support and advance the cause of true religion. As a chronicler of revivals, no one in New
England surpassed Thomas Prince." - Roberts.

$3,000.00
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We find no other copies of either volume, nor any copies of any single issue for sale as of March 2020.

177. Rabey, Steve. Revival in Brownsville: Pensacola, Pentecostalism, and the Power of
American Revivalism. Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1998. First Edition. ISBN: 0739401964.
Near fine with very good dust jacket. Former owner's signature on ffep, rest clean and unmarked. 252
pp. Near fine in very good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [3970]

"Award-winning religion reporter Steve Rabey provides and objective and balanced report on how the
fires of revival in Brownsville were ignited and how its flames have affected those who have made the
pilgrimage to Pensacola." - dj.

$10.00

178. Rand, Asa. The Volunteer; devoted to the promotion of Revivals, Evangelical Doctrines, and
Congregationalism. Vol. I. & II. 1832 & 1833. Boston: William Hyde & Co., 1832 - 1833. First
Edition. Volume II. imprint is Lowell, Ms.: Rand & Southmayd, Booksellers. Very good leather
binding with red leather spine title label and gilt rules to spine, label reads "The Volluntere" [sic]. 5 1/2
x 9 inches, (iv.), 380, (iv.), 384 pp., light foxing, tight. Bradford Bush's copy, with his signature on the
ffep. Very good. Leather_bound.  [3767]

Volume I. is August, 1831-July, 1832. Vol. II. is August, 1832-July, 1833. This is the complete run of
this short-lived periodical. We find no other copies for sale (Oct. 2019). WorldCat lists only one
holding, at Columbia University.

No. 4442 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. He has two holdings listed, one at
Union Theological Seminary, New York, and one at Hartford Seminary, Connecticut.

Articles pertaining to Revivals include Dr. Woods on the Ability of Sinners; Conversion, the Work of
God; Abstract of Finney's Sermon; Strictures on Finney's Sermon; Vindication of Strictures on Finney's
Sermon; Directions to Inquirers; Offensive doctrines in times of Revival; Protracted Meetings;
Prevalence of New Doctrine; Remarkable conversion; Phenomena attending Revivals; Revival
responsibilities of this generation; Revival in the Geneva Presbytery; "Revival Men"; Vindication of
"New Divinity Tried," Weeks' Letter on Protracted Meetings; Alarms about Revivals; Awakening to
the Churches; Does the ends justify the means?; Instruction to Inquirers; Meetings for Inquiry; Present
Age of Revivals; Revival Tract Society; Dr. Miller on Revivals; and What is a Revival?

Asa Rand (1783-1871), a native of New Hampshire, he graduated at Dartmouth (1806), was for a brief
time a private tutor, and studied theology with Rev. Dr. Bruton of Thetford. He was the
Congregational minister at Gotham, Me. For thirteen years. Poor health led him to relinquish the
ministry, and Rand took up editing and publishing – The Christian Mirror, the Recorder, and the
Youth’s Companion – among others. In 1833 he established a book store and printing office at Lowell,
Mass., where he published the Observer. Rev. Rand was an anti-slavery lecturer. He later was pastor of
churches at Pompey and at Peterboro’, New York. Peterboro’ was the home of the celebrated
abolitionist Gerritt Smith. Rand was an early critic of Charles G. Finney and his “New Measures.” He
published his views in the rare and short-lived periodical, The Volunteer: devoted to the promotion of
Revivals, Evangelical Doctrines, and Congregationalism.

$450.00

179. Rawlyk, G. A. Ravished by the Spirit: Religious Revivalists, Baptists, and Henry Alline
(Hayward Lectures). Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1984. ISBN:
9780773504394. Purple cloth, 5 1/2 x 8 3/4 inches, two former owner's signatures on the front end
papers, 176 clean pp. Very good. Hardcover.  [4552]

"The charismatic Nova Scotia preachers Henry Alline and his New Light disciples profoundly affected
the nineteenth-century evangelical ethos of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and neighbouring New

$15.00
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England."

180. Rayner, Menzies. Six Lectures on Revivals of Religion, delivered in the Universalist Church
in Portland, 1834. Portland: Menzies Rayner, Jr., 1834. First Edition. Cloth spine, blue paper over
boards, original paper title label on front cover, 4 x 6, 126 clean pp. Bookplate & withdrawn stamp of
Tufts College with 1861 donation date, recent former owner's signature on ffep. Surface crack to cloth
at front outer joint, yet board firmly secure. Good. Hardcover.  [3353]

Roberts 4464. Rev. Menzies Rayner (1770-1850), a native of South Hampstead, NY; minister of the
Protestant Episcopal Church who in later life became a minister for the Universalist one. In this book
Rayner, while supporting evangelism in general, questions revivalism on the basis of the
unreasonableness of the Spirit of God responding to religious antics and excitement, while passing by
the churches inclined to sobriety and faithfulness. He also laments that revivals pass, and the morals of
the "converted" are not improved. He also exposes the "clerical begging" which puts pressure on
church members to give money in support of revivals while not paying their debts due to men.

$75.00

181. Reed, Andrew. The Revival of Religion. A Narrative of the State of Religion at Wycliffe
Chapel, during the present year, 1839. London: Thomas Ward & Co., 1839. First Edition. Removed,
5 1/4 x 8 1/4, 102 pp., starting to separate. Good. Disbound.  [3542]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 4478. A very practical narrative, addressed to Congregational ministers
in the county of Lancashire, describing the methods employed and the results of the revival.

Andrew Reed (1787-1862), English Congregational minister, one of the deputation to the
Congregational churches in America in 1834. Besides his pastoral ministry Dr. Reed was an author,
hymn-writer, and philanthropist.

$60.00

182. Ridgaway, Henry B. The Life of Rev. Alfred Cookman; with some account of his father, the
Rev. George Grimston Cookman; With an Introduction by the Rev. R. S. Foster, LL.D. New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1873. First Edition. Blue cloth with bright gilt titles, light shelfwear, 5 1/4 x 7 1/2
inches, former owner's signature on ffep, engraved portrait with facsimile signature and tissue guard,
480 clean and unmarked pp., tight. Short closed tear to the half title page. Very good. Hardcover.
[4555]

No. 4607 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "The remarkable revival at the
Green Street Church, Philadelphia, 1857-1859, pp. 191-211."

Alfred Cookman (1828-1871), b. Columbia, Pa.; d. Newark, N.J. Born to the family of a Methodist
minister, Cookman early professed Christ, and began preaching at 18 years of age. He was admitted to
the Philadelphia Conference in 1948, and "his pulpit efforts attracted much attention, and he was
earnestly sought for by the different churches. He filled prominent appointments in Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Wilmington, New York, and Newark, and everywhere was instrumental in winning many to
the knowledge of the truth." - Simpson, Cyclopedia of Methodism.

$22.50

183. Ridout, George W. Revival Blessings or Seasons of Refreshing from the Presence of the
Lord: Being the Culpepper Lectures on Evangelism delivered at Asbury College April, 1928.
Louisville, Ky.: Pentecostal Publishing Company, (1928). First Edition. Green cloth with bright gilt
titles, several pinhole pricks on back cover, 5 1/2 x 7 1/2, 128 clean pp., tight, ex seminary library with
bookplate & card pocket, clean spine. Good. Hardcover.  [3583]

Jones, Holiness Movement no. 639. Roberts, Revival Literature, 4610.

$45.00
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George Whitefield Ridout (1870-1954), b. St. John's, Newfoundland; d. Philadelphia, Pa. Ridout,
educated at Temple, was a pastor, evangelist, college professor, WWI military chaplain, missionary and
author. He held the chair of Theology at Asbury College during the 1920's, afterwards traveling in
Asia, South America, and Africa as an evangelist. "He was widely known in the holiness camp
meetings and churches of the United States. For more than thirty years he wrote a weekly page for the
Herald (Pentecostal Herald), published at Louisville, Kentucky. His writings also appeared in other
holiness papers including the Advocate. He wrote several books, among them 'The Cross and the Flag,
'Amazing Grace,' and 'The Power of the Holy Spirit.' He was a member of the British Philosophic
Society and a fellow of the Royal Geographic Society."

184. Riley, William B. The Perennial Revival: A Plea for Evangelism. Chicago: The Winona
Publishing Company, 1904. First Edition. Green cloth with white titles, 5 1/2 x 8, 323 clean pp., tight,
former owner's signature on ffep. Very good. Hardcover.  [3567]

4616 in Roberts, Revival Literature. "Typical of the literature that tends to use the terms evangelism
and revival interchangeably." Chapters on the Primitive Church, the Apostolic Spirit, Prayer, the
Enduement of Power, Street Preaching, Bible Study, Reformation of Society, &c. Includes a chapter on
D. L. Moody and his work, "The Patron Evangelist of the Perennial Revival."

Riley the pastor of the First Baptist Church, Minneapolis.

$25.00

185. [Romaine, William]. An Earnest Invitation to the Friends of the established Church, to join
With several of their Brethren, Clergy, and Laity, in London, in setting apart one Hour of every
Week, for Prayer and Supplication, during the present troublesome Times. London: J. Worrall,
1757. First Edition. Removed, 4 3/4 x 7 1/2, 16 pp., old light marginal stains. Good. Pamphlet.  [3532]

ESTC T6408. "Anonymous. By William Romaine." No. 4692 in Roberts, Revival Literature. See also
4693. "This fervent call to prayer for revival is based on a deep conviction that when God is grieved
with his people because of their unforsaken sin he sometimes takes the sides of their enemies."

William Romaine (1714-1795), Anglican divine of Calvinistic principles. His father was a French
Huguenot who took refuge in England after the Edict of Nantes. “He interpreted the Articles of the
Church in the strict Calvinistic sense, which at this time gave great offense.”

$150.00

186. Sanborn, Peter; Stevens, John H. Three Sermons, delivered in Newburyport, February, 1801;
being a time of attention to religion. bound with Two Sermons, delivered in Newburyport,
February, 1801: Being a time of awakening. Newburyport, [MA]: Allen & Stickney, 1802. Two
pamphlets with separate title pages and a general half title, "Rev. Mr. Sanborn's and Rev. Mr. Stevens'
Sermons, delivered in Newburyport. Removed, 5 x 8 inches, (iv.), (5), 6-47, (iii.), (1-3), 4-24. Some old
stains. Printed in old font. Good. Pamphlet.  [3789]

The Sanborn piece is Sabin 76356; Roberts 4761. Stevens is Roberts 5122. "1. The Malady of sin
illustrated, a sermon delivered at Rev. Samuel Spring's Meeting House, pp. 3-13. 2. The Gracious
presence of God, a sermon delivered at Mr. Boddily's Meeting House, pp. 14-24."

"In Newburyport, a revival, which began [1800], marked the opening of this period. It was most
powerful, in connection with the Fourth, or Prospect Street Church; the present pastor of which has
recently said that the influence of it 'extended over this whole community, and seemed to mould the
characters of scores of God's children in this city for eternity.'" - Contributions to the Ecclesiastical
History of Essex County, Mass. (1865)

A total of five sermons preached by at the height of the revival.

$200.00
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187. Schaff, Philip; Prime, S. Irenaeus. Evangelical Alliance Conference, 1873. History, Essays,
Orations, and other Documents of the Sixth General Conference of the Evangelical Alliance,
Held in New York, October 2-12, 1873. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1874. First Edition. Russet
publisher's cloth, ends and corners worn through, 7 x 10 inches, former owner's signature on ffep, iv.,
(i.), 773 generally clean pp., publisher's catalogue. Pencil underlining & marginalia on one page of the
table of contents and in the presentation on revivals. Good. Hardcover.  [4129]

A comprehensive account of evangelical faith and practice around the world in 1873. 14 reports from
leading ministers (Krummacher, Tholuck, Carrasco, &c.) on the State of Religion in "various Christian
countries." Followed by 12 presentations on Christian Union, from such luminaries as Charles Hodge,
R. Payne Smith, William Augustus Muhlenberg, Gregory T. Bedell, &c. Division III is on Christianity
and its Antagonisms, with papers by Theodore Christleib, J. J. van Osterlee, E. A. Washburn, and
others. Division IV is on the Christian Life, in the categories Personal and Family Religion, Education
and Literature, The Pulpit of the Age, Sunday Schools, and Christian Associations. Contributors to this
section include Richard Fuller, William Nast, William S. Plumer, W. W. Patton, Noah Porter, Joseph
Parker, Daniel P. Kidder, Henry Ward Beecher, Richard Newton, and J. H. Vincent. Division V is
Romanism and Protestantism, with the categories being Modern Romanism and Protestantism, The Old
Catholics, Evangelization of Roman Catholic Countries. Contributors to this section include I. A.
Dorner, Roswell D. Hitchcock, Leopold Witte, August Dorner, R. S. Storrs, George P. Fisher, George
David Cummins, Alvah Hovey, Philip Schaff, and others. Division VI is Christianity and Civil
Government, with papers by Theodore D. Woolsey, Mark Hopkins, John Hall, M. W. Jacobus, &c.
Division VII is on Christian Missions. Contributors include Joseph Angus, Rufus Anderson, Thomas
M. Eddy, Count Andreas Bernstorff, Moses D. Hoge, and Henry Harris Jessup. The final main Division
is on Christianity and Social Reforms, with contributions by E. C. Wines, John Harris Jones, Henry A.
Nelson, and several more.

There are three Appendices, with statistics, documents, and letters of greeting, including from Merle D'
Aubigné, who had recently deceased.

The revival article earns this a spot in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. It is no.
4780. "'Revivals of religion - how to make them productive of permanent good,' by W. W. Patton, pp.
351-356."

$75.00

188. Scott, Alfred Russell. The Ulster Revival of 1859: Enthusiasm Emanating from Mid-Antrim.
Balleymena: Mid-Antrim Historical Group, 1994. ISBN: 1873243081. Printed paper wrapper, 6 1/2 x 9
1/2 inches, 220 pp., former owner's signature inside front cover, rest clean. Very good. Paperback.
[3817]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 4800, where he notes in 1987 that it was an unpublished doctoral thesis.

"Students of Irish ecclesiastical and social history and in particular all that are interested in the
phenomenon of religious revival will be delighted to have access to the late A. R. Scott's doctoral thesis
on the Ulster Revival of 1859 in published form. Over the past thirty years it has been an indispensable
resource for students of the Revival...Among the continuing contributions of his researches to the
historiography of the Revival is the detail which is presented on the beginnings and early spread of the
movement, followed by an examination of its Characteristics, Message and Results, the nature of its
Religious Experience, and, finally, a study of its Results." - from the Foreword.

$20.00

189. Scott, John W. [editor]. The Religious Remembrancer: containing Biographical Sketches,
Theological Essays, Accounts of Revivals of Religion, Missionary Information, Together with a
great variety of other Articles of an Evangelical and Ecclesiastical Nature; Ninth Series. From
August 25th, 1821 to August 17th 1822, inclusively; and Tenth Series. From August 24th, 1822 to

$600.00
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August 16th 1823, inclusively. Philadelphia: John W. Scott, 1821-1823. First Edition. Two years bound
as one volume. Original scuffed marbled boards, recently rebacked with a new leather spine with rules
in blind and bright gilt titles. 10 1/2 x 14 1/2 inches, recent former owner's signature on the front
paste-down, dark stains to the first and last dozen or so pages, stains elsewhere generally confined to
the margins, foxing, some edge-wear to a few leaves. 416 total pages of this weekly, 104 issues. Good.
Leather_bound.  [4532]

Not in Roberts; rare, Worldcat records only digital/microform copies. Identified as one of two
periodicals that share the distinction of being the first religious periodicals published in the United
States in 1813, (the other being the Pittsburgh Recorder) Annotated Catalogue of Newspaper Files in
the Library of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin,(1898) p.59 .

John Welwood Scott (ca.1777-1844) was a Presbyterian, and was the author of An historical sketch of
the Pine Street : or, Third Presbyterian Church in the city of Philadelphia (1837), where he was a
member. He corresponded with Thomas Jefferson regarding his patronage for a proposed publication.
He "was a Philadelphia printer and publisher of both secular and religious material. Probably a native
of Nova Scotia, he published the Philadelphia Repository and Weekly Register for 1804 at his shop on
Bank Street. In 1809, he solicited subscribers, including Thomas Jefferson, for a proposed publication
of a volume of Joseph McCoy’s poetry. Scott later ran a bookstore at 147 Chestnut Street where, in
1813, he published Scott’s Philadelphia Price Current and Commercial Remembrancer as well as The
Religious Remembrancer, reputedly the first weekly religious newspaper in the United States." - The
Papers of Thomas Jefferson, vol. 39, 13 November 1802–3 March 1803.

190. Sewall, Jotham [Jr.]. A Memoir of Rev. Jotham Sewall, of Chesterville, Maine. Boston:
Tappan & Whittemore, 1853. Blindstamped cloth, faded with wear to the ends and corners, 5 x 7 1/2
inches, ex church library with bookplate, "SEW" in ink base of spine. Former owner's signature on fep.
Fine stipple engraving of the Rev. with tissue guard. 407, (1) pp. with foxing. Includes a list of places
where he preached. Ink splatter on the top closed page edge. Good. Hardcover.  [3763]

No. 4844 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "With numerous reports of
revivals in various parts of New England."

Jotham Sewall (1760-1850), born at York, Maine; died at Chesterville, Maine. He served in the
Revolutionary Army in the winter of 1776-7, was a bricklayer at Augusta in 1784 & 1785, and was
ordained to the ministry, serving Trinitarian Congregational churches. He was raised in a plain, pious,
hardworking family, and “he had a distinct recollection of having heard Whitfield preach, and was able,
to his dying day, to repeat some of his figures and illustrations, as well as to describe very vividly his
personal appearance. – Sprague. Sewall was converted after considering a sermon by Thomas Boston
that he had heard read aloud. He was ordained an evangelist, and although he did attend to the needs of
a church in Chesterville for some time, he was more widely useful and known for his itinerant work in
the wilds of his home state, earning the reputation of being “The Apostle of Maine.”

$60.00

191. Sibbett, R. M. The Revival in Ulster; or, The Life Story of a Worker. Belfast: J. W. Boyd,
1909. First Edition. Green printed wrappers, 5 x 7 inches, frontispiece photo portrait, 184 clean pp.,
former owner's signature on the ffep. Good. Paperback.  [3846]

Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography no. 4887. "A biography of William
Montgomery Speers, 1832-1906, with a view of the revival of 1859."

Robert Sibbett (1868-1941), "had a distinguished career as a journalist on some leading newspapers in
Ulster, and also was a local historian, notably as official historian of the Orange Order...In 1909 he
marked the fiftieth anniversary of the Great Revival (of Presbyterianism) by publishing a biography of
one of its prominent actors, William Montgomery Speers. Sibbett is described as of 'unfailing
gentleness of manner' and 'kindly and friendly disposition', though his opinions on religion were rather

$25.00
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acerbically of the Reformed tradition." - Richard Froggatt, Dictionary of Ulster Biography.

192. Sigston, James. Memoir of the Life and Ministry of Mr. William Bramwell, lately an
Itinerant Methodist Preacher; with extracts from his interesting and extensive correspondence.
New York: J. Emory and B. Waugh, for the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1830. Third American
Edition. Full leather with red leather spine title label, spine ruled in gilt, outer hinges front and back
weak, sometime repaired with paste to the cracks. 4 1/4 x 7 inches, former owner's round emboss
stamps (2) on the ffep, 249 pp., foxing, tight. Good. Full leather.  [3875]

Several editions are in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography, but not this one. See
his no. 4890.

James Sigston, the biographer and friend of the devoted William Bramwell, was a member of the
United Methodist Free Churches, England. In early life he was connected with the Wesleyan body, but
became dissociated from it in connection with the dissension as to the introduction of an organ into
Brunswick chapel, Leeds. The Protestant Methodists, with whom he was identified, made common
cause with the Wesleyan association, and Mr. Sigston was elected president of the association in 1838.
Mr. Sigston kept a school in Leeds, which was somewhat famous in its day, and he lived to an extreme
old age. – Simpson, Cyclopaedia of Methodism

William Bramwell (1759-1818), an Englishman with Anglican heritage. Bramwell entered the
itinerancy in 1786 and exercised an active circuit ministry until his sudden death. “Bramwell was an
evangelist of remarkable powers, particularly noted for his success in inspiring revivals. During his first
appointment to Sheffield between 1795 and 1797, the circuit reported a net increase of 1,500 despite
the loss of nearly 1,000 members to the New Connexion. Despite his ability and considerable
reputation on both sides of the Atlantic, Bramwell never achieved high office in the Wesleyan Church.
This was probably due to his sympathy with dissident elements within Wesleyan Methodism and some
elements of his personal spirituality such as his claim to possess the power of discernment of spirits.” –
Methodist Archives Biographical Index.

William Bramwell was the most significant revivalist and holiness evangelist in Methodism. From his
leadership of the great revival that broke out in Dewsbury in West Yorkshire in 1792 until his untimely
death in 1818, Bramwell’s ministry was marked by fervent prayer, powerful preaching, unremitting
pastoral care of converts and a clear and uncompromising emphasis on what John Wesley called
Scriptural holiness. - A Book Legacy catalogue.

$75.00

193. Simpson, Jonathan, J. P. Annals of My Life, Labours, and Travels; By Rev. Jonathan Simpson,
J.P., Portrush. Belfast: William Mullan & Son, 1895. First Edition. Worn cloth hardcover, binding with
amateur repairs to end paper hinges and evidently pasted to the backstrip, some splits to the backstrip at
the hinges still visible. 6 x 9 inches, several owner's signatures to fep. Calling card of Geo. T. W.
M'Cann, Portrush. 1960's ALS of M'Cann laid in, written to a Mr. Clark thanking him for a book by J.
C. Ryle and lamenting the lack of revival. 714 clean pp., shaken. Pictures sent on request. Fair.
Hardcover.  [3739]

No. 4908 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography.

Scarce, with only 6 library locations, 3 of which are in the USA.

Jonathan Simpson b. 1817 in Derry Co., Ireland, into a Presbyterian family. Some of Jonathan's
relatives has already emigrated to Pennsylvania before his birth. He became a Presbyterian minister at
Portrush, Ireland, in 1842. He made travels to the United States to raise money for building a church,
manse, and school house in his parish. It is said that on his first trip he visited some part of twenty-two
States and both Canadas. "Revival of 1859 came on, and the church was so packed it was resolved to
enlarge it." He was appointed a delegate to the Second Council of the Presbyterian Alliance in
Philadelphia, 1880.

$150.00
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Simpson is a vivid writer and he pulls no punches in recounting events, pointing out opposers to the
work of God, opposition by Established Church leaders, and the necessity of a guard of soldiers at
times for his congregation. His travel accounts are full of comments on the customs of Americans,
"Though smoking and spitting be so abominably prevalent in U. S., America, no one is allowed on this
Yankee steamer to spit on deck of ship!" pp. 434-487 & 658-678 are account of revivals and the Irish
Awakening. They mention Brownlow North, open air meetings, people stricken with conviction,
prayer-meetings, in fact a complete diary of events with days and places recorded.

194. Skinner, Otis A. Letters to Rev. B. Stow, R. H. Neale, and R. W. Cushman, on Modern
Revivals. Boston: Abel Tomkins, 1842. First Edition. Paper-covered spine with printed paper over
boards, title to front "Letters addressed to...on the Knapp Excitement." Spine appears to have been
reglued at some point, covers are worn with rounded corners, book is a bit cocked. 5 x 7 1/2 inches,
several inscriptions, seller's notes, price on the front end papers. 1878 Boston public library stamps on
tp and on one page of text. 144 pp. Fair. Hardcover.  [4273]

A push back against accusations made by Knapp in the Boston revival. Skinner takes umbrage at many
of the examples and anecdotes that Knapp used that belittled the religion of those not participating in
his revival.

Otis Ainsworth Skinner (1807-1861), started his career as a teacher, in 1826 became a Universalist
minister. He edited religious periodicals and was considered an effective worker in temperance,
education, and other reforms. He served as president of Lombard University in Galesburg, Illinois.

"The following work was written from a deep sense of duty. The author was almost daily assailed,
during the revival which called it forth, in a personal and exceedingly abusive manner. He was
denounced as an enemy to God, and was repeatedly charged with preaching a doctrine he knew to be
false. His ministering brethren, and all liberal Christians, were assailed in the same spirit; and their
opposition to the revival was called opposition to God. They were repeatedly denounced as infidels,
and doomed to hell...The author, therefore, speaks in self-defence...He is a friend of revivals, but not of
modern revivals." - from the Preface.

No. 4962 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "In opposition to the 1842 work
in Boston."

$125.00

195. Skinner, Thomas H. A Discourse delivered, June 10, 1827, in the Fifth Presbyterian Church
of Philadelphia, commemorative of its dedication. (A Discourse on the way to Promote a Revival
of Religion - wrapper title). Philadelphia: I. Ashmead, 1827. First Edition. Brown wrapper, 5 3/4 x 9,
28 pp., center crease, inscribed on tp "Eleazar Lord Esq., Wtih the Author's kind and affectionate
regards." Very good. Pamphlet.  [3480]

Not in Roberts. Thomas H. Skinner (1791-1871), born in North Carolina and graduated at Princeton in
1812. He became co-pastor with Dr. Janeway in the Second Church, Philadelphia. Skinner adopted
New School views, which led to his separation from Janeway in 1816. He pioneered several local
Presbyterian churches in his ministry, and was a Professor first at Andover and later at Union
Theological Seminary, NY.

The sermon is on the text Exodus 14:15, "Speak unto the children of Israel, that they go forward." The
author paraphrases this for his purpose: "Speak unto this people, that they go forward in their
endeavours to promote the work of the Holy Spirit which has been so hopefully begun in the midst of
them." He describes the beginnings of a work of revival, in special weekly meetings, private meetings
for prayer, appointed fasts, and concludes, "This mighty work of the Spirit, in renewing our humiliation
and joy increased, and with it the spirit of prayer and labours for the promotion of a general revival."
He exorts his hearers to continue on in the work of promoting a revival, and gives pressing reasons for
doing so. He says that the signs of the times point to more revival: "Never have the American churches

$75.00
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known a year like the present. Never has the saving strength of God been so revealed and glorified in
our land. For number, for power, for rich and various fruits, never have such revivals been known in
this country since its discovery....No man knows how to pray, or how to speak, or how to live, or how
to co-operate in any way, for the advancement of a true revival of religion, except as he partakes of the
spirit of such a revival; and that is a spirit which none rightly knows, or welcomes in his heart, but he
who has it." But for a brief introduction, this entire sermon focuses on revivals.

196. Smith, Charles A. [editor]. The Evangelical Magazine and Christian Eclectic. 1853-1854.
Easton, PA.: Charles A. Smith, 1854. First Edition. Half black leather, marbled boards, 6 x 9, 380 pp.,
tight, steel engraved portrait of S. S. Schmucker, several illustrations. Recent former owner's signature
on front paste-down, as well as a "Ch.'s Stahl, Bookbinder, Lewisburg" paper label - probably the
binder of this volume. Pencil underlining on two pages, foxing. Good. Leather_bound.  [3484]

This Lutheran periodical was short-lived, running from May 1853 to November 1855. This volume has
the issues from May 1853 to March 1854. Includes a brief article on Revivals in Colleges (2 pp.).

Contributers include Schmucker, George B. Miller, Charles F. Schaeffer, T. Stork, &c.

$45.00

197. Smith, James. History of the Christian Church, from its Origin to the Present Time;
compiled from various authors. Including a History of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
Drawn from Authentic Documents. Nashville, Tenn.: The Cumberland Presbyterian Office, 1835.
First Edition. ISBN: B00346C6BS. Full leather, black leather spine title label, outer hinges creased but
not cracked, top 1/2" of spine probably repaired with paste at one time. 5 1/2 x 8 3/4 inches, 1835 &
2004 owner's inscriptions on ffep, 685 pp., tight. A couple of pages with pencil scribbles; some page
sections quite dark (all copies appear as such). History of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church with
own half-title page. Good. Leather_bound.  [4235]

No. 4972 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "With material on the revival of
1800."

"When the Rev. James Smith published his history, our General Assembly appointed a committee of
eleven persons, most of whom had been eye-witnesses to these great events [the revival under
M'Gready's preaching], to examine into its accuracy. Their report indorses [sic] the accuracy of this
portion of the history in every particular." - McDonnold, History of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church (1888), p. 16.

James Smith (1798-1871) b. Glasgow, Scotland; d. Dundee, Scotland. He was an orphan, raised by an
uncle, and irreligious when he emigrated to Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1820. Smith moved his family to
southern Indiana in 1824, and in 1825 attended a camp meeting held by the Rev. James Blackwell,
where he was converted. He entered the ministry of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church and stayed
with them until 1844, when he joined with the main Presbyterian church. He was stated clerk for the
Cumberland P. General Assembly for six consecutive sessions, 1834-1840. Smith was pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church at Springfield, Illinois from 1849 to 1856. During this time he became
familiar with Abraham Lincoln and his family, who attended the church. In 1861 Smith's eldest son
was appointed by President Lincoln U.S. Consul to Dundee, Scotland; James was visiting his son in
Dundee when he died. He was the first historian of the Cumberland P. church and his work "retains a
unique historical value to this day." - cumberlanddotorg.

Smith's work is noted especially for the section pp. 559-663 giving details of the history of the Church
in Tennessee with biographical sketches of the Revs. William M'Gee, William Hodge, Alexander
Anderson, Alexander Chapman, James M'Gready, and Samuel M'Adow. The Appendix contains the
reprinted "Circular Letter" sent from the Societies and Brethren, "in which there is a correct statement
of the origin, progress and termination of the difference between the Synod of Kentucky, and the
former Presbytery of Cumberland."

$150.00
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198. Smith, Joseph. Old Redstone; or, Historical Sketches of Western Presbyterianism, its Early
Ministers, its Perilous Times, and its First Records. Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo & Co., 1854.
First Edition. Purple publisher's cloth stamped in blind with bright gilt spine titles, light wear to spine
ends & corners - the binding is near-fine. Old paper spine label, bookplate, and tp blindstamp of the
New Jersey Historical Society, "deaccesioned" in ink over the blindstamp. Former owner's signature on
the ffep. 459 clean and unmarked pp., with several plates. Very good. Hardcover.  [3964]

Howes S621. A local history, focused upon the Presbyterian Church, but significant enough to make it
into Howes USiana, a standard bibliography of Americana.

Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography no. 4985. "A valuable book with details on
revivals and their leaders."

The Redstone Presbytery today includes the Pennsylvania counties of Westmoreland, Fayette,
Somerset and Cambria, in the southwestern portion of the state. The “Old Redstone” was much larger,
“the territory embraced within the limits of the Presbytery of Redstone included all the south-western
part of Pennsylvania, and that portion of Virginia which stretches along between the Ohio and the
western border of Pennsylvania.”

This volume contains both doctrinal and historical matter. Some of the contents are: An Historical
Sketch of the Western Country, from its first settlement; Manners, Customs, Usages, and Domestic
Circumstances of the Country, prior to, and during the existence of the Old Redstone Presbytery;
History of the early Efforts to introduce the Gospel; including some account of the Rev. Charles Beatty,
one of the first missionaries; General Facts and Circumstances, respecting the Old Presbytery and its
members; Houses of Worship, Sacramental Scenes, Stoves in Churches, Baptisms, Catechising,
Privations, &c.; The Rural State of Presbyterianism in the West seventy years ago; Religious
Conversation then prevalent; Temperance, and the Whiskey Insurrection; The Views and Practice of
our forefathers on the subject of Psalmody; With many biographies, individual congregational histories,
records, etc.

$75.00

199. Smith, S. S. "Power from on High." A Sermon, read before the Suffolk South Association,
at their meeting, January 14, 1840. Boston: D. S. King, 1840. First Edition. Green printed wrappers,
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches, 23 pp., foxing, pencil underlining & marginalia. Good. Pamphlet.  [3527]

Argues that the power from on high administered by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit was one of a
moral transformation of the character of the recipients. A power of holiness and spiritual courage,
given to bring about evangelism and revival through the infuence of the Holy Spirit. The author is Rev.
Stephen Sanford Smith.

$30.00

200. Smith, Timothy M. Revivalism and Social Reform in Mid-Nineteenth-Century America;
Chapters I-XI and XIV comprise The Frank S. and Elizabeth D. Brewer Prize Essay for 1955, The
American Society of Church History. New York & Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1957. First Edition.
Black cloth, spine ends with small chips, 6 x 9 inches, former owner's signature on ffep, 253 pp. with
index. Neat pencil underlining in many places. Good. Hardcover.  [4117]

No. 5004 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A warmly sympathetic and
carefully documented study."

$12.50

201. Sprague, William B. Lectures on Revivals. Banner of Truth, 1978. ISBN: 0851512763. Blue
cloth, 5 3/4 x 8 3/4 inches, former owner's signature on ffep, xv., 287, 165 pp., ink

$15.00
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underlining/marginalia in some sections. The 165 pp. appendix consists of letters from prominent
revival men. No dust jacket. Facsimile reprint of the 1832 edition. Good. Hardcover.  [4514]

"Also, an Appendix, consisting of letters from the Rev. Doctors Alexander, Wayland, Dana, Miller,
Hyde, Hawes, M'Dowell, Porter, Payson, Proudfit, M'Ilvaine, Neill, Milledoler, Lord, Humphrey, Day,
Green, Waddel, Griffin, Davis, De Witt, Tucker, and Coffin."

Roberts 5058. "Doubtless the most important lectures on revival published in America. Their letters are
a colossal bonus and makes this one of the most significant books on revival ever published." -
comment on the first edition.

202. Spreng, S. P. The Life and Labors of John Seybert, First Bishop of the Evangelical
Association. Cleveland, O.: Evangelical Association, 1888. First Edition. Faded purple cloth, spine
sunned - no title to spine, probably as issued. 6 x 8 1/4 inches, former owner' signature on fep, portrait
frontispiece, 439 clean pp., tight, with a useful index. Very good. Hardcover.  [3737]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 5064. "With numerous accounts of revivals."

John Seybert (1791-1860), b. Manheim, Pa.; d. near Flat Rock, Ohio. His father had been a Hessian
mercenary during the Revolutionary War, was captured and imprisoned, and after the war serving as an
indentured servant for three years. The family was of the Lutheran faith. John was converted at a
revival meeting held by an itinerant Evangelical preacher, Matthias Benz. In 1819 John became a
preacher serving both Pennsylvania and Ohio circuits, and in 1822 was elected Bishop, the only
successor to that office since the death of Jacob Albright.

The Evangelical Association was founded by Jacob Albright (1759-1808), b. in Montgomery County,
Pa.; his parents were German immigrants from the Palatine. Jacob was a drummer boy during the
American Revolution, serving in Captain Jacob Witz’s Seventh Company, Fourth Battalion,
Philadelphia Militia. He was raised Lutheran, and converted to Methodism ca. 1790. He ministered as
an evangelist for the Methodists, but when forbidden to preach in German by them he started his own
class meetings to minister to the German-speaking Christians. After his death the group named
themselves the Evangelical Association. A later 19th century split of the group eventually resulted in
part uniting with the Methodists and others with the United Brethren.

$45.00

203. Spring, Gardiner. Something Must Be Done: A New Year's Sermon, preached on the last day
of the old year. New York: Dodge & Sayre, 1816. First Edition. Removed, 5 x 8 1/2 inches, 39 pp.,
last two leaves with repairs to edges, tp starting to detach. Light pencil marginalia on a few pp. We did
not notice this until taking the pictures, it is so faint, but there appears to be an old dampstain in the
bottom margins of this pamphlet. Good. Pamphlet.  [4001]

A sermon on revivals, with the text being 2 Chronicles xxix. 16, 17. The main points are, What a
Revival of Religion is; The necessity of Revival among ourselves; What ought to be done in attempting
it; and, the Reasons why we may hope to succeed in the attempt.

No. 5069 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography.

Rev. Gardiner Spring, (1785-1873), American Presbyterian minister, pastor of the Brick Street
Presbyterian church in New York City for 63 years. An excellent scholar, he commenced the study of
the Greek & Latin languages at the age of 12. Dr. Spring was a Calvinist, a friend of the American
Bible Society, and an advocate of missions and revivals, although critical of what he considered to be
“spurious revivals.” He was widely useful as an author and preacher and “few men in any profession
have made a more enduring mark on the age.”

$35.00
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204. Stanton, R. L. Lay Evangelism. A Paper read before the Presbyterian Ministerial
Association of Cincinnati, April 19, 1875. Cincinnati: Elm Street Printing Company, 1975. 1st .
Printed light green wrapper, old creases from folding, 5 3/4 x 9, 28 clean pp, a couple of waxed pencil
strokes on the front cover. Good. Pamphlet.  [1509]

The preaching of Moody, Sankey, Whittle, and Bliss engendered controversy amongst the Presbyterian
Churches, and Rev. Thomas H. Skinner had presented to this Ministerial Association a paper in
opposition to the irregular preaching of lay ministers. Dr. Stanton herein refutes Skinner, and says that
the Bible alone, and its proper interpretation, should settle the issue. His conclusions are to favor and
allow such preaching as a work of God.
Robert Lodowick Stanton (1810-1885), b. Preston, CT; died at sea on route to Europe. A Presbyterian
minister, he graduated from Lane Seminary in Cincinnati, OH, and earned a D.D. from Princeton. He
was president of Miami University (Ohio) from 1868 to 1871. Earlier in his career was Professor of
Theology at Danville Theological Seminary in Kentucky. His brother was the abolitionist Henry
Brewster Stanton, husband of Elizabeth Cady Stanton. It is said that the family was influenced by the
preaching of Charles Finney while they were members of the Presbyterian Church at Rochester, NY.
“[they] joined the Presbyterian Church and listened to the revivalist preacher Charles Grandson Finney,
a ‘New School’ Presbyterian of fiery brilliance. All the Stantons were influenced by Finney’s message
of social reform through active religious faith.” - Saldivar, Toni - The Remarkable Stantons.

$45.00

205. Steele, Richard B. "Gracious Affection" and "True Virtue" according to Jonathan Edwards
and John Wesley (Pietist and Wesleyan Studies, No. 5). Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, Inc.,
1994. First Edition. ISBN: 0810828219. Gray cloth, maroon & gilt titles, 5 3/4 x 8 3/4 inches, former
owner's signature on ffep, 423 clean and unmarked pp. Very good. Hardcover.  [4347]

"John Wesley (1703-1791) and Jonathan Edwards (1703-1758) were both practitioners and
theoreticians for the 'revivals' of the eighteenth century. Both played determinative roles in English and
American ecclesial development and, during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, have served as
models and mentors for the varieties of evangelicalism throughout the world. During their own
lifetimes, Wesley and Edwards were aware of each other. Wesley even edited and published works of
Edwards for the edification of his followers. Despite significant theological disagreements, Wesley and
Edwards have much in common, especially in their 'experimental theologies"' that is, their theories of
the interaction between religious emotion and moral character. Steele's volume analyzes for the first
time, on the basis of the extant texts, the historical and literary relationships between the two
theologians. On the basis of this work, the doctrinal, ethical, and pastoral stances of Wesley and
Edwards are compared and contrasted.

"It is a goal of the Pietist and Wesleyan Studies to contribute to the process of reexamining the
traditional ways of understanding Wesley and his context. "Gracious Affection" and "True Virtue"
According to Jonathan Edwards and John Wesley has serious implications for understanding the
development of Wesleyan thought and trans-Atlantic revivalism as well as for American and British
intellectual and religious history." - Editor's Preface

$15.00

206. Stewart, Alexander. Account of a late Revival of Religion in a part of the Highlands of
Scotland: By Alexander Stewart, Minister of Moulin, in a Letter to the Rev. David Black,
Minister of Lady Yester's Church, Edin. Edinburgh: J. Ritchie, 1800. First Edition. Removed, 5 1/4
x 8, 38 pp., light pencil markings. Good. Pamphlet.  [3471]

ESTC T107773; Roberts, Revival Literature, no. 5129. Stewart writes, "As you have signified to me
the opinion of Dr. Erskine, Dr. Hunter, and other respected friends, that the happy revival of religion
amongst us ought to be made more generally known, and that it might be useful to publish an account
of it; I shall now endeavour to give a more circumstantial detail of its commencement and progress..."
p. 3. A first-hand account of the Moulin Revival.

$200.00
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207. Stewart, James Alexander. Opened Windows; Foreword by Rev. W. P. Nicholson. London:
Marshall, Morgan & Scott, 1958. First Edition. ISBN: B001N32WIG. Orange cloth with black spine
titles, 5 x 7 1/2 inches, former owner's signature on ffep, 191 pp. with some sections having pencil
underlining & marginalia. With the original scuffed & worn dust jacket. Very good in fair dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  [4353]

No. 5146 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "The methods and message that
Stewart has used in promoting revival in the churches."

Subtitle on dust jacket: The Church and Revival.

James Alexander Stewart (1910-1975), b. Glasgow, Scotland; d. Asheville, NC. Steward was an
evangelist on the borders of Scotland, founding the Border Movement in 1928. During the 1930's he
promoted revival work in Latvia, Poland, Estonia, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and elsewhere in Europe.
During WWII the evangelistic base was moved to Buffalo, NY, and in 1945 Stewart bought a home in
Asheville, NC, which was to serve as his base of operations for the rest of his life. He continued
evangelistic work and radio preaching throughout Europe, wrote more than fifty books and pamphlets,
and wrote biographies of William Chalmers Burns, Robert Murray M'Cheyne, Charles Haddon
Spurgeon, and Basil Malof.

$20.00

208. Stewart, James Alexander. Revival and You: Being the Second Part of the Book Open
Windows; Foreword by Dr. Hyman Appleman, Outstanding International Evangelist. Lansdale, PA:
Revival Literature, (1969). First Edition. Teal cloth, bright gilt spine titles, 5 x 7 1/2 inches, former
owner's signature on ffep, 96 clean and unmarked pp. With the original dust jacket. Very good in very
good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [4352]

No. 5149 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography.

James Alexander Stewart (1910-1975), b. Glasgow, Scotland; d. Asheville, NC. Steward was an
evangelist on the borders of Scotland, founding the Border Movement in 1928. During the 1930's he
promoted revival work in Latvia, Poland, Estonia, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and elsewhere in Europe.
During WWII the evangelistic base was moved to Buffalo, NY, and in 1945 Stewart bought a home in
Asheville, NC, which was to serve as his base of operations for the rest of his life. He continued
evangelistic work and radio preaching throughout Europe, wrote more than fifty books and pamphlets,
and wrote biographies of William Chalmers Burns, Robert Murray M'Cheyne, Charles Haddon
Spurgeon, and Basil Malof.

$20.00

209. Stone, William L. Matthias and his Impostures: or, the Progress of Fanaticism. Illustrated
in the extraordinary case of Robert Matthews, and some of his forerunners and disciples. New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1835. Third Edition. Blindstamped cloth, gilt spine titles, faded to nearly
brown. 4 x 6 1/4 inches, a few blotches on the binding, recent former owner's signature on ffep, 347
unmarked pp. foxed. Good. Hardcover.  [3920]

No. 5189 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "The amazing tale of an
enthusiast who was excited by the ministry of Charles G. Finney in revival and proceeded to
demonstrate unusual ability as a fanatical street preacher."

Robert Matthews (1788-c.1841), born at Cambridge, New York, to strict Presbyterians of the Secession
Church. Orphaned in 1795, he and his siblings were raised by friends and family in the community. He
is remembered for his religious eccentricities, some might say insanities; at different times he was
known as Matthias the Prophet, Jesus Matthias, and Joshua the Jewish Minister. Under this last
pseudonym he met with Joseph Smith of the Latter Day Saints in Ohio in 1835, a meeting which
resulted in them denouncing each other as Satanic. Matthews was accused of assault and battery on a
female when in Manhattan, went bankrupt, in 1835 was incarcerated briefly for obtaining money under
false pretenses, and, along with his servant Isabella (later known as Sojourner Truth), was acquitted of

$350.00
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murdering Elijah Pierson, a wealthy contributor to his religious causes. It is thought that Matthews died
in Iowa Territory.

"Carpenter, joiner, merchant, minister. Born at Cambridge, Washington Co., New York. Raised in
Anti-Burgher Secession Church. Married Margaret Wright, 1813, at New York City. Adopted beliefs
of Methodism and then Judaism. Moved to Albany, ca. 1825. Claimed to be God the Father
reincarnated in body of Matthias, the ancient apostle. Prophesied destruction of Albany, 1830. Left
Albany and his family to embark on apostolic preaching tour through eastern and southern U.S. Upon
returning to New York, recruited local religious figures Elijah Pierson and Benjamin Folger.
Committed to hospital for the insane at Bellevue, New York City, for a time. Little is known of
Matthews after his 1835 visit with Joseph Smith at Kirtland, Geauga Co., Ohio. Reported to have died
in Iowa Territory." - The Joseph Smith Papers.

Contents include: Early Life of Matthews; Religious Excitement in Albany (mentions Kirk and
Finney); Becomes an Ultra Temperance advocate; Disturbs Public Worship; Arrest; Street-preaching in
Albany; Changes his Name; Leader of a Fanatical Sect in New York City; Organization of the Holy
Club; Claims to Miraculous Gifts; Anointing and Healing the Sick; The Retrenchment Society;
Characters of Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Pierson; Separation from the Church and removal to Bowery Hill;
Extravagant Proceedings; A Vision; Commissioned as Elijah the Tishbite; Attempt to Raise the Dead;
The Negro Woman, Katy, and her Visions; Mr. Pierson asserts the Power of Miracles; Extraordinary
Fasting; Pierson becomes John the Baptist; Specimen of Matthias's Orations; Fancies his wife's Spirit
inhabits another; Claims to a Divine Character; Attempt of one of Pierson's friends to rescue him from
the Delusion; Arrest of the Prophet and one of his Disciples, on the grounds of Insanity; Pierson's
Conversations with the Spirit; Dreams, and Visions, and Vagaries of the Prophet, in which the Reader
will find more of ingenuity than he expects; Claims Divine Attributes and the Authorship of the Bible;
New Theory of Sickness; Daniel's Image of Gold, and Gen. Jackson's falling from the Bridge at Castle
Garden an Evil Omen; Gifts of the Holy Spirit conferred upon Pierson; Whipping of Matthias's
daughter; Whips the Sickness out of Isabella [Sojourner Truth]; Matthias Driven Away; Suspicions of
murder in the case of Pierson, and of an attempt on the lives of Mr. Folger and family; The imposter
pursued to Albany, arrested, and brought back; Unfortunate directions of the Spirit in regard to
machines and stocks; Trial of Matthews - question of his sanity - indictment for murder - assault and
battery against his daughter; Traits of the Impostor's Character; A Scene in Prison; His Contempt for
Women; Casting out a Devil; Parallels between Matthews and other Impostors; A Compound of
Insanity, Knavery, and Self-Deception.

210. Stow, Baron. A Discourse, delivered at the One Hundredth Anniversary of the organization
of the Baldwin Place Baptist Church, July 27, 1843. With an Appendix. Boston: Gould, Kendall
and Lincoln, 1843. First Edition. Very good black cloth, gilt title to front, 4 x 6 inches, 107 pp., tight,
recent former owner's signature on ffep. Very good. Hardcover.  [3417]

Roberts, Revival Literature, no. 5198: "Sections on the revival under Whitefield, the revival of 1790
under Thomas Baldwin, the revival of 1803-5 under Baldwin, the revivals of 1827 and 1831 under
James Knowles." The discourse is to p. 52; the remainder are appendices with historical records of the
history of the church, including revivals.

Baron Steuben Stow (1801-1869), b. Croydon, NH; d. Boston, MA. American Baptist minister,
educated at Columbian College, pastor of churches at Portsmouth, NH and Boston, MA. “Stow was
one of the most effective Baptist pastors of the early nineteenth century. He served New England
churches for over forty years, thirty of which as the premier denominational spokesman of Boston. He
figured largely in all of the city’s religious affairs, particularly the great revivals of 1838 and 1842.
Although controversy later surrounded the evangelist campaign of 1842 launched by Jacob Knapp,
Stow as an ardent supporter of the effort, tirelessly entreating new converts to make a profession of
faith. The record of his ministry at Baldwin Street Church included over fifteen hundred sermons,
thirteen hundred pastoral visits, six hundred plus baptisms, over seven hundred funerals, several
hundred marriages and in excess of twenty-five thousand miles of travel.” - Brackney, The Baptists.

$60.00
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211. Strong, Nathan; Trumbull, Benjamin; et al. The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine, Volume I.
consisting of twelve numbers, to be published monthly. From July 1800 to June 1801. Hartford:
Hudson and Goodwin, 1800-1801. First Edition. Full leather binding, scuffed yet very good with no
damage, red leather spine title label - "Evangelic Magazine" - and faint gilt rules to spine. 5 1/4 x 8 1/2
inches, recent former owner's signature on ffep with round emboss stamp at bottom of same. 482
generally clean pp. plus index, some foxing. Good. Leather_bound.  [4200]

Roberts 1219. This periodical ran from 1800-1807 under the title Connecticut Evangelical Magazine,
and from 1808 to 1815 as The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine; and Religious Intelligencer. "These
precious volumes include many detailed reports of revivals taking place during the years of publication
of this Journal as well as articles on the history of the Moravians, advice to awakened sinners,
conversion accounts, etc." - Roberts.

Printed in old font. With extensive notices of revivals of religion in Bridgehampton, Bristol,
New-Cambridge, West-Britain, Farmington, Goshen, Harwinton, New-Hartford, Norfolk, Northington,
Somers, Symsbury (West), Torringford, Warren, and Wintonbury. With Remarks on the late Religious
Revivals, by "Eusebius."  Many theological articles, letters, church news, missionary news, etc.

Nathan Strong, D.D. (1748-1816), Congregational minister, b. Connecticut, graduated at Yale (1769),
pastor of First Church Hartford. An early promoter of revivals, he was the founder and editor of the
Connecticut Evangelical Magazine. Rev. Strong served as chaplain to American troops during the
Revolution as well as conducting his regular ministry in his parish. He was an active writer in preacher
promoting the cause of American liberty, and afterwards in favor of the Federalists. “Mr. Strong was
one of those who, towards the close of the last [18th] century, had a primary agency in giving a new
direction to the public mind, in respect to the religious interests of the country and the age. Being fully
persuaded that the theory of revivals which then generally prevailed in the orthodox churches, was both
reasonable and scriptural, he laboured with all his might, in reliance on God’s blessing, to reduce that
theory to practice; and, at several different periods in the latter part of his ministry, he had the pleasure
to witness the fulfilment of his hearts desire. In 1798-99, was the most extensive and powerful revival
that occurred under his ministry; but in 1794, there was a state of things among his people which issued
in considerable accessions to the church; and in 1808, and again in 1815, a yet more copious blessing
was poured out upon them.” – Sprague.

$175.00

212. Strong, Nathan; Trumbull, Benjamin; et al. The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine, Volume
II. consisting of twelve numbers, to be published monthly. From July 1801 to June 1802. Hartford:
Hudson and Goodwin, 1801-2. First Edition. Quarter leather binding with marbled boards, brown
leather spine title label, worn and scuffed yet sound and without cracks or damage, 5 x 8 1/4 inches.
Several former owner's signatures and library bookplates on front end papers, card pocket (Bucknell)
and lending slip on rear end papers. "Withdrawn" stamp visible. 480 pp. plus (1) Conclusion and (6)
index. Good. Leather_bound.  [4184]

Roberts 1219. This periodical ran from 1800-1807 under the title Connecticut Evangelical Magazine,
and from 1808 to 1815 as The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine; and Religious Intelligencer. "These
precious volumes include many detailed reports of revivals taking place during the years of publication
of this Journal as well as articles on the history of the Moravians, advice to awakened sinners,
conversion accounts, etc." - Roberts.

Printed in old font. With extensive notices of revivals of religion in Delaware County, New Durham,
Granville, Kentucky, Lenox, New Marlborough, Otsego County, Plymouth, Vermont, and Winthrop.
Many theological articles, letters, church news, missionary news, etc.

Nathan Strong, D.D. (1748-1816), Congregational minister, b. Connecticut, graduated at Yale (1769),
pastor of First Church Hartford. An early promoter of revivals, he was the founder and editor of the
Connecticut Evangelical Magazine. Rev. Strong served as chaplain to American troops during the
Revolution as well as conducting his regular ministry in his parish. He was an active writer in preacher
promoting the cause of American liberty, and afterwards in favor of the Federalists. “Mr. Strong was

$125.00
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one of those who, towards the close of the last [18th] century, had a primary agency in giving a new
direction to the public mind, in respect to the religious interests of the country and the age. Being fully
persuaded that the theory of revivals which then generally prevailed in the orthodox churches, was both
reasonable and scriptural, he laboured with all his might, in reliance on God’s blessing, to reduce that
theory to practice; and, at several different periods in the latter part of his ministry, he had the pleasure
to witness the fulfilment of his hearts desire. In 1798-99, was the most extensive and powerful revival
that occurred under his ministry; but in 1794, there was a state of things among his people which issued
in considerable accessions to the church; and in 1808, and again in 1815, a yet more copious blessing
was poured out upon them.” – Sprague.

213. Strong, Nathan; Trumbull, Benjamin; et al. The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine, Volume
III. consisting of twelve numbers, to be published monthly. From July 1802 to June 1803.
Hartford: Hudson and Goodwin, 1802-3. First Edition. Full tree calf with brown title label, gilt oval in
green with "III," and gilt rules to spine, board edges tooled. 5 x 8 1/2 inches, recent and older former
owner's signatures on front end papers, first free end paper partly loose. 480 clean pp., tight, index, one
page corner folded due to improper trimming. Very good. Full calf.  [4198]

Roberts 1219. This periodical ran from 1800-1807 under the title Connecticut Evangelical Magazine,
and from 1808 to 1815 as The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine; and Religious Intelligencer. "These
precious volumes include many detailed reports of revivals taking place during the years of publication
of this Journal as well as articles on the history of the Moravians, advice to awakened sinners,
conversion accounts, etc." - Roberts.

Printed in old font. With extensive notices of revivals of religion in Castleton, Halifax, Kentucky,
Killingly, Lebanon, Middlebury, Pennsylvania, Rutland, S. Carolina, and at Yale College. Many
theological articles, letters, church news, missionary news, etc. Reports on missions to various Indian
tribes, news from Otaheite, &c.

Nathan Strong, D.D. (1748-1816), Congregational minister, b. Connecticut, graduated at Yale (1769),
pastor of First Church Hartford. An early promoter of revivals, he was the founder and editor of the
Connecticut Evangelical Magazine. Rev. Strong served as chaplain to American troops during the
Revolution as well as conducting his regular ministry in his parish. He was an active writer in preacher
promoting the cause of American liberty, and afterwards in favor of the Federalists. “Mr. Strong was
one of those who, towards the close of the last [18th] century, had a primary agency in giving a new
direction to the public mind, in respect to the religious interests of the country and the age. Being fully
persuaded that the theory of revivals which then generally prevailed in the orthodox churches, was both
reasonable and scriptural, he laboured with all his might, in reliance on God’s blessing, to reduce that
theory to practice; and, at several different periods in the latter part of his ministry, he had the pleasure
to witness the fulfilment of his hearts desire. In 1798-99, was the most extensive and powerful revival
that occurred under his ministry; but in 1794, there was a state of things among his people which issued
in considerable accessions to the church; and in 1808, and again in 1815, a yet more copious blessing
was poured out upon them.” – Sprague.

$125.00

214. Strong, Nathan; Trumbull, Benjamin; et al. The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine, Volume
IV. consisting of twelve numbers, to be published monthly. From July 1803 to June 1804.
Hartford: Hudson and Goodwin, 1803-4. First Edition. Quarter leather binding with marbled boards,
brown leather spine title label, binding worn and scuffed yet sound and without cracks or damage, 5 x 8
1/4 inches. Several former owner's signatures and library bookplates on front end papers, card pocket
(Bucknell) and lending slip on rear end papers. "Withdrawn" stamp visible. Old clear tape repair to first
free end paper; old hand-sewn repair to one leaf. A little tacky residue from removed spine labels. 480
pp. plus (4) index. Good. Leather_bound.  [4199]

Roberts 1219. This periodical ran from 1800-1807 under the title Connecticut Evangelical Magazine,

$125.00
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and from 1808 to 1815 as The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine; and Religious Intelligencer. "These
precious volumes include many detailed reports of revivals taking place during the years of publication
of this Journal as well as articles on the history of the Moravians, advice to awakened sinners,
conversion accounts, etc." - Roberts.

Printed in old font. With extensive notices of revivals of religion in Killingworth, Marlborough, New
Canaan, New Durham, and New Lebanon Includes an original hymn of 14 stanzas - Revival Hymn: or,
Joy in a revival of religion. Many theological articles, letters, church news, missionary news, etc.

Nathan Strong, D.D. (1748-1816), Congregational minister, b. Connecticut, graduated at Yale (1769),
pastor of First Church Hartford. An early promoter of revivals, he was the founder and editor of the
Connecticut Evangelical Magazine. Rev. Strong served as chaplain to American troops during the
Revolution as well as conducting his regular ministry in his parish. He was an active writer in preacher
promoting the cause of American liberty, and afterwards in favor of the Federalists. “Mr. Strong was
one of those who, towards the close of the last [18th] century, had a primary agency in giving a new
direction to the public mind, in respect to the religious interests of the country and the age. Being fully
persuaded that the theory of revivals which then generally prevailed in the orthodox churches, was both
reasonable and scriptural, he laboured with all his might, in reliance on God’s blessing, to reduce that
theory to practice; and, at several different periods in the latter part of his ministry, he had the pleasure
to witness the fulfilment of his hearts desire. In 1798-99, was the most extensive and powerful revival
that occurred under his ministry; but in 1794, there was a state of things among his people which issued
in considerable accessions to the church; and in 1808, and again in 1815, a yet more copious blessing
was poured out upon them.” – Sprague.

215. Strong, Nathan; Trumbull, Benjamin; et al. The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine, Volume
V. consisting of twelve numbers, to be published monthly. From July 1804 to June 1805. Hartford:
Hudson and Goodwin, 1804-1805. First Edition. Full leather binding, scuffed and crazed but with solid
outer hinges, top of spine worn even wit text block. 4 3/4 x 8 1/2 inches, marbled end papers, recent
former owner's signature on ffep with round emboss stamp at bottom of same. 480 generally clean pp.
plus index, some foxing. Good. Leather_bound.  [4203]

Roberts 1219. This periodical ran from 1800-1807 under the title Connecticut Evangelical Magazine,
and from 1808 to 1815 as The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine; and Religious Intelligencer. "These
precious volumes include many detailed reports of revivals taking place during the years of publication
of this Journal as well as articles on the history of the Moravians, advice to awakened sinners,
conversion accounts, etc." - Roberts.

Printed in old font. With extensive notices of revivals of religion in Chester, Killingworth, and Rupert.
Many theological articles, letters, church news, missionary news, etc.

Nathan Strong, D.D. (1748-1816), Congregational minister, b. Connecticut, graduated at Yale (1769),
pastor of First Church Hartford. An early promoter of revivals, he was the founder and editor of the
Connecticut Evangelical Magazine. Rev. Strong served as chaplain to American troops during the
Revolution as well as conducting his regular ministry in his parish. He was an active writer in preacher
promoting the cause of American liberty, and afterwards in favor of the Federalists. “Mr. Strong was
one of those who, towards the close of the last [18th] century, had a primary agency in giving a new
direction to the public mind, in respect to the religious interests of the country and the age. Being fully
persuaded that the theory of revivals which then generally prevailed in the orthodox churches, was both
reasonable and scriptural, he laboured with all his might, in reliance on God’s blessing, to reduce that
theory to practice; and, at several different periods in the latter part of his ministry, he had the pleasure
to witness the fulfilment of his hearts desire. In 1798-99, was the most extensive and powerful revival
that occurred under his ministry; but in 1794, there was a state of things among his people which issued
in considerable accessions to the church; and in 1808, and again in 1815, a yet more copious blessing
was poured out upon them.” – Sprague.

$125.00
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216. Strong, Nathan; Trumbull, Benjamin; et al. The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine; and
Religious Intelligencer. Vol. I. Hartford: Printed by Peter B. Gleason, 1808. First Edition. Full tree
calf, outer hinges cracked and sometime filled with paste, 5 1/4 x 8 3/4 inches, spine & edges crazed,
lacks the leather title label. Boards are attached with good end paper hinges, edges rounded with small
chip at bottom front. Engraved frontispiece plate of Philip Doddridge. Additional full-page plates of
Rev. Jonathan Edwards, Rev. John Flavel, and Rev. Gardner Thurston. Foxing & opposite page
shadows to plates. 476 fairly clean pp., with index. 12 issues bound, Jan.-Dec. 1808. Very good. Full
calf.  [4190]

Roberts 1219. This periodical ran from 1800-1807 under the title Connecticut Evangelical Magazine,
and from 1808 to 1815 as The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine; and Religious Intelligencer. "These
precious volumes include many detailed reports of revivals taking place during the years of publication
of this Journal as well as articles on the history of the Moravians, advice to awakened sinners,
conversion accounts, etc." - Roberts.

Notices of revivals at Hartford, Litchfield, and Newark, Letter of Elias Boudinot of Newark, and news
of revivals in the missionary letters and reports. Other items of interest include Danger of Blacksliding,
Letters from Rev. W. Carey, Memoirs of Rev. Dr. Doddridge, Memoirs of Rev. Jonathan Edwards,
Faber on the Prophecies, Memoirs of Rev. John Flavel, Memoirs of Rev. Thomas Hooker, Letter from
the Rev. Seth Williston, &c. Many theological articles, letters, church news, missionary news, etc.

Nathan Strong, D.D. (1748-1816), Congregational minister, b. Connecticut, graduated at Yale (1769),
pastor of First Church Hartford. An early promoter of revivals, he was the founder and editor of the
Connecticut Evangelical Magazine. Rev. Strong served as chaplain to American troops during the
Revolution as well as conducting his regular ministry in his parish. He was an active writer in preacher
promoting the cause of American liberty, and afterwards in favor of the Federalists. “Mr. Strong was
one of those who, towards the close of the last [18th] century, had a primary agency in giving a new
direction to the public mind, in respect to the religious interests of the country and the age. Being fully
persuaded that the theory of revivals which then generally prevailed in the orthodox churches, was both
reasonable and scriptural, he laboured with all his might, in reliance on God’s blessing, to reduce that
theory to practice; and, at several different periods in the latter part of his ministry, he had the pleasure
to witness the fulfilment of his hearts desire. In 1798-99, was the most extensive and powerful revival
that occurred under his ministry; but in 1794, there was a state of things among his people which issued
in considerable accessions to the church; and in 1808, and again in 1815, a yet more copious blessing
was poured out upon them.” – Sprague.

$100.00

217. Strong, Nathan; Trumbull, Benjamin; et al. The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine; and
Religious Intelligencer. Vol. VIII. Hartford: Peter B. Gleason and Co. , 1815. First Edition. Full calf,
5 1/4 x 8 3/4 inches, binding a bit scuffed and worn, outer hinges rubbed, lacks the spine title label.
Former owner's signature on front paste-down, old bookplate of the Theological Institute of
Connecticut, old card pocket at back, first front end paper partially loose. 476 pp. plus index. 12 issues
bound, Jan.-Dec. 1815.  Good. Full calf.  [4196]

Roberts 1219. This periodical ran from 1800-1807 under the title Connecticut Evangelical Magazine,
and from 1808 to 1815 as The Connecticut Evangelical Magazine; and Religious Intelligencer. "These
precious volumes include many detailed reports of revivals taking place during the years of publication
of this Journal as well as articles on the history of the Moravians, advice to awakened sinners,
conversion accounts, etc." - Roberts.

Notices of revivals at Bridport, Coventry, Dartmouth College, Poughkeepsie, Princeton College, and at
Yale College; and news of revivals in the missionary letters and reports. Other items of interest include
Intelligence from China; Inspiration of Deuteronomy; Inspiration of Ezra; Journal of Messrs. Nott and
Hall, Missionary Sermon of Rev. Abel M'Ewen, Pastor of the Presbyterian Church in New-London;
Intelligence from Malta; Letters from Missionaries; Naval Bible Society; Intelligence from Otaheite;
&c. Many theological articles, letters, church news, missionary news, etc.

$125.00
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Nathan Strong, D.D. (1748-1816), Congregational minister, b. Connecticut, graduated at Yale (1769),
pastor of First Church Hartford. An early promoter of revivals, he was the founder and editor of the
Connecticut Evangelical Magazine. Rev. Strong served as chaplain to American troops during the
Revolution as well as conducting his regular ministry in his parish. He was an active writer in preacher
promoting the cause of American liberty, and afterwards in favor of the Federalists. “Mr. Strong was
one of those who, towards the close of the last [18th] century, had a primary agency in giving a new
direction to the public mind, in respect to the religious interests of the country and the age. Being fully
persuaded that the theory of revivals which then generally prevailed in the orthodox churches, was both
reasonable and scriptural, he laboured with all his might, in reliance on God’s blessing, to reduce that
theory to practice; and, at several different periods in the latter part of his ministry, he had the pleasure
to witness the fulfilment of his hearts desire. In 1798-99, was the most extensive and powerful revival
that occurred under his ministry; but in 1794, there was a state of things among his people which issued
in considerable accessions to the church; and in 1808, and again in 1815, a yet more copious blessing
was poured out upon them.” – Sprague.

218. Taylor, William. An Account of the Revival in Jerusalem, with Observations on some of the
most remarkable things that took place in the work. Or, A Sermon, delivered in Chester, N. H.
on Lord's Day Morning, April 20, 1823. Concord: Jacob B. Moore, 1823. First Edition. Stab sewn
pamphlet, 5 1/2 x 9, 16 pp., old fold creases. Signed "Rev. Daniel Merrill from his friend Rueben
___[?]" Good. Pamphlet.  [3509]

Roberts, Revival Literature no. 5315. Taylor finds in the Pentecostal events recorded in the book of
Acts the pattern for proper revival, closed communion, and adult baptism.

This pamphlet provoked a response from the Congregational minister at Chester, the Rev. Joel R.
Arnold. It appears elsewhere in this Revival Literature catalogue.`

Elder William Taylor was pastor of the Baptist Church in Concord, N. H. "Elder Taylor would appear
to have been a missionary preacher, an enthusiastic, self-sacrificing worker, well fitted for pioneer
labor and at one time he was considered one of the leading Baptists in this section." - The Granite
Monthly (1918).

$60.00

219. Thompson, David D. [editor]. Northwestern Christian Advocate, Vol. 49, January 2, 1901 -
March 27, 1901. 13 issues bound. Chicago: Western Methodist Book Concern, 1901. First Edition.
Half leather with marbled boards, 9 x 12 3/4 inches, outer hinges rubbed yet solid. Older college library
matter marked withdrawn, includes ink name stamps on the closed page edges. Small ticket of J. E.
Hoag, Book-Binder Springport, Mich. on the front paste-down, as well as the signature of a former
owner. College library stamp on the front of each issue. 13 issues of 32-36 pp. each, with the wrappers.
Good. Leather_bound.  [4531]

This weekly was published from 1853 to 1929. It features articles on revivals, camp-meetings,
temperance, the Methodist faith, book reviews, missions news, and reports from churches.

$45.00

220. Thompson, David D. [editor]. Northwestern Christian Advocate, Vol. 51, July 1, 1903 -
December 30, 1903. 52 issues bound. Chicago: Western Methodist Book Concern, 1903. First
Edition. Half leather with marbled boards, 9 x 12 3/4 inches, cracked outer hinges filled with paste,
inner end paper hinges strong and boards are still well attached. Spine ends and corners worn. Older
college library matter marked withdrawn, includes ink name stamps on the closed page edges. Small
ticket of J. E. Hoag, Book-Binder Springport, Mich. on the front paste-down, as well as the signature of
a former owner. College library stamp on the front of each issue. 52 issues of 32 pp. each, with the

$150.00
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wrappers, later numbers have wrappers in color. Good. Leather_bound.  [4530]

This weekly was published from 1853 to 1929. It features articles on revivals, camp-meetings,
temperance, the Methodist faith, book reviews, missions news, and reports from churches.

The very first article in this volume welcomes the evangelists Torrey and Alexander to their Chicago
meetings at the Auditorium.

221. Todd, John A. Memoir of the Rev. Peter Labagh, D.D., with notices of the History of the
Reformed Protestant Dutch Church in North America; To which is added, The Sermon preached at
Dr. Labagh's funeral, by the Rev. Gabriel Ludlow, D.D., Pastor of the Reformed Protestant Dutch
Church, of Shannock, New Jersey. New York: Board of Publication of the Reformed Protestant Dutch
Church, 1860. First Edition. Cloth, stamped in blind & gilt, gilt to spine faded, 5 1/4 x 7 1/2 inches,
frayed at the spine ends & corners, 1860 owner's inscription in pencil, yellow waxed end papers, frontis
engraving of Labagh with his facsimile signature by A. H. Ritchie, 339 generally clean pp., a few
shadows from removed press flowers. Good. Hardcover.  [3864]

Not in Roberts. Peter Labagh (1773-1858), b. New York City; d. Rocky Hill, New Jersey. Licensed as
a preacher in 1796, labored as a missionary in western New York and in Kentucky, pastor of the church
at Greenbush, NY, until 1809, afterwards at Shannock and Harlingen until 1844. "He was elected a
trustee of Queens (now Rutgers) college in 1811, and had the degree of D.D. conferred on him by that
institution in the same year. He contributed largely to securing the endowment of the theological
seminary at New Brunswick, was active in the counsels of his church, and a powerful preacher." -
Appletons Encyclopedia.

Interesting account of this minister, who traveled about during portions of his career to the backwoods,
including Western New York & Kentucky. Includes accounts of revivals - section headings for chapter
viii. include Great Revival at Harlington - Successes at Harlington in 1810 and 1817, The Revival of
1831, Its Commencement, Incidents, Recollections of John F. Hageman, Esq. - that chapter is 25 pages
long.

$60.00

222. Trumbull, Benjamin. A Complete History of Connecticut, Civil and Ecclesiastical; From the
Emigration of its First Planters, from England, in the Year 1630, to the Year 1764; and to the Close of
the Indian Wars. New London: H. D. Utley, 1898. Two volume set in gold cloth, 6 x 9 1/2 inches, xvii.,
495, (x.), 475 clean and unmarked pp. Signature of former owner on the ffeps, stamped "cancelled" on
the top page edges, no other markings. A little bumped at the corners. Very good. Hardcover.  [3753]

An unaltered reprint of the two volume edition of 1818, with the addition of footnotes and a valuable
index. First published in 1797, this remains the key history of the colony of Connecticut.

"Every page of the work bears the marks of patient inquiry and candid examination. This is a most
powerful recommendation of it to public notice, and the reader, not conversant with the annals of New
England, must be surprised to find the history of so small a people, so fertile in remarkable events and
striking incidents, as is in this unassuming narrative." - The North American Review, Dec. 1818.

Howes T366. Roberts, Revival Literature no. 5453: "Excellent background material on the Great
Awakening in Connecticut." It is no. 7157 in Roberts, Whitefield in Print.

Benjamin Trumbull, D.D. (1735-1820), born in Hebron, Conn.; graduated at Yale College in 1759;
teacher at Dr. Wheelock’s Indian Charity School; ordained pastor of the (Trinitarian) Congregational
church in New Haven in 1760, where he continued until his death in 1820. Dr. Trumbull served as a
chaplain during the American Revolution and took an active part, bearing a musket during the battle of
White Plains in 1776. “On that occasion, and on other occasions of the same kind, he was seen to load
and fire with coolness and courage, as my father distinctly observed…He felt intensely the
responsibilities of his duties as a minister of Christ. His published sermons and occasional discussions

$75.00
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of important subjects, and especially his work on the Evidences of Christianity, give a fair exhibition of
the character of his mind, which was always intensely excited, when the welfare of his fellow men, and
especially their eternal salvation, was his theme…His high reputation as a historian, a patriot, and a
Divine, always drew an audience; but his lugubrious manner sometimes drew forth a smile from the
light-minded man of the world, and he was fully appreciated only by the wise and the good.” –
Benjamin Silliman, in Sprague’s Annals.

223. Tucker, Mark. The Centennial Sermon, preached before the Beneficent Congregational
Church and Society, in Providence, R. I. March 19, A. D., 1843. Together with the Articles of
Faith, Covenant, &c.; and a List of Members of said Church. Providence: Knowles & Vose, 1845.
Green wrappers, sometime bound in half calf with marbled boards and end papers, leather now scuffed
and end papers detached. The original pamphlet within is complete and very good. 5 x 7 1/2 inches, 84
pp., Long Island Historical Society emboss stamp on tp. Good. Leather_bound.  [3479]

Not in Roberts. Relates the history of the church which "came into existence at one of the most
interesting periods of the religious history of New-England - the period of the 'Great Awakening'...that
was a stirring period, and the revival of that day was a wonderful work." The account begins with the
first Congregational church established there in 1728. References Jonathan Edwards, George
Whitefield, the Tennents, Thomas Prince, Josiah Cotton, and others. In 1745, as a result of revival, the
church split and the new church called Joseph Snow, Jr. as pastor. The history continues to the time of
the Centennial. Includes doctrinal discussions and documents of the church. Includes lists of male and
female members, when admitted; the women listed with maiden names, and to whom married or
widowed.

$45.00

224. Tyson, W. A. The Revival. Nashville, Tenn.: Cokesbury Press, 1925. First Edition. Maroon
cloth with gilt titles, 5 1/4 x 7 1/2, 287 clean pp., tight, former owner's signature on ffep. Very good.
Hardcover.  [3568]

Jones, Holiness Movement 2950; Roberts, Revival Literature 5496. "A manual on the organization and
conduct of evangelistic efforts." Chapters on Preparation, Organization, Publicity, Music, Sermons,
Attitude, Personal Workers, Objectives, the Evangelist, Conservation, Prayer, Cooperative Revivals,
the Field, and Revival Movements in History.

William Ainsworth Tyson (1891-1966), born in Georgia, southern Methodist minister.

$35.00

225. United Associate Synod. Report on the Revival of Religion, by a Committee of the United
Associate Synod. 1841. Glasgow: William Lang, 1841. Removed, 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 16 pp. Good.
Pamphlet.  [3524]

Not in Roberts. Reports on revivals from the Presbyteries of Orkney, Forfar, Stirling and Falkirk,
1838-1841. "We cannot find words too strong in which to summon the piety and zeal of the United
Secession Church to fresh ardour in this work of God."

$30.00

226. United Original Seceders. The Original Secession Magazine, for 1858-59-60. New Series
Volume IV. Glasgow: D. Bryce & Robert Brown, 1860. First Edition. Blue cloth, 5 3/4 x 8 1/2 inches,
former owner's names on front end papers, light scuffing to binding, small nick to head of spine. iv.,
588 generally clean pp., infrequent pencil marginalia, a few lines circled in pencil in the table of
contents. Good. Hardcover.  [4420]

These years include reports on the Prayer Meeting Revival begun in New York city in 1858 and on the

$100.00
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Ulster Revival.

“The title of this Periodical is derived from the Synod of United Original Seceders. That body, take to
themselves the name of Original Seceders, because they adhere to the same principles with Ebenezer
Erskine, and those who, with him, seceded from the Established Church of Scotland in 1733. In the
year 1747, the unhappy dispute, respecting the burgess oath, was the means of dividing the Secession
into two parties, known by the name of Burghers and Antiburghers. The one of these parties, in the end
of last century, and the other, in the beginning of the present century, was again divided on the question
of the magistrate's power, at which time the great body of seceders departed from the principles of the
covenanted Church of Scotland, as stated in the Confession of Faith, and witnessed for in the original
testimony emitted by the fathers of the secession. In 1842, the remnant of Burghers and Anti-burghers
who still adhered to the original principles of the secession, were reunited, and took to themselves the
name of United Original Seceders, to intimate, that they comprised all those who still adhered to the
original principles of their seceding- fathers.

“Under the patronage and sanction of this body, the Original Secession Magazine is put forth. The
United Original Secession Church is Calvinistic in doctrine. On this head, the most entire unanimity
prevails among her office-bearers and people, and it will be one aim of this publication to promote
purity of doctrine in the land, by the occasional illustration and defence of important truths, and by a
resolute opposition, as occasion may be presented, to all errors and heresies that now prevail, or that
may hereafter arise.

“The Original Secession Church is Presbyterian, in worship, and government, and the views advocated
in this Magazine shall be in accordance with the distinctive principles of Presbytery, and in opposition
to all hostile systems.’ - from the Introduction to the first issue, January 1847.

Theology, book reviews, missionary news, biography, sermons, travel, etc.

227. unknown. Christian Revivals, a review of 4 books published on the Ulster Revival in The
British Quarterly Review. London: The British Quarterly Review, 1859. 21 pp. disbound article,
removed from an original volume. Good. Disbound.  [3550]

An article on the Ulster Revival, reviewing the following books/pamphlets: The Work and the
Counterwork; or, the Religious Revival in Belfast, by Stopford; The Ulster Revival and its
Physiological Accidents, by M'Cosh; Words of Caution and Counsel on the Present Revival, by
MacNeece; The Evidences of the Work of the Holy Spirit, by Salmon. Sympathetic to the revivals, yet
cautious about excesses and superficial conversions.

$20.00

228. unknown. Revival Resolves, to be adopted by Christians, preparatory to a special effort for
a Revival. Boston: Geo. C. Rand & Avery, 1866. Small pamphlet printed on pink paper, 2 3/8 x 3 5/8
inches, 12 pp. Very good. Pamphlet.  [3868]

Not in Roberts. A small pamphlet given out at revival meetings. 10 statements, followed by a
series"resolves," or expectations of behavior for attendees.

"I. If these meetings should not be blessed, the fairest opportunities and the most promising means for
the conversion of sinners will be lost, and sinners be made more callous to the truth, and more hardened
in rejecting Jesus. Therefore, I am resolved, that I will constantly cherish the solemn truth, that without
the Holy Spirit we cannot hope for a blessing upon these meetings..."

OCLC 1066089462, with only one location. They list a second, undated copy issued by the American
Tract Society of Boston, also with only one location. Neither records the author.

$100.00
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229. Usher, Charles H. How to Prepare for a Revival. Brighton: Moultons (Printers) LTD, ca1930?.
Printed wrappers, 3 1/2 x 4 1/2, 42 pp., some pencil underlining. Good. Pamphlet.  [3551]

The author was from Brighton and was associated with the Keswick convention movement. Not in
Roberts.

$20.00

230. Van Rensselaer, C. [editor]. The Presbyterian Magazine. Vol. V. - 1855. Philadelphia:
[Presbyterian Church], 1855. First Edition. Half leather with marbled paper over boards, scuffed, some
paper to boards chipped, outer hinges have short cracks at top, inside paper hinges fine, boards secure.
5 3/4 x 9 inches, recent former owner's signature on front-pastedown, some smudges to the front end
papers, text generally clean but some scattered staining. Engraved portraits of John Knox, Elisha Yale,
John M'Millan, and Sylvester Scovel. A couple of the tissue guards are torn. Good. Leather_bound.
[3883]

Articles of Revival Interest are: Fifty Years a Pastor - Dr. John M'Dowell at Elizabethtown, New
Jersey, & in Philadelphia; The Great Revival in Kentucky: Views of Drs. Alexander and Baxter; Dr.
Green's Bible Class at Nassau Hall [Revivals at Princeton]; Biographical Sketch of Dr. Cuyler
[Revivals in Poughkeepsie & Philadelphia]; Gilbert Tennent in the Great Revival

Other articles include:
"Friend of God," or, the Excellency of Faith and a Holy Life
The Humanity and Divinity of Christ
Inauguration of William S. Plumer, D.D., Western Theological Seminary
How Shall a Man be Just with God?
Outline of an Argument in Favour of Presbyterian Policy
Early Roman Catholic Missions in California
The Last Remnant of the Delawares in Nebraska
The Extent of the Atonement
The Immaculate Conception
The Fall of Sebastopol

$50.00

231. Walker, Andrew; Aune, Kristin [editors]. On Revival: A Critical Examination. Carisle,
Cumbria: Paternoster Press, 2003. First Edition. ISBN: 9781842272015. Covers very good, text has
underlining & marginalia throughout. 5 3/4 x 9 inches, xxviii., 250 pp. Good. Paperback.  [4007]

15 papers presented at a conference held at King's College, London, in 2002. Studies in the theology,
history, and contemporary aspects of genuine revivals.

$25.00

232. Wallace, Adam. The Parson of the Islands; A Biography of Rev. Joshua Thomas; embracing
Sketches of his Contemporaries, and Remarkable Camp Meeting Scenes, Revival Incidents, and
Reminiscences of the Introduction of Methodism on the Islands of the Chesapeake, and the Eastern
Shores of Maryland and Virginia. Cambridge, Maryland: Tidewaters Publishers, 1978. Reprint edition.
ISBN: 0870330772. Facsimile reprint of the 1861 edition. Very good red cloth with bright gilt titles, 5
1/4 x 8 1/4 inches, former owner's signature on fep, 412 clean and unmarked pp. Dust jacket with small
stains in several places, vertical tear base of spine panel, now in a clear wrapper. Very good in fair
dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [3732]

Joshua Thomas (1776-1853), b. Potato Neck (now Fairmont), Maryland; he grew up as a fisherman and
lived for a time on Smith Island. About 1778 Methodism swept through the Eastern Shore and the
Islands and in 1805 Thomas was at a camp meeting in Pungoteague held by Lorenzo Dow; and in the

$35.00
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1806 camp meeting at Annamessex he was converted to Methodism. "This was the first step on his
vocation as the greatest local preacher the Eastern Shore ever produced."

"During the War of 1812, the British fleet made Tangier Sound the center of their operations while the
Chesapeake Bay area was under attack. Brother Thomas, as Joshua was now known, conferred with the
British Admiral on several occasions as Joshua's reputation as a just and holy man preceded him.
Brother Thomas influenced the Admiral to spare the trees around the Methodist camp ground and to
use a vacant house as a headquarters rather than seizing a neighbor's home. In the late summer of 1814
the British prepared to take Baltimore. Before they left Tangier Sound, Brother Thomas was summoned
to exhort the soldiers. At the appointed hour, some twelve thousand men were lined up in columns to
hear Joshua Thomas preach. He warned them of the danger and told them God told him they could not
take Baltimore and would not succeed in their battle, which history shows they did not prevail. It was
during the British fleet's unsuccessful assault that Francis Scott Key wrote of the bombs bursting in air
over Fort McHenry, the words that became our nation's national anthem. While Brother Thomas' part in
the war was small, within a short period his reputation grew exceedingly." - Rebecca F. Miller-
goldsboroughmarine website.

Bro. Thomas held camp meetings, revival meetings, and preached from a boat he named "The
Methodist." This is a vivid account of an itinerant preacher to the islands of the Eastern Shore and
conveys a way of life now long past.

233. Waller, Absalom. A Drop of Mercy, from the Bright Cloud of Righteousness : containing, I.
A view of the state of Religion in the Congregations at Waller's, County Line, and Bethany, prior
to the late revival. II. A Narrative of the commencement and progress of the revivals in those
Churches for five months. III. Four Letters on the subject of Experimental and Practical
Religion. IV. Some remarks on the regular support of Gospel Ministers. Richmond: William W.
Gray, Printer, 1818. 1st Edition. Stab-sewn pamphlet, no wrapper, 6 x 9 1/4, untrimmed, 48 pp. Ink
name stamp, red number stamp, and penciled call numbers from a church historical society on the tp.
Good. Pamphlet.  [289]

Roberts 5571. Rev. Absalom Waller (1772-1823), nephew of the Baptist minister John Waller of
Spottsylvania, converted during a revival in that place in 1787. Sprague has an account of the revival in
his entry on John Waller, with a footnote of information regarding Absalom. "In 1787, there
commenced a great revival under Mr Waller's labours, which continued for several years, and extended
to all the places in which he exercised his ministry. Of this revival his nephew, Mr. Absalom Waller,
became a subject, and, after a few years, began to preach, and by his uncle's request, became his
successor in the Pastorate...Absalom Waller was born in Spottsylvania, Va., in 1772; was hopefully
converted when he was nineteen years of age, and was ordained to the ministry about two years after.
He took charge of Waller's, County Line, and Bethany Churches, and continued to labour for them
many years. His ministry was attended by several powerful revivals, the most extensive of which was
1817-1818; but, previous to that time, he had baptized more than fifteen hundred persons. For many
years previous to his death, he was afflicted with partial deafness, so as to render it difficult for him to
engage in conversation. He died in great peace about the year 1820, and was lamented in death, as he
had been esteemed an venerated in life." - Sprague, Annals of the American Baptist Pulpit, (1860).

$300.00

234. [Walton, W. C.]. [Narrative of a revival of religion, in the Third Presbyterian Church in
Baltimore, with remarks on subjects connected with revivals in general]. [Northampton]: [H.
Ferry], [1826]. First Edition. Lacks the wrapper, on which the full title, author, and imprint are printed.
Head of tract reads "Narrative, &c." Bibliographic information included with item. Removed, 4 1/4 x 7,
24 pp., complete except for the printed wrapper. Good. Pamphlet.  [3495]

No. 5579 in Roberts, Revival Literature. The author relates the means by which a revival was brought
about in his congregation, and wishes for this pamphlet to serve both as an aid and as a warning to
those who also seek the same. His efforts were inspired by accounts of the successes of Asahel
Nettleton.

$30.00
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235. Warburton, William. The Doctrine of Grace: or, the Office and Operations of the Holy Spirit
Vindicated from The Insults of Infidelity, and The Abuses of Fanaticism: concluding With some
Thoughts (humbly offered to the consideration of the Established Clergy) With regard to The
right method of defending Religion against the attacks of either Party. London: A. Millar, 1763.
First Edition. Two volumes in half dark blue leather, blue marbled boards, 3 1/2 x 6 inches, vi.,
iii.-xviii., 340 clean pp. [Complete, see ESTC]. Gift bookplates from 1803 to the Library Company of
Philadelphia, their later "duplicate sold" stamps on the bookplates. The bindings are circa 1900, and the
new ffep's in each are detached and laid in. Recent former owner signature on front paste-downs, old
paper labels top of spines. "1763" in gilt base of spines. Light rubbing - with all of that, an attractive
set. Good. Leather_bound.  [3492]

No. 7309 in Roberts, Whitefield in Print: A Bibliographical Record of Works By, For, and Against
George Whitefield. "Contains much on Whitefield, who is denounced as a fanatic." This book provoked
responses in print from both John Wesley and George Whitefield.

ESTC T132385. "Printed by William Boyer; his records show 1000 copies printed." "Vol.1. ends at p.
150 - title page to Vol. 2 is not numbered, first page of vol 2 is 149."

William Warburton (1698-1779), Anglican bishop of Gloucester, literary critic and controversialist.
Warburton wrote The Alliance between Church and State (1736) and The Divine Legation of Moses
(1737-1741). He defended Alexander Pope's An Essay on Man, thereby gaining Pope's friendship,
serving as Pope's literary executor on his death in 1744. Warburton published an edition of
Shakespear's Works in 1747, and an edition of Pope's Works in 1751. "Through Pope, Warburton also
became involved in numerous lively and acrimonious debates and literary controversies. Having
become bishop of Gloucester in 1759, Warburton aroused opposition from Methodists for his attack on
them in 1762 in The Doctrine of Grace." - Encyclopedia Britannica online.

$350.00

236. Ward, Kevin; Wild-Wood, Emma [editors]. The East African Revival: History and Legacies.
Ashgate, 2012. ISBN: 9781409426745. Black cloth, former owner's signature on ffep, rest as new. Fine
dj. 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches, xiii., 235 pp. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [3988]

From the 1930s the East African Revival influenced Christian expression in East Central Africa and
around the globe. This book analyses influences upon the movement and changes wrought by it in
Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, Kenya, Tanzania and Congo, highlighting its impact on spirituality,
political discourse and culture. A variety of scholarly approaches to a complex and changing
phenomenon are juxtaposed with the narration of personal stories of testimony, vital to spirituality and
expression of the revival, which give a sense of the dynamism of the movement. Those yet
unacquainted with the revival will find a helpful introduction to its history. Those more familiar with
the movement will discover new perspectives on its influence. - publisher.

$115.00

237. Webster, Richard. A History of the Presbyterian Church in America, from its Origin until
the year 1760, with Biographical Sketches of its early Ministers; With a Memoir of the Author, by
the Rev. C. Van Rensselaer, D.D., and An Historical Introduction, by the Rev. William Blackwood,
D.D. Philadelphia: Joseph M. Wilson, by Authority of the Presbyterian Historical Society, 1857. First
Edition. Black publisher's cloth, stamped in blind, gilt to spine, 6 1/4 x 9 1/2 inches, binding is in
near-fine condition. Former owner's signature on ffep, steel-engraved portrait of the author by J. Sartain
with facsimile signature and tissue guard, some foxing to the engraving. 720 unmarked pp., light
foxing, tight. Very good. Hardcover.  [3973]

The 1908 Schaff-Herzog has the following note on William Blackwood (1804-1893) the Irish-born
Presbyterian who died in Baltimore, Maryland: He "edited the papers of the late Rev. Richard Webster,
with introduction and indexes, and published them under the title Webster's History of the Presbyterian

$95.00
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Church (Philadelphia, 1857); also the Biblical, Theological, Biographical, and Literary Encyclopedia
(2 vols., 1873-76)."

No. 5652 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A significant portion of this
excellent volume is devoted to revivals. Included in the biographical sketches are Jonathan Dickinson,
William Tennent, Gilbert Tennent, Ebenezer Pemberton, Richard Treat, John Cross, John Tennent,
Samuel Blair, John Rowland, Charles Beattie, John Blair, etc."

It is no. 7375 in Roberts, Whitefield in Print, with a similar annotation regarding the Great Awakening,
and adding the names Alexander Craighead, Charles Tennent, Aaron Burr, William Robinson, Samuel
Finley, James Davenport, Samuel Davies, John Brainerd, and John Rodgers to the list of sketches of
ministers.

238. Weller, John C. Say to the Wind: The Revival of Religion in Nottingham, 1780-1850.
[Nottingham]: [Self published], [1958?]. ISBN: B00KGIP1PU. Tall paperback with pictorial wrappers,
7 1/2 x 9 3/4 inches, former owner's signature on ffep, 71 unmarked pp., shelf-worn with some creasing
to the wrappers, a few blotches/stains to the last few page margins and end papers. Good. Paperback.
[4564]

Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography no. 5674. This is an abridged version of a B.D.
thesis submitted to Nottingham University in 1956.

$25.00

239. Whiting, Nathan [editor]. The Religious Intelligencer for the year commencing June, 1834:
containing the principal transactions of the various Bible and Missionary Societies, with
particular accounts of Revivals of Religion. Vol. XIX. New Haven: Conducted and Published
Weekly by N. Whiting, 1834. First Edition. Full calf with red leather spine title label, gilt rules & vol.
no. to spine, 7 1/4 x 10 inches, binding good. Institutional & "withdrawn" stamps on the front
paste-down, recent former owner's signature on the ffep. 844 pp., bound as issued, with a vignette of an
angel blowing a trumpet at the head of each issue. Good. Full calf.  [3936]

This series ran from June 1, 1816 to Oct. 7, 1837 and is no. 4518 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An
Annotated Bibliography. "There are some very excellent articles on revival in this periodical."

This volume has reports of revivals in dozens of different towns, plus articles on the topic of revival.
You should be able to read the table of contents in the pictures. (If you don't have pictures where you
are viewing this, please send us an email and we will send them to you).

Many articles of evangelical doctrine, missions, obituaries, ordinations, poetry, missionary reports, &c.

$150.00

240. Whiting, Nathan [editor]. The Religious Intelligencer for the year ending May, 1818:
containing the principal transactions of the various Bible and Missionary Societies, with
particular accounts of Revivals of Religion. Vol. II. New Haven: Conducted and Published Weekly
by Nathan Whiting, 1818. First Edition. Quarter calf with red leather spine title label, gilt rules & date
to spine, 5 3/4 x 9 inches, former owner's round emboss stamp on ffep. 836 pp. plus 4 pp. index,
foxing. Good. Leather_bound.  [4467]

This series ran from June 1, 1816 to Oct. 7, 1837 and is no. 4518 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An
Annotated Bibliography. "There are some very excellent articles on revival in this periodical."

This volume has reports of revivals in 60 different towns & villages.

$150.00
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Many articles of evangelical doctrine, missions, obituaries, ordinations, poetry, missionary reports, &c.

241. Whiting, Nathan [editor]. The Religious Intelligencer for the year ending May, 1819:
containing the principal transactions of the various Bible and Missionary Societies, with
particular accounts of Revivals of Religion. Vol. III. New Haven: Conducted and Published Weekly
by Nathan Whiting, 1819. First Edition. Full calf with black leather spine title label, gilt rules to spine,
5 3/4 x 9 inches, rear outer hinge cracked and weak. Former owner's signature and round emboss stamp
on ffep. 828 pp. plus 4 pp. index, foxing. Good. Full calf.  [4466]

This series ran from June 1, 1816 to Oct. 7, 1837 and is no. 4518 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An
Annotated Bibliography. "There are some very excellent articles on revival in this periodical."

This volume has reports of revivals in the State of Kentucky; Geneva; in the Presbyterian Church;
Vermont; Marietta, Ohio; North Carolina; Richmond, Mass.; Canaan; Austinsburgh, Ohio; Vermillion,
Ohio; New Haven, Ohio; Champion, N. Y.; Wilksbarre & Kingston; Bingham, Maine; Bolton, N. Y.;
Fairfax, Vt.; Washington, N. H.; Troy, Vt.; Verona, N. Y.; Blount county, Tenn.; at sea; in Bethany;
Millerstown; Union District, S. C.; Brookfield; Ashfield; Chillicothe; Danbury, Vt.; Belchertown;
Dunstable; Deerfield; New London; Monson; South Hadley; Erie, Pa.; York, S. C.; Hallowell, Maine;
Bridgewater, N. Y.; Bergen, N. J.; Peacham, Vt.; Hanover, N. H.; Hebron, N. H.; Jefferson county, N.
Y.; Madison.

Many articles of evangelical doctrine, missions, obituaries, ordinations, poetry, missionary reports, &c.

$150.00

242. Whiting, Nathan [editor]. The Religious Intelligencer for the year ending May, 1823:
containing the principal transactions of the various Bible and Missionary Societies, with
particular accounts of Revivals of Religion. Vol. VII. New Haven: Conducted and Published Weekly
by Nathan Whiting, 1822. First Edition. Full calf with red leather spine title label, gilt rules & vol. no.
to spine, page edges dyed yellow, 5 3/4 x 9 inches, surface wear to spine ends, corners, and outer
hinges, some crazing to spine. Rear outer hinge weak, inside paper hinge strong. Former owner's
signature on ffep and round emboss stamp on tp. 828 generally clean pp. plus 4 pp. index. Includes the
full-page wood engraving of the burning of a widow in a funeral pyre, in India. Good. Full calf.  [3935]

This series ran from June 1, 1816 to Oct. 7, 1837 and is no. 4518 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An
Annotated Bibliography. "There are some very excellent articles on revival in this periodical."

This volume has reports of revivals 25 different towns, plus articles on the topic of revival.

Many articles of evangelical doctrine, missions, obituaries, ordinations, poetry, missionary reports, &c.

$150.00

243. Whiting, Nathan [editor]. The Religious Intelligencer for the year ending May, 1824:
containing the principal transactions of the various Bible and Missionary Societies, with
particular accounts of Revivals of Religion. Vol. VIII. New Haven: Conducted and Published
Weekly by Nathan Whiting, 1823. First Edition. Full calf with red leather spine title label, gilt rules &
vol. no. to spine, page edges dyed yellow, 5 3/4 x 9 inches, surface wear to spine ends, corners, and
outer hinges, some crazing to spine. Outer hinges not cracked. Former owner's signature and round
emboss stamp on ffep. 828 generally clean pp. plus 4 pp. index.  Good. Full calf.  [3934]

This series ran from June 1, 1816 to Oct. 7, 1837 and is no. 4518 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An
Annotated Bibliography. "There are some very excellent articles on revival in this periodical."

$150.00
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This volume has reports of revivals in Boston; Old Plymouth; Somers, Ct.; Caudia, N. H.; various
towns in Massachusetts; Sand Lake, N. Y.; Barnstable, Mass.; Bozrah, Conn.; Baltimore; Augusta, N.
Y.; Northampton, N. H.; Millington; Danbury, Conn.; Orville, N. Y.; and at Newgate Prison.

Many articles of evangelical doctrine, missions, obituaries, ordinations, poetry, missionary reports, &c.

Also, an article Means of Extending Religious Revivals, and Number of Revivals in the United States.

244. Whiting, Nathan [editor]. The Religious Intelligencer for the year ending May, 1825:
containing the principal transactions of the various Bible and Missionary Societies, with
particular accounts of Revivals of Religion. Vol. IX. New Haven: Conducted and Published Weekly
by Nathan Whiting, 1824. First Edition. Full calf with red leather spine title label, gilt rules & vol. no.
to spine, 6 1/2 x 10 inches, binding edges rubbed, page edges dyed yellow. Recent former owner's
signature on the ffep & his round emboss stamp on ffep. 829 pp., 3 pp. index, bound as issued, with a
vignette of an angel blowing a trumpet at the head of each issue. Good. Full calf.  [3937]

This series ran from June 1, 1816 to Oct. 7, 1837 and is no. 4518 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An
Annotated Bibliography. "There are some very excellent articles on revival in this periodical."

This volume has reports of revivals in dozens of different towns, plus articles on the topic of revival.
You should be able to read the table of contents in the pictures. (If you don't have pictures where you
are viewing this, please send us an email and we will send them to you).

Many articles of evangelical doctrine, missions, obituaries, ordinations, poetry, missionary reports, &c.
Rich material from missionaries to the Sandwich Islands in this volume.

$150.00

245. Whiting, Nathan [editor]. The Religious Intelligencer for the year ending May, 1826:
containing the principal transactions of the various Bible and Missionary Societies, with
particular accounts of Revivals of Religion. Vol. X. New Haven: Conducted and Published Weekly
by Nathan Whiting, 1826. First Edition. Half calf with red leather spine title label, gilt rules & vol. no.
to spine, plain blue paper boards, 6 1/2 x 10 inches, binding with blotches & stains, rear outer hinge
cracked and sometime repaired with paste. Recent former owner's signature on the ffep. 828 pp., 4 pp.
index, bound as issued, with a vignette of an angel blowing a trumpet at the head of each issue. Good.
Full calf.  [3938]

This series ran from June 1, 1816 to Oct. 7, 1837 and is no. 4518 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An
Annotated Bibliography. "There are some very excellent articles on revival in this periodical."

This volume has reports of revivals in dozens of different towns, plus articles on the topic of revival.
You should be able to read the table of contents in the pictures. (If you don't have pictures where you
are viewing this, please send us an email and we will send them to you).

Many articles of evangelical doctrine, missions, obituaries, ordinations, poetry, missionary reports, &c.
Rich material from missionaries to the Sandwich Islands in this volume.

$150.00

246. Whiting, Nathan [editor]. The Religious Intelligencer for the year ending May, 1828:
containing the principal transactions of the various Bible and Missionary Societies, with
particular accounts of Revivals of Religion. Vol. XII. New Haven: Conducted and Published Weekly

$125.00
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by Nathan Whiting, 1827. First Edition. Scuffed and worn full leather binding, lacks the spine title
label, 6 1/2 x 10 inches, front outside hinge cracked, lacks the front fly pages, several inscriptions on
the front paste-down. Old stains to many pages, a few chipped margins, and pencil underlining/jottings
in articles of revival interest. 828 pp., 4 pp. index, bound as issued, with a vignette of an angel blowing
a trumpet at the head of each issue.  Fair. Full calf.  [3940]

This series ran from June 1, 1816 to Oct. 7, 1837 and is no. 4518 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An
Annotated Bibliography. "There are some very excellent articles on revival in this periodical."

This volume has reports of revivals in dozens of different towns, plus articles on the topic of revival.
You should be able to read the table of contents in the pictures. (If you don't have pictures where you
are viewing this, please send us an email and we will send them to you).

Many articles of evangelical doctrine, missions, obituaries, ordinations, poetry, missionary reports, &c.
Rich material from missionaries to the Sandwich Islands in this volume.

247. Wight, Fred Hartley. If My People: Repentance and Revival. Butler, Indiana: The Higley
Press, 1959. First Edition. Black cloth with bright gilt titles, 5 3/4 x 8 3/4 inches, two former owner's
signatures on the ffep, rest clean, tight. Dust jacket a bit edge-worn, now in a clear wrapper. Very good
in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  [3781]

Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography no. 5750. "The preface on this call to
repentance among God's people is by Armin R. Gesswein."

$17.50

248. Wilkinson, W. M. The Revival in its Physical, Psychical, and Religious Aspects. London:
Chapman and Hall, 1861. Second Edition. Inscribed on the tp, "Mary Smith, with the Authors
affectionate remembrance of 45 years ago. 1864." Purple cloth stamped in blind & gilt, spine and board
edges sunned, 5 x 7 1/2 inches, recent former owner's signature on the fep, small Latin bookplate as old
as the book, (iv.), 299 clean pp., tight. Good. Hardcover.  [3775]

No. 5767 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "An analysis of the 1859 Ulster
revival from the standpoint of a spiritualist." (Note to the first edition).

Worldcat locates only three holdings of any 19th century edition.

William Martin Wilkinson (1814-1897), an English Swedenborgian; editor of the Spiritual Magazine
and secretary of the London Spiritualist Union.

This book "is an attempt to analyze [revivals], as phenomena of the mind, apart from the religious
views of the converts; and thus to conciliate both philosophy and religion, and to recognise in Revivals
possibilities of the highest import for humanity, when they shall be better understood." - Notice to the
Second Edition.

$125.00

249. Williams, J. W. The Future Outpouring of the Spirit. Tacoma, WA: self-published, ca 1940.
Printed wrapper, 5 1/4 x 8, 16 pp. Very good. Pamphlet.  [3330]

OCLC records one holding, at Turpin Library, DTS. "Another outpouring of the Spirit now about due."
The author considers the following to hold double meanings and double fulfillment in prophecy:
Messianic Prophecy; The Coming of Elijah; The Coming of the King and the Kingdom; The
Abomination of Desolation; and, The Day of the Lord. He concludes that the Outpouring of the Spirit
in Acts also has a double fulfillment, and that it was soon to arrive.

$20.00
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250. Williams, Nehemiah. Twenty Four Sermons, on various useful subjects. Worcester [MA]:
Leonard Worcester, 1797. First Edition. Full leather binding, red leather spine title label, gilt rules to
spine, 5 x 8 inches, minor worming base of spine, binding very good. Lacks the ffeps - book begins at
title page. Recent former owner's signature and note on front paste-down. 339 generally clean pp., with
pencil underlining in the 2 sermons, "Times of Refreshment." Infrequent short margin tears. Good. Full
leather.  [3866]

ESTC W28356; Evans 33227. Not in Roberts. 24 sermons, with sermons 19 & 20 entitled, Times of
Refreshment. By this he means awakening, or revival, and even says that some of his hearers can
remember the Great Awakening of the 1740's. "But those, especially, are times of refreshing, when
God is pleased to pour out his Spirit...When many, in any particular town, or society, are effectually
awakened, convinced, converted, and brought home to God...as some of you, I trust, can well
remember: When God poured out his Spirit on most of our towns, and churches; and converts were
multiplied, as the drops of the morning dew." - p. 259.

Williams reveals I. What is intended by times of refreshing from the presence of the Lord; II. That such
times of refreshing shall come; and, III. What is personally necessary, in order to our participation of
the refreshing, which they will furnish.

Nehemiah Williams (1749-1796), born at Hadley, Mass.; died at Brimfield, Mass. Williams graduated
at Harvard in 1769 and became the pastor of the Congregational church at Hadley in December of
1775; later at Brimfield, Mass. His sister was the wife of Rev. Nathanael Emmons. “He was eminently
judicious in his preaching and practice. While an acceptable preacher, he probably gained his greatest
influence as a wise and reliable Christian pastor. After his best efforts in the pulpit, his hearers felt that
there was more in the man to be revered and loved, than they had seen or heard in the sermon. After his
decease, a volume of his sermons was published…The early part of his ministry was during the
Revolutionary war. There was continual embarrassment in regard to his salary, owing to the continual
depreciation of the Continental Currency…In the twenty-one years of Mr. Williams’ ministry, one
hundred and twenty-five were added to the church; three hundred and sixty-two baptized. No
disaffection whatever seems to have arisen during his pastorate of almost a quarter of a century.” –
Hyde, Historical celebration of the town of Brimfield, Hampden County, Mass.

$85.00

251. Williams, T. Rhondda [editor]. The True Revival versus Torreyism. London: Percy Lund,
Humphries & Co., 1904. First Edition. Originally issued in wrappers, this copy bound in cloth with the
wrappers included at the end of the book. Title and author in gilt to spine, remnant of paper label at
bottom. Front edge of backstrip sometime repaired with paste. 5 x 7 1/2 inches, 91 clean pp., former
owner's name on front paste-down. Good. Hardcover.  [3780]

Scarce, with Worldcat locating no copies of this first edition. There are six holdings of the second
edition of 1905, with three of those in the USA.

No. 5799 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "A strong piece against Reuben
Archer Torrey and the new American forms of "revivalism" being introduced into Britain."

A collection of essays: Revival and Intellectual Reaction, by K. C. Anderson, D.D., Dundee; Dr.
Torrey's Treatment of the Bible, by T. Rhondda Williams; Dr. Torrey's Idea of Eternal Torment, by A.
H. Moncur Sime, of Milton Church, Huddersfield; Dr. Torrey's Controversial Method, by Hugh C.
Wallace, Bristol; Dr. Torrey as a Scholar, Hugh C. Wallace, Bristol; A Call to Congregationalists, by
James Bell, Glasgow; Testimony of David Dickie, Minister of Established Church of Scotland,
Glasgow; and A Bradford Episode and a Warning.

$100.00
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252. Williams, Thomas. Sermons, in a Series of Volumes: Vol. I. Providence: Barnum Field, 1823.
First Edition. Full leather with red leather spine label, front joint sometime repaired by sewing and
paste, secure enough for careful handling. 4 1/4 x 7 inches, fffep's chipped at the long margin, 207 pp.,
former owner's signatures on front end papers, neat underlining and notes in the last sermon, rest clean.
Good. Leather_bound.  [3295]

Sermon VII. on the Conversion of the World is of revival interest. Williams shows that civil
magistrates and even religious teaching will not change the hearts of men - a movement of the Spirit of
God is needed. Several of Rev. Williams sermons are listed in Roberts, (nos. 5796-5798).

Thomas Williams (1779-1876), born at Pomfret, CT; died at Providence, RI. Williams graduated at
Yale College, 1800, afterward studying theology with Dr. Nathanael Emmons, whose funeral sermon
Williams preached in 1840. - Diary of Thomas Robbins, D.D., vol. ii. p. 667. (1887). Williams
preached in and served many churches in CT, MA, and RI, at one point holding “not less than 2,200
preaching services, from April 1840, to November, 1868.” It is said that his piety was never doubted,
although he suffered from some eccentricities, being “subject to partial derangement every spring.” He
was always on good terms with Dr. Emmons, but did not like Prof. Stuart of Andover, “their minds
being too much alike.” - quotes from Cornell’s Lives of Clergymen, Physicians and Eminent Business
Men...vol. ii. (1881).

$65.00

253. Winebrenner, John. A Prayer Meeting and Revival Hymn Book, or A Selection of the best
"Psalms & Hymns & Spiritual Songs," from various authors, for the use of Social Prayer
Meetings, and Revivals of Religion. Harrisburg: J. & M. W. M'Kinley, 1825. First Edition. Red
leather, spine with gilt scroll rules & three gilt decorative stamps, "Hymn Book" in gilt on spine. 2 3/4
x 4 1/2 inches, all page edges dyed yellow, recent (2014) ink signature on front paste-down, pages
unnumbered, the book is 1 inch thick. Pressed purple flower at rear fly page. Good. Leather_bound.
[3702]

This is the rare first edition of a hymnal extensively used in revival work.

360 selections with a Table of first lines. No tunes, words only, with the metre noted.

John Winebrenner (1797-1860), b. Glade Valley, Md.; d. Harrisburg, Pa. After studies at Dickinson
College Winebrenner was ordained in the German Reformed Church in 1820. "He pastored at
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, where his revival preaching and his Revival Hymn-Book (1825) brought
about a break between his followers and the Reformed Church... In 1830, he and five other ministers
founded the Church of God (whose members are sometimes called "Winebrennerians.") He served as
speaker at the first eldership and subsequently edited and published the Church of God paper, first
called The Gospel Publisher (1835-1845 and later The Church Advocate (beginning in 1845)." -
wikipedia.

$200.00

254. Wolfe, Marge. Disgracing The Glory: A review of the conflict dividing The Brownsville
Revival School of Ministry--Pensacola, Florida--December 2000. Marge Wolfe, 2001. ISBN:
097154431x. Tall softcover, 8 1/4 x 11 inches, former owner's signature inside front cover, rest clean
and "as new." Fine. Paperback.  [4442]

After six years of revival 195 pages to text, pictures and documents present both sides of the
controversy which resulted in: (1) the dismissal of Dr. Michael L. Brown as President of B.R.S.M. and
(2) Dr. Brown's establishing F.I.R.E. School of Ministry in Pensacola (the Fellowship of International
Revival and Evangelism). Giving voice to the woundedness of the church and school community the
author emphasizes the principles which should govern Christian conflict and makes a strong appeal for
the necessity of God-ordained reconciliation.

$250.00
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255. Wood, Cathy. The Visitation: Photos and Essays from the Brownsville Revival. Christian
Life Books, 2003. ISBN: 1931393095. Tall softcover, 8 1/4 x 11 inches, former owner's signature
inside front cover, rest clean and "as new." Fine. Paperback.  [4441]

$65.00

256. Woodard, Luke. Sketches of a Life of 75, In Three Parts: Biographical, Historical and
Descriptive. Richmond, Indiana: Nicholson Printing & Mfg. Company, 1907. First Edition. Maroon
cloth with bright gilt titles, binding clean and fine, 5 1/2 x 7 3/4 inches, recent former owner's signature
on ffep, 246 unmarked pp. Shadow on tp & frontis from (now removed) newspaper clipping that was
laid in. Fine. Hardcover.  [4113]

No. 5888 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated Bibliography. "The author was connected with
the Religious Society of Friends. Chapter 2. 'The Revival in the Friends Church.' Chapter 5. 'Revival
labors continued.'"

Chapter 2 includes "The great awakening in 1858 - Remarkable meeting at Richmond - at Spiceland -
at Walnut Ridge - Ranterism."

Chapter 5 includes "In New Bedford - At Winthrop, Maine - At Mt. Pleasant, Ohio - At Damascus,
Salem, and West Grove, Ohio - A Gracious revival at home meeting - Revival at Selma, Ohio -
Meetings at Spiceland - Meetings at Carthage, Indianapolis, Plainfield, Chicago, Georgetown, Sand
Creek, Grove, Farmer's Institute, Kokomo, in Iowa, New Mexico, and Canada."

Chapters 8 & 9 describe his voyage to and experiences at the London Yearly Meeting in 1895, and Part
II. of the book is a travelogue through England and Ireland. Part III. consists of reflections on his life
and ministry and the many changes between the years 1832 and 1907.

$65.00

257. Woodbridge, John. Evangelical Religion Gaining Ground in this Country. A Sermon
preached on Thanksgiving-Day, 1858, in the Presbyterian Church, before the Baptist, Methodist
and Presbyterian Congregations of Saratoga Springs. Saratoga Springs: Steam Presses of G. M.
Davison, 1858. First Edition. Printed wrappers, 5 1/2 x 9, 31 pp., light blotches to front. Good.
Pamphlet.  [3547]

No. 5889 in Roberts, Revival Literature. After reviewing grounds for thanksgiving to God for His
blessings to America, Woodbridge focuses on the blessing of "the additions made by His grace to the
number of His people in this general revival."

Soreno Clark's biography of Woodbridge is Roberts 1108. "Woodbridge was a revivalist of
considerable power." He was an opponent of Finney and the New Measures.

$45.00

258. Wright, G. Frederick. Charles Grandison Finney (American Religious Leaders). Boston and
New York: Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1891. ISBN: B007BPVVR8. Blue cloth, a tad worn at the spine
ends, 5 x 7 1/4, old library markings including a paper spine label probably as old as the book itself,
withdrawn stamp on ffep. Card pocket removed from back. 329 clean and unmarked pp. Good.
Hardcover.  [3245]

Roberts 5928. "A major biography, sympathetic but careful."

$20.00

259. Wright, Philip James. Revivals. A Lecture delivered before the Methodist New Connexion
Northern Association, in Salem Chapel, Newcastle upon Tyne, December 18, 1837. Manchester:
Wm. Shuttleworth, 1838. Removed, 5 1/4 x 8 1/2, 24 pp. Good. Pamphlet.  [3516]

Not in Roberts. "Let us consider the origin of revivals; the management of revivals; the necessity of

$30.00
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revivals; and the means by which revivals may be promoted."

260. Yatman, Charles H. Hints on Prayer, Revivals and Bible Study with Eleven Inspirational
Lectures. New York: Fleming H. Revell, 1895. Narrow maroon limp leather with silver titles on front,
3 1/2 x 7 1/4 inches, light scuffing, 64 pp., former owner's inscriptions on end papers. Good.
Hardcover.  [3240]

Charles Henry Yatman (1855-1922), born at Newark, NJ; Methodist evanglist and hymn-writer, for
many years leader of the Young People's Temple at Ocean Grove.
Roberts 5944.

$30.00

261. Young, Jacob. Autobiography of a Pioneer; or, The Nativity, Experience, Travels, and
Ministerial Labors of Rev. Jacob Young; with Incidents, Observations, and Reflections.
Cincinnati: Cranston and Curts, (1857). Light green cloth, worn at the spine ends & corners, binding is
tight but scuffed. 5 1/4 x 7 1/2 inches, several former owners names/stamps on front end papers. 528
clean and unmarked pp. Date taken from Preface; probably a later printing. Good. Hardcover.  [4058]

Running title: "Fifty Years in the Itinerancy." No. 5955 in Roberts, Revival Literature: An Annotated
Bibliography. "Born and reared on the western frontier, Jacob Young spent more than fifty years as a
Methodist itinerant. Although he possessed little formal education, he spared no pains in acquiring the
necessary skills and knowledge required for success in his type of ministry. His service for Christ
began about the time of the great revival in the West (1800) and much of that which characterized the
revival and made it a thing of wonder, also characterized the zealous ministry of this fervent preacher."

Jacob Young (1776-1859), born in Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, which at that time was the
western frontier. He emigrated with his parents to Kentucky in 1797, where they purchased untamed
land. Jacob was raised Presbyterian, and his parents opposed the hysteria of Methodist meetings, yet
Jacob was mesmerized by them and converted to that church. By 1801 he was licensed as a preacher,
and soon entered the itinerancy under the care of William McKendree, traveling the Kentucky Salt
River Circuit. "He traveled extensively, and few men have been instrumental in the conversion of
greater numbers." - Simpson, Cyclopedia of Methodism (1879).

$25.00
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